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below) ahead of the meeting. The webcast will become available at the commencement
of the meeting.
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AGENDA

Item
No
1

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
APPEALS AGAINST REFUSAL OF INSPECTION
OF DOCUMENTS

To consider any appeals in accordance with
Procedure Rule 15.2 of the Access to Information
Rules (in the event of an Appeal the press and
public will be excluded)
(*In accordance with Procedure Rule 15.2, written
notice of an appeal must be received by the Head
of Governance Services at least 24 hours before
the meeting)
2

EXEMPT INFORMATION - POSSIBLE
EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
1

To highlight reports or appendices which
officers have identified as containing exempt
information, and where officers consider that
the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in
disclosing the information, for the reasons
outlined in the report.

2

To consider whether or not to accept the
officers recommendation in respect of the
above information.

3

If so, to formally pass the following
resolution:RESOLVED – That the press and public be
excluded from the meeting during
consideration of the following parts of the
agenda designated as containing exempt
information on the grounds that it is likely, in
view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings,
that if members of the press and public were
present there would be disclosure to them of
exempt information, as follows:-

Item
No

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
LATE ITEMS

3

To identify items which have been admitted to the
agenda by the Chair for consideration
(The special circumstances shall be specified in
the minutes)
DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

4

To disclose or draw attention to any interests in
accordance with Leeds City Council’s ‘Councillor
Code of Conduct’.
5

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

6

MINUTES - 16 JUNE 2022

9 - 14

To confirm as a correct record, the minutes of the
meeting held on 16 June 2022.
7

Morley South

APPLICATION 20/08521/OT - LAND AT
CAPITOL PARK, TOPCLIFFE LANE, MORLEY,
LEEDS
To receive and consider the attached report of the
Chief Planning Officer regarding a hybrid Planning
application including detailed application
comprising the demolition of existing buildings and
structures; earthworks to form development
platforms, drainage features, embankments and
bunds; strategic landscaping, alteration of existing
access road, including works to existing Topcliffe
Lane and junction with A653 and construction of
new access road, to serve employment
development. The outline application comprises
the construction of employment floorspace (Use
Classes B2 and B8 with ancillary office) and
associated servicing and infrastructure including
car parking, vehicle, pedestrian and cycle
circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise
mitigation, drainage features and all associated
infrastructure

15 118

Item
No

Ward

8

Beeston and
Holbeck

Item Not
Open

Page
No
APPLICATION 22/00351/FU - LAND OFF
WATER LANE, HOLBECK LEEDS

119 210

To receive and consider the attached report of the
Chief Planning Officer regarding an application for
a multi-level residential development (Class C3)
with associated hard and soft landscaping and
rooftop amenity space at a site on Land Off Water
Lane, Holbeck, Leeds.
Little London
and
Woodhouse

9

PREAPP-21-00494 - 42 THE HEADROW, LEEDS, 211 LS1 8HZ
234
To receive and consider the attached report of the
Chief Planning Officer regarding a pre-application
presentation of proposed change of use and
alterations to Headrow House, to form 232 coliving apartments.
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

10

Thursday, 11 August 2022 at 1.30 p.m.
Third Party Recording
Recording of this meeting is allowed to enable those not present to see or hear the proceedings either as they take place (or later) and
to enable the reporting of those proceedings. A copy of the recording protocol is available from the contacts named on the front of this
agenda.
Use of Recordings by Third Parties– code of practice
a)
b)

Any published recording should be accompanied by a statement of when and where the recording was made, the context of
the discussion that took place, and a clear identification of the main speakers and their role or title.
Those making recordings must not edit the recording in a way that could lead to misinterpretation or misrepresentation of the
proceedings or comments made by attendees. In particular there should be no internal editing of published extracts;
recordings may start at any point and end at any point but the material between those points must be complete.

Planning Services
To all Members of City Plans Panel

Ninth Floor East
Merrion House
110 Merrion Centre
Leeds LS2 8BB
Contact: Daljit Singh
Tel: 0113 3787971
daljit.singh@leeds.gov.uk
Our ref: City Site Visits
Date: 05.07.2022

Dear Councillor
SITE VISITS – CITY PLANS PANEL – Thursday 14th July 2022
Now that the Government has further removed legal restrictions around social contact it has
been agreed with the Chair of City Plans Panel to undertake site visits on the morning of the
next City Plans Panel meeting.
A 16 seater minibus has been booked for the site visits; however, the Council is advocating a
precautionary approach and control measures have been put in place (see below). To check
numbers please can Members contact PlansPanel@leeds.gov.uk as soon as possible if they
wish to travel via the minibus.
For those travelling by mini-bus please meet in the Ante-Chamber, Civic Hall at 9.55am for
a prompt start at 10.00am.

Time
10.00 am

Ward
Site
MINIBUS DEPARTS FROM OUTSIDE CIVIC HALL ENTRANCE

10.1510.45am
11.00 11.30am

Beeston & Holbeck
Little London &
Woodhouse

Application reference 22/00361/FU -Proposed residential
development at Water Lane, Leeds LS11 9UD
PREAPP/21/00494 – Change of Use to co-living
accommodation at Headrow House, 42 The Headrow,
Leeds LS1 8HZ

Please notify PlansPanel@leeds.gov.uk if you will be attending.
Yours sincerely

Daljit Singh
Group Manager
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Planning Services

Plans Panel Site Visits Risk Assessment; Control Measures and Guidance











Anyone with symptoms of Covid 19 or required to self-isolate in accordance with
the most current guidance must not attend Panel Visits.
Officers who are classified as clinically extremely vulnerable and are at a high risk
of severe illness or who have a number of conditions listed under the moderately
vulnerable category leaving them at greater risk, or in a higher risk groups e.g.
over 60s, BAME staff should only attend Panel visits following a personal risk
assessment
The use of lateral flow testing by participants prior to the visits is encouraged to
help reduce the potential asymptomatic transmission of the Covid-19
Face covering shall be worn on the minibus, and when entering enclosed spaces
on visits.
Hand sanitiser shall be used on boarding and leaving and shall be provided at the
minibus entry/exit point.
Travellers on the minibus shall sit on separate rows wherever possible.
Time spent on the minibus will be minimised e.g. no detailed discussions regarding
sites/proposals whilst parked up.
The minibus will be well ventilated / windows opened (weather permitting).
Interactions on site shall be conducted in a Covid-safe manner, respecting any
anxieties of participants.
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Agenda Item 6
CITY PLANS PANEL
THURSDAY, 16TH JUNE, 2022
PRESENT:

Councillor J McKenna in the Chair
Councillors K Brooks, C Campbell, P Carlill,
P Wadsworth, A Khan, A Maloney,
B Anderson, S Hamilton and N Walshaw

SITE VISITS
The following Members attended the site visits earlier in the day:
 A Maloney
 J McKenna
 C Campbell
 B Anderson
 A Khan
 S Hamilton
CHAIRS OPENING COMMENTS
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. He welcomed Cllr Maloney to
her first Plans Panel as a new Member of Council, saying that she was the
youngest Member of Council, having only recently finished university.
The Chair also welcomed substitute Members Councillors Walshaw, Hamilton
and Anderson.

1

The Chair also welcomed back Cllr Khan after his year as Lord Mayor.
Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents

2

There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents.
Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of Press and Public

3

There were no exempt items.
Late Items

4

There were no late items.
Declaration of Interests

5

No declarations in interests were made at the meeting.
Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from Councillors A Garthwaite, C Gruen D Cohen
and D Blackburn.
Attending the meeting as substitutes were:
 Cllr N Walshaw for Cllr Garthwaite
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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 Cllr S Hamilton for Cllr Gruen
 Cllr B Anderson for Cllr Cohen
Minutes - Thursday, 19 May 2022

7

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 19th May 2022 be
approved as a correct record.
Application 22-00774-FU - 140-142 Briggate, Leeds, LS1 6LS
The Chief Planning Officer submitted a report for the demolition of existing
building and erection of a ten storey building, comprising Class E(a) retail
floorspace at ground floor, commercial floorspace falling under Class E (a)
retail, (b) food and drink, or (d) indoor sport and recreation on the basement
floor, purpose built student accommodation (sui generis) on floors one to nine,
with associated communal facilities in the basement and ground floor, outdoor
amenity space, plant and cycle parking, at 140-142 Briggate, Leeds LS1 6LS.
Members had visited the site earlier in the day and were shown photographs,
and CGI’s at the meeting.
The Panel were informed of the following points:
 The application related to the redevelopment of the House of Fraser
store on Briggate, involving the demolition of the existing 1950’s
building.
 Pre-application proposals were presented to a Consultative Meeting of
City Plans Panel on 21st December 2021. At the meeting Members
confirmed the principle of the use as acceptable and that the scale and
form of the development was generally acceptable, subject to details
regarding materials.
 The primary entrance and reception to the purpose-built student
accommodation would be onto Central Road with student social and
amenity space extending along most of the frontage.
 A greater part of the basement would be used for commercial uses
such as retail, food and drink or leisure uses, with the primary access
for this area from a ground floor access from Central Road. Part of the
basement would be used to support the student accommodation,
containing bike and bin storage, plant, laundry, gym and cinema room.
 The massing of the building would reduce progressively with increased
height above ground floor level.
 The purpose-built student accommodation would contain 238
bedspaces in a mix of 3-8 bedroom clusters, each cluster served by its
own dedicated kitchen /living space. Also proposed are 131 selfcontained studio rooms which would be distributed around the building.
Communal facilities would be focused at, basement level, ground floor
level and first floor level. Areas of external amenity space would be
provided at first floor level as well as level 8.
 The proposed Briggate elevation would reference elements of the
attached listed building.
 Members were shown samples of the proposed materials.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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It was noted that any issues raised by the HSE would need to be
addressed before the application is determined.

The applicant’s agents and consultants were present at the meeting to
respond to Members questions.
In response to questions the Panel were provided with the following
information:
 The tree on Central Road would be saved and a survey would be
undertaken to ensure that the tree was not damaged during
construction. It was the proposal for seating to be provided round the
tree as part of the proposed external amenity space with additional
benches towards Kirkgate.
 It was noted this area would remain a parking free zone, with only blue
badge parking available. There would be a management plan for drop
off and pick up at the beginning and end of the academic year.
Services access would be maintained as they are currently for House
of Fraser.
 Specialists had been engaged with in relation to heritage and
conservation of the surrounding area and buildings. Lighter materials
would be used at the highest parts of the building, to limit the impact of
the scale and massing of the building. The scale and mass of the
building was as presented at the meeting in December 2021. The
Council’s design consultant was in agreement with the developers,
saying they had engaged with officers working hard to reduce the mass
of the building by using stepped levels, so the building was not
towering over the street. It was noted that the developers had engaged
with the Civic Trust and comments were included as part of the
submitted report.
 Central Road would have extensive improvements made to ensure that
students and visitors to the area felt safe and secure.
 Members acknowledged that a condition would be placed on the
developers to ensure that the area surrounding the new building would
be left in a good condition.
Members comments included:
 The proposed development would be an improvement on what is
currently on this site.
 The Central Road public realm proposals need to be reconsidered to
provide a more attractive and legible pedestrian area and more
comprehensive surface treatment.
 It was the view of most Members that the proposed development
although taller than surrounding building was not too impacting due to
the in stepped levels and light-coloured materials.
 The proposal blends nicely with the existing listed building.
 As people exit the Trinity Centre this proposed building would be nice
to look at.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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The Chair recognised that some members had concerns with the mass of this
proposed building but gave praise to the developers and the architect for the
design.
RESOLVED – To defer and delegate to the Chief Planning Officer as set out
in the submitted report.

8

Cllr Wadsworth left the meeting at 3pm at the end of this item.
PREAPP-21-00423 - 100 Merrion Centre and Wade House, Merrion
Centre, Merrion Way, Leeds, LS2 8NG
The Chief Planning Officer submitted a pre-application presentation for the
conversion and extension of Wade House to form student accommodation
and the construction of a new 35 storey tower building for student
accommodation use.
Members had visited the site earlier in the day. At the meeting Members were
shown slides, photographs and CGI’s.
Members were informed of the following points:
 Wade House is part of the Merrion Centre estate which was built in the
1960’s.
 In 2019 the applicant had attended Plans Panel with a proposal for
offices and retail units which was approved at the Panel. However,
there was no market for office accommodation and it was now thought
to be more sustainable as student accommodation.
 The proposal would retain and re-use as much of the site as possible.
Wade House would up to 3 storeys in height with the new building at
100 Merrion Centre being up to 35 storeys. The use of the buildings
would be split into student accommodation but with the retail element
retained with access from the Merrion Centre. It was noted that the
applicants had used the Leeds Tall Buildings SPD as guidance for the
layout.
 It was intended that this site would be a walkable accessible site with
new pedestrian and cycle routes.
 Wade Lane access would be made safe and secure for new residents.
 The proposal was for a contemporary design with emerging public
realm and roof terraces.
 The site was thought to be sustainable as they plan to retain and reuse Wade House and the future use of the 35 storey building could be
easily adapted to be used for residential or hotel use if student
accommodation was no longer required, with proximity to amenities.
Member’s discussions included:
 The applicant needed to ensure that they worked with a student
accommodation provider and ensure that the accommodation was
suitable for all students not just wealthy students. It was noted that a
provider had not been found yet.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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Members noted that the previous planning permission had not gone
ahead as the deal had fallen away.
The area is a traditional Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA)
area but would still require a survey to be undertaken to ensure that
there was a demand for this type of accommodation in this location.
Although an emerging design, the conceptual appearance was
welcomed compared to the appearance of the current building.
Some Members were of the view that the accommodation could be
aimed at students who were in the later years of university. Student mix
and affordability were important factors for this scheme.
The Scheme needed to ensure that it addresses the climate
emergency issues.
Some Members raised concerns in relation to the proposed access on
Wade Lane which was currently used for service vehicles. It was noted
that services would use the basement for access and storage instead
of Wade Lane. Concerns were also raised in relation to the courtyard
proposed as amenity space which would be overshadowed by tall
buildings and too small for the proposed 1,000 students who may wish
to use it.
Although the buildings potentially formed part of a cluster of tall
buildings around the Merrion Centre, there was some general concern
that the proposed new building would be clearly visible from Millennium
Square and adversely affected the setting of Leeds City Museum. The
proposal needed to compliment the surrounding heritage buildings.
Member’s suggestions included roof terraces and stepped in terraces
to create a more interesting design.
They were of the view that the amenity space and access off Wade
Lane needed to be a bright, vibrant and safe area for the residents.
Concerns were also raised in relation to the impact on amenities such
as GP provision.

Member’s provided feedback on questions set out at page 71 of the submitted
report:
 Do Members consider that the proposed use of the site for student
accommodation to the uppers floors and use class E commercial use
to one unit at ground floor, with the resulting loss of potential retail
space, is acceptable in principle?
Members were of the view that there was an excess of vacant retail premises
in the city centre so to lose some would be acceptable in this case. The use of
the building for students was acceptable, but there were concerns with regard
to amenity space.
 Subject to confirmation of detailed proposals do Members consider that
the living conditions within the student accommodation would be
acceptable?
Members were of the view that they were unable to comment on the living
conditions as this was a pre application and wait for further details of the
accommodation. However, Members wished to see proposals coming forward
which would address the accessibility of pedestrians along Wade Lane to
ensure that it was safe and secure.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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 Do Members support the emerging design, scale and massing?
Members were of the view that the design and scale required more work and
needed to consider how it was viewed from points in the city centre to work
with the surrounding buildings.

9

RESOLVED – To note the content of the report and presentation.
Date and Time of Next Meeting
To note that the next meeting of City Plans Panel will be on Thursday 14 th
July 2022 at 1:30pm in Civic Hall.
Meeting concluded at 15:45

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Thursday, 14th July, 2022
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Agenda Item 7

Originator:
Tel:

Mark Jackson
0113 378 8136

`
Report of the Chief Planning Officer
City Plans Panel
Date: 14 July 2022
Planning Reference: 20/08521/OT
Hybrid Planning application including detailed application comprising the demolition
of existing buildings and structures; earthworks to form development platforms,
drainage features, embankments and bunds; strategic landscaping, alteration of
existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe Lane and junction with A653
and construction of new access road, to serve employment development. The outline
application comprises the construction of employment floorspace (Use Classes B2 and
B8 with ancillary office) and associated servicing and infrastructure including car
parking, vehicle, pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works,
noise mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure
Applicant: Sterling Capitol PLC
Address: Land At Capitol Park, Topcliffe Lane, Morley, Leeds
Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

Morley South

Equality and Diversity
Community Cohesion

Yes

Narrowing the Gap

Ward Members consulted
(referred to in report)

RECOMMENDATION: DEFER AND DELEGATE to the Chief Planning Officer for
approval subject to the specified conditions identified below (and any others which
he might consider appropriate); the completion of a S106 Agreement; and
consultation with the Secretary of State.
The Section 106 Agreement shall include:
•
•
•

Provision of a Site Wide Management Company;
Provision of Biodiversity Improvements and a Management Plan;
Provision of Open Space Management Plan;
Page 13
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deed of Variation to Historic S106 Floorspace Restrictions;
Provision of a Travel Plan, including £10,567 monitoring fee;
Local Employment Initiatives, including £45,000 contribution towards The
Ahead Partnership and £50,000 towards an Apprenticeship Fund;
Scheme to deliver the off site highways works at M62 junction 28
improvements through a s278 Agreement;
Contribution of £700,000 towards off site highway works A653
Dewsbury Road southbound bus gate;
Junction improvements contribution £328,890;
Contribution for shared footway and cycle path improvements £146,750;
The planting of 10,000 trees; and
Provision and implementation of a new publicly accessible park and future
maintenance as part of the Proposed Development.

In the circumstances where the Section 106 has not been completed within 3
months of the Panel resolution to grant planning permission, the final
determination of the application shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer.
Summary of Draft Conditions
1. Time limit on full permission
2. Phasing Plan
3. Development in line with approved plans
4. Height Parameters
5. Development Character Area Parameters
6. Ground Investigation Report
7. Ground Investigation Remediation Report
8. Ground Investigation Verification Report
9. Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation
10. Details of Drainage – including drainage during construction
11. Approved vehicular access
12. Off- site highways works – Phase 1 of Improvements to Junction 28 of M62
13. Details of cycle parking facilities prior to completion of building
14. Provision of electric vehicle charging facilities
15. Details of Car Parking and Servicing Management Plan
16. Details and Provision of Vehicle Spaces to be Laid Out
17. Details of lighting scheme for each phase across site
18. Details of the biodiversity management plan
19. Details of Construction Environmental Management Plan
20. Details of Construction Management Plan, including hours of construction
21. Details of landscaping scheme
22. Details of retention of landscaping
23. Details of tree protection measures
24. Details of a landscape management plan
25. Demolition of buildings across site
26. Removal of permitted development rights for changes of use of land falling within
Use Class E -ancillary office space to remain ancillary
27. Details of materials
28. Renewable energy provision
29. Noise assessment
30. Details of mechanical plant and equipment
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Introduction
1

The application is brought before the Elected Members of the City Plans Panel,
following the resolution concluded by the City Plans Panel on 19 May 2022 to defer
until further information and details have been received. The previous report is
attached at Appendix 1, as is the original recommendation that was brought before
Elected Members of the City Plans Panel of the 25th November 2021. The two
reports should be read in conjunction with the update provided in this report.

2

The proposal relates to a key General Employment Allocation, 38.44 hectares in
size. The employment site is recognised within the Local Planning Authority’s
Development Plan, and identified as a suitable general employment site within the
Site Allocation Plan (SAP) 2019 (allocation references EG2-19 and EG1-60).

3

The scheme that is to be determined is a hybrid application including both matters
that are to be considered in outline and matters of detail that are to be considered
as a full planning application.

4

The matters of detail relate to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

The matters for consideration at Outline are:
•
•

6

Construction of employment floorspace (for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and
B8 Uses with ancillary office);
Associated servicing and infrastructure including car parking, vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise
mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure

The resolution at the Plans Panel of 19th May 2022 sought further discussions
between officers and the Applicant regarding:
•
•

7

Demolition of existing buildings and structures;
Earthworks to form development platforms;
Drainage features;
Embankments and bunds;
Strategic landscaping;
Alteration of existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe
Lane and junction with A653; and,
Construction of new access road to serve the employment development.

The maximum massing and heights of the buildings;
Mitigation measures regarding noise and light pollution.

The recommendation brought back to Members is made in light of discussions with
the Applicant and the submission of a package of additional information which has:
•

Reduced the maximum height of Parcel 3 from 22.4m to 18.5m, reduction of
3.9m. This would result in a haunch height (eaves height) of 15m which is
the absolute minimum for these types of uses;
Page 15
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Set out the institutional requirements for the height (and why 14m is not
feasible, viable etc);
Confirmed heights of adjacent buildings;
An indicative option showing lighting and distances
Shadowing diagrams showing minimal impact upon residential amenity
An indicative Lighting scheme for Option A including a light spill plan showing
minimal impact upon residential amenity;
Suggested wording for conditions relating to lighting and noise impacts

Update
8

Since the application was brought before Members on the 19th May 2022, no policy
changes have occurred that are pertinent to the assessment of this application.

9

The discussions and additional information expand on the issues raised by
Members, but do not raise any new material planning considerations. It should be
noted that the additional information has not changed the proposal (to the detriment
of neighbouring properties, ie siting them closer or making them higher etc), and
therefore such information would not be required by the statement of community
involvement to be further publicised.

10

Although no further public consultation has been carried out, due to the nature of the
additional information, two representations have been received since the 19th May
Plans Panel. The representations do not raise any new material planning
considerations.
The maximum massing and heights of the buildings

11

All proposed buildings on the parcels of land indicatively shown for development
relate to an outline application. The application therefore seeks to establish that the
principle of development is acceptable, outlining parameters for the phases of
development and heights and locations for the buildings and their associated works.
As it has been debated at length in the previous Plans Panel meetings, the maximum
heights have been proposed to ensure that there is flexibility for future occupants,
which will in turn have to submit planning applications for all matters that are
reserved for future consideration in this outline consent.

12

Since the Plans Panel of the 19th May 2022, the Applicant has sought to further
identify the heights of commercial buildings in the local area to demonstrate the
requirements of the logistics sector and the competition within the market for
employment spaces such as these. It has been advised that a ridge height of 18.5m
is an absolute minimum for these types of uses as this is dictated by the haunch
height of 15 metres (I.e. the clear working height inside the warehouse), which is the
minimum industry standard and operational requirement for this type and size of
building.

13

This 15 metre minimum haunch height requirement is derived from the form and
function requirements of occupiers and operators, who largely use pallet storage in
a racking system. Many operators will use standard forklifts to load and unload
pallets, which at 15 metre haunch height, allows for 8 levels of pallets (circa 1.8m
per pallet). A photograph will be shown as part of the Panel presentation to
demonstrate this. This maximises the efficiency of the cube. Use of a properly
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designed, high-density storage system can significantly reduce the space needed
for storage, and hence reduces footprint and energy costs of these buildings.
14

As such, the applicant advises any further reduction of height is not viable, as it
would not meet the requirements of the occupiers and operators of these buildings.
The applicant also states that the proposed buildings need to be competitive in the
market, to attract the calibre of companies such as Blue Chip, best in class
companies, who can provide the skilled, varied green jobs for the people of Morley
and the wider Leeds City Region.

15

A table provided by the applicant (source: Knight Frank) shows a number of other
large scale logistics and employment related buildings that have been approved
and/or built recently in the Yorkshire region, including ones in Garforth, Wakefield,
Doncaster, Selby, Goole and Rotherham This shows that such buildings have been
designed with a haunch height of 15-20 metres.

16

Following discussions with the Local Planning Authority, and through further analysis
of the institutional requirements, the Applicant proposes to reduce the maximum
height parameter for development within the identified Parcel 3 (the parcel of land
closest to the residential properties on Topcliffe Lane). The proposed height is
reduced from a maximum 22.4 metres as previously proposed to 18.5 metres. The
internal arrangement of an overall ridge height of 18.5 metres provides a haunch
height of 15 metres.

17

The operational requirements for individual companies within the logistic sector does
vary, and the original maximum height was to allow the greatest degree of flexibility
and to ensure that the development could cater for companies across the sector.
The parameters would also ensure that long term operational requirements could be
met.

18

The Applicant has analysed the heights of the surrounding buildings, such as those
currently within the wider Capitol Park site and other similar users, such as Amazon,
which is adjacent to the M1. The heights of the building are all higher than 15 metres
internally.

19

It is considered that the proposed reduction in the maximum height parameter of the
closest building to residential properties within Toplcliffe Lane, mitigates any
potential adverse impact on neighbouring amenities given that it was at its closest
point on Option A, indicated to be over 85 metres away and behind significant
landscaping, a bund and a noise attenuation fence. The applicant has advised that
the further reductions in scale and massing to the height parameters for this parcel
of land are the limit of what is feasible and viable to build.

20

The reduction in height is shown on a CGI and shadowing diagrams further illustrate
the limited impact the proposal will have on existing residents in terms of loss of light,
outlook and potential dominance. Furthermore, it should also be stressed that the
detailed design of the buildings will be further controlled by the Reserved Matters
application and matters such as use of materials and their colours will allow further
opportunities to mitigate the potential visual impact of the buildings.

21

It is considered that the further changes made to the maximum height parameters
respond positively to the concerns raised by Plans Panel and comply with the
Council’s planning policies relating to design and existing amenity.
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Mitigation Measures Regarding Noise and Light Pollution.
22

Members raised concerns with noise and light pollution as a result of the
development. The application was submitted with an Environmental Impact
Assessment, which assessed in detail the potential noise/ light sources and sensitive
receptors. As previously outlined, the application is an outline consent that will be
subject to various planning conditions and a legal agreement.

23

The Applicant has provided a Light Spill Plan, that although it is indicative, shows
what a lighting strategy could be, using the indicative Option A as the layout
arrangement. The lighting spill shows minimal impact upon the neighbouring
residents due to distance at which the areas would be from the neighbouring
properties, the siting and height of the individual columns, and given that measures
such as light baffles would be used.

24

At this stage, the measures are indicative as the built forms and specific layouts of
the proposed phases are not to be determined here, but in any subsequent
Reserved Matters application. To provide assurance to Members that the lighting
impact will be controlled appropriately following any subsequent approval of
Reserved Matters applications, the following conditions are proposed to be imposed
on any outline planning consent:
‘Any Reserved Matters applications shall include a lighting strategy for that
phase, which includes details of light columns, lighting specifications, a light
spillage plan showing the LUX levels in relation to the closest nearby
properties/highways and details of baffles. The lighting scheme shall be
designed to maintain the amenity of neighbouring residents, ensure highway
safety and protect ecology by preventing excessive light spill onto sensitive
habitats. The development shall be implemented in accordance with the
approved details and thereafter retained’.

25

Further to the above and in relation to potential noise impacts, such issues are
influenced by a number of factors and potential noise sources will vary depending
on the end users of each unit, together with layout and arrangement of the building
and its service yard. Furthermore, the applicant has carried out updated noise and
vibration assessments in relation to the indicative layout which conclude that the
noise impacts of the development in terms of the construction phase, the operational
phase and taking into account the cumulative impacts, are low and pose no
significant risk to the amenity of residents nearby. This is in conjunction with the
implementation of the proposed mitigation measures whereby the proposal has
been designed with the significant landscaping buffers, land bunds and noise
attenuation fencing being proposed in locations where there are noise sensitive
receptors (most pertinent to this is the proposed landscaping, bund and fencing
facing Topcliffe Lane). The measures are considered to be acceptable to mitigate
against significant noise impacts, however, to further reassure Members that the
proposal can mitigate noise impacts sufficiently, the following conditions are
considered acceptable to impose on any Outline consent approval. The conditions
proposed are:
•

‘Prior to the occupation of each unit, a BS4142:2014 noise assessment
shall be submitted to and approved in writing, which assesses the noise
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levels from vehicle movements, mechanical services and any other
operating noise associated with the type of business that occupies each
unit. The noise assessment should recommend mitigation measures, if
necessary, to ensure that occupants of nearby existing residential
properties are not adversely affected by noise from the units. The details of
the mitigation scheme shall be implemented prior to the first use of the
relevant building and retained thereafter in good order for the lifetime of the
development’.
•

26

‘No noise generating plant including mechanical ventilation or
refrigeration/air conditioning, extraction plant shall be installed in any part of
the development until full and precise details have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include
a BS4142:2014 noise assessment and shall detail any mitigation measures
if necessary, physical or operational to achieve no more than 0dB(A) above
the prevailing background levels, outside the windows of the nearest noise
sensitive property during the quietest measured period’.

It is considered that the Applicant has provided sufficient details to show that issues
relating to noise and excessive lighting can be mitigated against efficiently and in
line with the requirements of local and national planning policies. The conditions
proposed will ensure that the designs of the Reserved Matters applications are
produced in a way that will reflect the requirements of the conditions; moreover, the
conditions will also ensure that the end users operate in a way that will not be
detrimental to local residential amenity.
Summary

27

The Applicant has made a substantial concession with regards to the maximum
height to be permitted in the parameter plan for Parcel 3, which is set closest to the
nearest residential properties. Although the reduction in height will reduce the
attractiveness of the development to some future prospective tenants, it has been
demonstrated that with such parameters the units are still viable and competitive
with other developments in the surrounding area.

28

The discussions and further information provided has demonstrated that the noise
and lighting associated with the development can be controlled appropriately and
any significant impacts can be mitigated against.

29

In light of the further information received, it is considered that the Applicant has
addressed the issues raised by Members and demonstrated that the proposal is
policy compliant and acceptable in relation to both local and national planning
policies. The approval of this large employment scheme, on a site that has been
identified by the Local Planning Authority in its Development Plan, is considered to
provide significant economic, social and environmental benefits to both the locality
and the wider city whilst safeguarding the amenities of neighbouring residents.
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Appendix 1

Originator:
Tel:

Mark Jackson
0113 378 8136

`
Report of the Chief Planning Officer
City Plans Panel
Date: 19 May 2022
Planning Reference: 20/08521/OT
Hybrid Planning application including detailed application comprising the demolition
of existing buildings and structures; earthworks to form development platforms,
drainage features, embankments and bunds; strategic landscaping, alteration of
existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe Lane and junction with A653
and construction of new access road, to serve employment development. The outline
application comprises the construction of employment floorspace (Use Classes B2 and
B8 with ancillary office) and associated servicing and infrastructure including car
parking, vehicle, pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works,
noise mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure
Applicant: Sterling Capitol PLC
Address: Land At Capitol Park, Topcliffe Lane, Morley, Leeds
Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

Morley South

Equality and Diversity
Community Cohesion

Yes

Narrowing the Gap

Ward Members consulted
(referred to in report)

RECOMMENDATION: DEFER AND DELEGATE to the Chief Planning Officer for
approval subject to the specified conditions identified below (and any others which
he might consider appropriate); the expiration of the publicity period; the
completion of a S106 Agreement; and consultation with the Secretary of State.
The Section 106 Agreement shall include:
•
•
•

Provision of a Site Wide Management Company;
Provision of Biodiversity Improvements and a Management Plan;
Provision of Open Space Management Plan;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deed of Variation to Historic S106 Floorspace Restrictions;
Provision of a Travel Plan, including £10,567 monitoring fee;
Local Employment Initiatives, including £45,000 contribution towards The
Ahead Partnership and £50,000 towards an Apprenticeship Fund;
Contribution of £4 million towards off site highways works M62 junction 28
improvements;
Contribution of £700,000 towards off site highway works A653
Dewsbury Road southbound bus gate;
Junction improvements contribution £328,890;
Contribution for shared footway and cycle path improvements £146,750;
The planting of 10,000 trees; and
Provision and implementation of a new publicly accessible park and future
maintenance as part of the Proposed Development.

In the circumstances where the Section 106 has not been completed within 3
months of the Panel resolution to grant planning permission, the final
determination of the application shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer.
Furthermore, in the circumstances where additional representations are received
prior to determination of the application that raise new material planning issues,
then in consultation with the Chair of City Plans Panel, the application will be
reported back to Panel if that course of action is warranted.
Summary of Draft Conditions
1. Time limit on full permission
2. Phasing Plan
3. Development in line with approved plans
4. Height Parameters
5. Development Character Area Parameters
6. Ground Investigation Report
7. Ground Investigation Remediation Report
8. Ground Investigation Verification Report
9. Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation
10. Details of Drainage – including drainage during construction
11. Approved vehicular access
12. Off- site highways works – Phase 1 of Improvements to Junction 28 of M62
13. Details of cycle parking facilities prior to completion of building
14. Provision of electric vehicle charging facilities
15. Details of Car Parking and Servicing Management Plan
16. Details and Provision of Vehicle Spaces to be Laid Out
17. Details of lighting scheme across site
18. Details of the biodiversity management plan
19. Details of Construction Environmental Management Plan
20. Details of Construction Management Plan, including hours of construction
21. Details of landscaping scheme
22. Details of retention of landscaping
23. Details of tree protection measures
24. Details of a landscape management plan
25. Demolition of buildings across site
26. Removal of permitted development rights for changes of use of land falling within
Use Class E -ancillary office space to remain ancillary
27. Details of materials
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28. Renewable energy provision

Introduction
1

The application is brought before the Elected Members of the City Plans Panel,
following the resolution concluded by the City Plans Panel on 25th November 2021
to defer until further information and details have been received. The previous report
is attached at Appendix 1 and should be read in conjunction with the update provided
in this report.

2

The proposal relates to a key General Employment Allocation, 38.44 hectares in
size. The employment site is recognised within the Local Planning Authority’s
Development Plan, and identified as a suitable general employment site within the
Site Allocation Plan (SAP) 2019 (allocation references EG2-19 and EG1-60).

3

The scheme that is to be determined is a hybrid application including both matters
that are to be considered in outline and matters of detail that are to be considered
as a full planning application.

4

The matters of detail relate to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

The matters for consideration at Outline are:
•
•

6

Demolition of existing buildings and structures;
Earthworks to form development platforms;
Drainage features;
Embankments and bunds;
Strategic landscaping;
Alteration of existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe
Lane and junction with A653; and,
Construction of new access road to serve the employment development.

Construction of employment floorspace (for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and
B8 Uses with ancillary office);
Associated servicing and infrastructure including car parking, vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise
mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure

The resolution at the Plans Panel of 25th November 2021 sought further
information, details and clarity in respect of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The impact on the Green Belt and in particular whether the proposed
drainage works can be provided within the employment site;
The position of the units;
The proposed hours of operation;
Greater clarity on the landscaping proposals, particularly the tree planting;
Greater clarity on connectivity with Morley Town Centre;
Greater clarity on the local employment agreement measures;
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•

Greater clarity on possible congestion associated with the junction of the
A653 and the A650.

7

It is stressed that the application has been brought forward following the adoption of
the Site Allocation Plan (SAP) in 2019, which identifies the site (sites EG2-19 and
EG1-60) for general employment uses. The site is therefore allocated for uses falling
within former use classes B1b, B1c, and use classes B2 and B8. Therefore in
planning policy terms the principle of development for class B8 and B2 as proposed
is established. The SAP allocation provides a robust policy context and framework
for this proposal.

8

The recommendation brought back to Members is made in light of a package of
additional information that has been submitted in relation to the above details at
paragraph 6. The additional information has been publicised in accordance with the
Local Authority’s Statement of Community Involvement.
Update

9

The submitted additional information sets out the Applicant’s response to the various
issues raised at City Plans Panel on 25th November 2021 and proposes strategic
changes and further contributions and commitments to be delivered as part of the
proposal.

10

The details provided have sought to clarify how the proposal outlined at the Plans
Panel will be delivered in relation to the seven issues raised. The package of
additional information offers further contributions, to be secured through a Section
106 legal agreement, for a new publicly accessible park, the planting of 10,000 trees,
further local employment strategies (contributions and commitments to an
Apprenticeship Fund and the Ahead Partnership), and highway improvements
amounting to a total of £5,186,207.00.

11

An updated market overview has been prepared in support of the application which
has confirmed the continued high demand and growth of industrial and logistical
sectors. The report strongly emphasises the requirement of premises proposed in
order for Leeds to compete with neighbouring boroughs and the wider region in
attracting new and inward investment and creating jobs.

12

Of significant concern to Members were the issue of how the site marked for Outline
planning consent could be developed in future and whether the scale of the
development would impact upon the wider Green Belt. Additional Indicative
Masterplans have been prepared to demonstrate that the configuration of the site to
be developed is not fixed at this stage and that the parameters proposed can allow
various development arrangements that will not be detrimental to the surrounding
area. The essential need and requirement for large industrial units in the city has
also been outlined and clarity given as to the use of the Green Belt for drainage
purposes. A legal view has been sought and provided in respect of the Green Belt
issue that was raised.

13

The package of further information was submitted and subsequently publicised with
site notices being put up around the local area. Ward Members for Morley North and
Morley South were notified by email (21 April 2022) that the additional information
had been received.
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14

With regards to the further publicity given to the received information, four
representations have been received. The representations do not raise any new
issues that have not been addressed in the original Chief Planning Officer’s report
(attached Appendix 1).

15

The publicity given to the additional information is still ongoing as the site notices
were posted around the Site on 27th April 2022 and such notices allow comments
until 19th May 2022. It is noted that this is the date of the Panel meeting, and
therefore the wording of the recommendation is phrased to enable the application to
be deferred and delegated to the Chief Planning Officer subject to the expiration of
the publicity period. Furthermore, any comments received since the Panel report
was published will be reported verbally at the Panel meeting.
Policy Update
Spatial Policy Context and Need

16

The Chief Planning Officer’s original report outlined both local and national planning
policies and the context in which this hybrid, outline and full application, need to be
assessed and considered. The additional package of information does not give rise
to any further policy considerations, but the following update regarding the need and
importance of Logistics is considered to be necessary as it is at the heart of local
and national planning policy.

17

The Leeds Site Allocation Plan Remittal Background paper updates the employment
land supply in Leeds. The availability of employment land across the city is
monitored each quarter as part of the Employment Land Availability (ELA)
assessments. The latest ELA takes into account losses and gains of land supply
available for general employment and concludes starkly that when full account is
taken of the effect of gains and losses of employment land there is a deficit of 53.6
hectares of employment land availability viewed in the context of the requirements
of the Core Strategy and the Development Plan period. Should this application not
be brought forward the deficit would further increase to 80.4 hectares.

18

The allocation of this site for employment uses was assessed through the SAP
adoption process and the Inspectors report supported the allocation of this site to
meet the identified employment land need across the City. The application site is
significant in the delivery of the minimum requirement of 493 hectares.

19

The e-commerce market has continued to drive demand for logistics space with ever
faster delivery times expected by consumers. Although post pandemic retail sales
online have fallen analysis of the markets show growth significantly higher than prepandemic levels. Accordingly, the robust growth of the logistics sectors will continue
to drive demand for larger commercial premises. The market overview report
provided concludes that there has been an irreversible structural change in
consumer behaviour, which has been the catalyst in the rise of the logistic and
industrial sectors.

20

The additional package of information demonstrates that there is a critical lack of
commercial space in the West Yorkshire and Humber region for employment uses
within the Logistics sector. It further demonstrates that the growth of the sector is
one which is being, and likely to continue, to be sustained and be a significant driver
of national and local employment growth. Accordingly, it is important to recognise
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that the allocated site is supported in terms of local and national planning policies
that seek to ensure sustainable development promotes economic growth.
Furthermore, given the scale of this investment and the shortage of employment
land across the city, such proposal will be pivotal in the delivery of the aims and
objectives of the Development Plan.
Green Belt Policy
21

The first minute of the resolution to defer is regarding the impact of the Green Belt
and whether the proposal can incorporate the drainage of the site within the
proposed developable area that is designated as the SAP sites EG2-19 and EG160.

22

At paragraphs 91 to 104 of the Chief Planning Officer’s report, it was outlined that
the proposed landscaping and drainage works to be carried out on the parcel of land
that is designated Green Belt, would not constitute ‘inappropriate development
within the context of the NPPF, provided that the visual impact of the development
preserves the openness of the Green Belt. Crucially, the parcel of Green Belt will
remain free of buildings and structures that constitute development, whilst enabling
the efficient use of the allocated site that contributes significantly towards the
employment land needs of the wider city, and preserves the openness of the Green
Belt. The use of the Green Belt for drainage and recreational purposes is considered
to therefore be appropriate.

23

Guidance from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, that
assessing the impact of this proposal on the openness of the Green Belt is subject
to judgement based on the circumstances of the case.

24

The Government guidance states that:
•
•
•

openness is capable of having both spatial and visual aspects – in other
words, the visual impact of the proposal may be relevant, as could its volume;
the duration of the development, and its remediability – taking into account
any provisions to return land to its original state or to an equivalent (or
improved) state of openness; and
the degree of activity likely to be generated, such as traffic generation.

25

The proposed landscaping, including tree planting, the creation of drainage ponds
and public footpaths, will have a degree of impact visually; however, this impact is
not considered to harm the openness of the greenbelt as it spatially does not affect
the green character of the land and its overall function. Furthermore, the landscaping
improves biodiversity and the green character of the site.

26

The Applicant has sought a legal view as to the impact of the proposal on the
openness of the Green Belt and has referenced the approach of the Supreme Court
(Samuel Smith Old Brewery (Tadcaster) -v- North Yorkshire County Council [2020],
and an Appeal decision relating to Land South of Pool Road.

27

At paragraph 138 of the NPPF, the purposes of including land within the Green Belt
are set out as:
(a) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas.
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(b) To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another.
(c) To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
(d) To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns.
(e) To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict
and other urban land.
28

Following the proposed landscaping changes to the area of Green Belt proposed,
the area of Green Belt land used would function exactly the same way as it does at
present in terms of restricting the sprawl of large built up areas. The changes would
also ensure the longevity of its function in separating the residential and commercial
built areas through the requirement to retain any drainage/ landscaping and public
access for the life of the development through conditions and the legal agreement.
Furthermore, although works are proposed within the Green Belt these remain
consistent with the requirement to preserve the openness of the countryside, given
that they include planting and measures to increase local biodiversity.

29

The use of the land for drainage purposes and ecological mitigation is considered to
be an ‘appropriate use’ within the Green Belt as set out in Case Law. In particular,
the Appeal decision relating to Land South of Pool Road is of significance as this
demonstrates that the approach is considered to be acceptable by the Local
Planning Authority, but also that this approach is confirmed by the Secretary of State.

30

The proposed changes within the Green Belt are consistent with national planning
policy in so far as the changes are considered to be appropriate within the Green
Belt and not significantly harmful to its openness, due to the land being kept
permanently open. Whilst Members were of the opinion that surface water drainage
should occur within the site, such works are not only acceptable within the Green
Belt, but they allow for the efficient development of the site that is allocated within
the Development Plan.

31

At paragraph 124 of the NPPF, it is noted that planning policies and decisions should
support the efficient use of land and take into account the need, availability of land
suitable for accommodating housing or other forms of development. It further states
that decisions should take account of local market conditions and viability. As
previously stated the need for the employment space is critical and the provision of
such space would help deliver the minimum requirement for the provision of 493
hectares of general employment space outlined within the Development Plan.

32

The proposed changes to the area designated as Green Belt will have a visual
impact upon the character of the existing landscape, but are considered to be
appropriate in nature as detailed in paragraph 150 of the NPPF. The degree of
impact is considered to be small and the openness of the Green Belt is considered
to be preserved through the land being kept permanently open. In summary, the
proposed development within the Green Belt designation is not considered to be
inappropriate and, it accords with the fundamental aims of Green Belt policy.
Accordingly, the works within the Green Belt are therefore acceptable in relation
to the requirements of paragraphs 138 and 150 of the NPPF.
Positioning of the Units
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33

As previously described the proposal is a hybrid application comprising of a detailed
application to remove existing buildings and provide ground works, a new access
road and strategic landscaping of the site; and an outline application for the
construction of employment floorspace and associated works.

34

With regard to Members concerns on the arrangement of the units and the siting and
positioning of the units in relation to the closest residential properties, a series of
parameters plans have been prepared and submitted with the Hybrid planning
application to provide the framework for all future Reserved Matters submissions.
The parameters provide either maximum limits (heights of buildings and extent of
Development Parcels) or a range or zone for the parameters to allow flexibility for
the Reserved Matters stage when occupants are more likely to be known.

35

The Parameter Plans for the Proposed Development are as follows
•
•
•
•

Development Plots Parameters – total development floor space, area of built
development, distribution of uses, finished ground levels, building heights,
and noise attenuation zone;
Green Infrastructure Parameters – areas of landscape planting and wetland;
Movement Parameters – Main Access Corridor and Public Rights of Way;
and;
Drainage Parameters – drainage pond zone and zone for the outlet.

36

Parameter plans are commonly used at the Outline Application stage due to the
uncertainty of the end user and the flexibility that the parameters allow whilst
safeguarding potential impact on townscape and neighbouring amenities. The
Applicant has provided a further three Indicative Masterplans, based on the
parameters outlined previously, to demonstrate and visualise how the general
employment areas may be laid out in the subsequent Reserved Matters
application(s).

37

All the proposed layouts include a 6m high landscaped bund and elevated standard
tree planting, together with a 3 metre high noise barrier on the western edge of the
site, which is the closest point to the nearest residential properties. This landscaping
creates an instant 9 metre high screen.

38

The four options presented are:
Option A
•
•

Five units ranging from 40,000sq ft to 500,000sq ft
Nearest unit to residential property – 85 metres

Option B
• Six units ranging from 40,000sq ft to 380,000sq ft
• Nearest unit to residential property – 112 metres
Option C
• Seven units ranging from 40,000sq ft to 325,000sq ft
• Nearest unit to residential property – 122 metres
Option D
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•
•

Seven units ranging from 35,000sq ft to 325,000sq ft
Nearest unit to residential property – 122 metres

39

Although the detailed design of the buildings is to be considered at Reserved Matters
stage, the units are to be of a very high standard of design and quality. It is proposed
that the buildings will be constructed to carbon net zero standard and, careful
consideration has already been given to ways in which the architectural quality of
the buildings can be enhanced through increased areas of glazing to offices and
modern striking appearances. A range of quality materials have been suggested at
this stage, although these details will form part of the Reserved Matters applications
and will be secured through condition.

40

Ultimately, the end users will dictate the layout and arrangement of the proposed
development at Reserved Matters stage, due to their specific occupational
requirements.

41

Nether the less, in light of the minimum gap of 85m to the nearest residential
properties and maximum building heights of up to 22.5 metres set by the parametres
(that will inform the reserved matters applications) and that the layout will be
surrounded by significant landscaping and bunding that will provide an effective
screen between the proposed development and the neighbouring residential units it
is considered that there will not be an unacceptable impact in terms of dominance
and impact on the outlook from nearby residential premises.
Amenity of Local Residents

42

Members of the City Plans Panel raised concerns regarding the operational
requirements of the proposed development and, in particular, the working hours and
noise disturbance to local residents. The logistics sector (B8 use) as well as some
manufacturers often require 24 hour operations, due to timescales for deliveries.
This results in shift patterns which often vary from traditional peak hours.

43

The Site location is considered to benefit local residential areas through shifting
traffic generated to principal local routes (A653 and A650) and the M62 motorway
(junction 28), rather than local residential routes, a baseline noise survey was carried
out to establish noise levels around the Site, including the motorway, which is a
significant existing noise source. Mitigation measures such as temporary screening
and working hour restrictions during the construction phase are proposed, which are
to be controlled and finalised via a condition.

44

Although the detailed noise levels of future occupants is not yet known, likely
activities which may occur have enabled accurate predictions of noise levels to be
calculated. It is considered that the industrial type noise levels associated with the
sites are likely to have a negligible impact on the wider area. Moreover, it also has
to be considered that the proposal will also include significant bunds, landscaping
and noise mitigation measures to be secured by condition to be installed prior to
occupation of the site.

45

The impact of light pollution was also discussed at length by Members and it is
considered that the a detailed Lighting Strategy required by planning condition will
be satisfactory to mitigate adverse obtrusive light effects, once the end users are
identified and the building requirements are proposed at Reserved Matters stage.
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46

At this stage, the details of how individual units will operate is not yet known and,
therefore, it is considered that subject to conditions issues relating to noise and light
pollution during and after construction of the development can be controlled
satisfactorily.
Landscaping and Tree Planting

47

Members will recall that greater clarity regarding landscaping was requested by the
City Plans Panel; in particular it was requested that further details regarding the tree
planting were presented at this stage. The Applicant has assessed the level of detail
submitted within the Hybrid application in terms of tree planting and their maturity.
The following details have been provided which are significantly more than originally
envisaged:
•
•
•
•
•

Structure planting – 1.2m whip planting – Approx. = 7500 Trees
Standard tree planting – 3m height – Approx. = 1750 Trees
Heavy standard tree planting – 3.5-4m height – 250 Trees
Occasional tree planting around ponds– Approx. = 500 Trees
Street trees – 6m height (20-25cm girth) – Approx. = 40 Trees

48

The proposal will increase and enhance tree planting further afield than the subject
site, further supporting LCC’s woodland creation scheme to plant 5.8 million trees
on Council land in a response to the climate emergency.

49

The proposal will create public access to a significant area of greenspace within the
northern part of the Site that is currently within private ownership. It is proposed to
create a new public park which will include a series of new footpaths linking to
existing public footpaths and those beyond and to Morley itself.

50

The urban greenspace within the Proposed Development would result in an overall
biodiversity net gain of 12.5% by the introduction of new and enhanced habitats to
11 hectares. The proposed improvements include native tree planting, hedgerows
and grasslands and meadows.

51

The Applicant has also made a further commitment to design, implement and
operate the new publicly accessible park as part of the proposed development up to
the value of of £50,000.00. This will include new benches, picnic tables, information
boards and way signage. The exact design and requirements will be determined
through engagement with the local community and secured through the Section 106
Agreement.

52

The Applicant have previously delivered a 150 acre nature reserve as part of the
Capitol Park Goole site situated off Junction 36 of the M62. The Applicant proposed
to set up and manage the Site going forward in a similar way.

53

The landscaping and tree planting will protect the area of Green Belt to the north of
the site in perpetuity, together with the improved biodiversity benefits.

54

Connectivity with Morley Town Centre
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55

The accessibility of the site has been assessed through a comprehensive Transport
Assessment that was submitted as part of this application submission. The Site was
considered by the Planning Inspectorate in the adoption of the SAP.

56

The Site is well connected to both local and strategic highway networks and various
public rights of way that allow for north/ south and east/west directions of travel. The
Site has multiple points of entry, which will facilitate and encourage the arrival of staff
by active modes of transport. That said, the proposal will contribute significantly to
the improvements of the south bound bus lane on Dewsbury Road, which is required
as there are frequent bus services on this route.

57

The Site is just outside of the 1km walking catchment area from Morley Town Centre,
but the existing footpaths are not of a standard that would encourage both
pedestrian/ cyclists to use them. The proposal incorporates significant
improvements to the local PROW networks including re-surfacing and widening
routes and ensuring that where the north/ south route through the site is close to the
main vehicular access, the route is segregated and lined with landscaping to
enhance the user experience.

58

The routes that are being enhanced link with the wider areas, including the
neighbouring residential areas, but they also include areas which will facilitate local
recreational use by local residents. The incorporation of new public rights of way will
provide health benefits to the wider community (enhanced dog walking/running and
general access routes), as well as providing various routes for employees of the site
to use to access local facilities during breaks in their days. The Morley Town Fund
is assessing and reviewing how improvement works within the wider Morley Area
could link and benefit from the proposed connectivity points within a potential local
employment site.

59

The Applicant has sought to improve accesses across the Site with regards to
pedestrian and cycle routes. The proposal has sought to contribute to significant offsite improvements for cycle and pedestrian routes, where it has been reasonable to
do so. The site will contribute nearly £4 million to M62 junction 28 improvements and
these include new pedestrian and cycle lane works that will link the employment site
to areas to the South such as Tingley, and provide routes for cyclists and pedestrians
to safely traverse the motorway junction.

60

The significant enhancements proposed connect well to the wider areas and the
proposed management of the site, will include the provisions of maintained open
spaces that have consistent signage to ensure that all routes proposed are legible
and can be easily be navigated. The proposal has incorporated all historic routes
and will update these routes to provide the foundation for further future connectivity
projects proposed through projects funded by Morley Town Fund.
Local Employment Strategy

61

The Applicant has provided further information regarding the Local Employment
strategy that is proposed for the site. The additional information demonstrates a
commitment by the Applicant to deliver local employment opportunities at preconstruction, construction and operational phases.
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62

The additional information has outlined two further financial commitments; one is to
The Ahead Partnership (sponsor of the Growing Talent Morley) of £45,000.00 and
one of £50,000.00 to the Apprenticeship Fund.
Congestion Associated with Junction A653 and A650

63

The Applicant has worked collaboratively with National Highways, as well as Leeds
and Kirklees Highways Officers to seek an agreed combined mitigation scheme for
junction 28 of the M62 the scheme amounts to circa £8-9 million pounds of which,
this scheme will contribute £4 million pounds.

64

The Applicant has undertaken extensive assessments of the wider areas (both
Leeds and Kirklees Local Authority areas to ascertain the impact of the proposal at
15 junctions. The assessment scenarios in the submitted Transport Assessment
include baseline, base plus committed developments and base plus committed
development plus development scenarios. The extensive package of off site works
and contributions are considered to mitigate the impact of this development and
enable the proposal to comply with Core Strategy Policy T1, T2 and EN8, together
with the principles of the NPPF. All mitigation measures will be secured through the
Section 106 Legal Agreement.
Summary

65

The Applicant has sought to give Members clarity regarding all issues raised in the
City Plans Panel of 25th November 2021. The additional information demonstrates
that the proposed use of the SAP site and the area north of the site for drainage and
further strategic landscaping is acceptable and will lead to the efficient use of an
allocated site in line with the NPPF. The use of Green Belt Land to facilitate the
developments landscaping and drainage is appropriate and not harmful to the
openness of the Green Belt or the purposes of its designation as such.

66

The additional information has graphically shown that the site lends itself to
numerous development options, and that the Applicant is not wed to one layout of
the built areas to be determined at a later stage through the Reserved Matters
process. Furthermore, the contributions towards highways improvements, local
employment initiatives, landscaping and access improvements (public rights of way
and the provision of a new recreational area) will amount to a total of £5,186,207.00
and are significant in terms of delivering a scheme that will bring a wide range of
economic, social and environmental benefits.
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Appendix 2

Originator:
Tel:

Mark Jackson
0113 378 8136

`
Report of the Chief Planning Officer
City Plans Panel
Date: 25 November 2021
Application Reference 20/08521/OT - Hybrid Planning application including detailed
application comprising the demolition of existing buildings and structures; earthworks
to form development platforms, drainage features, embankments and bunds; strategic
landscaping, alteration of existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe
Lane and junction with A653 and construction of new access road, to serve employment
development. The outline application comprises the construction of employment
floorspace (Use Classes B2 and B8 with ancillary office) and associated servicing and
infrastructure including car parking, vehicle, pedestrian and cycle circulation,
landscaping and ecology works, noise mitigation, drainage features and all associated
infrastructure at Land At Capitol Park, Topcliffe Lane, Morley, Leeds.
Applicant: Sterling Capitol PLC
Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

Morley South

Equality and Diversity
Community Cohesion

Yes

Ward Members consulted
(referred to in report)

Narrowing the Gap

RECOMMENDATION: DEFER AND DELEGATE to the Chief Planning Officer for
approval subject to the specified conditions identified below (and any others which
he might consider appropriate); the completion of a S106 Agreement; and
consultation with the Secretary of State.
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The Section 106 Agreement shall include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of a Site Wide Management Company;
Provision of Biodiversity Improvements and a Management Plan
Provision of Open Space Management Plan
Deed of Variation to Historic S106 Floorspace Restrictions
Provision of a Travel Plan, including relevant monitoring fee; and
Local Employment Initiatives
Off site Highway Works A653 Dewsbury Road Southbound bus gate
contribution £700,000
Junction improvements contribution £328,890
Contribution for shared footway and cycle path improvements £146,750

In the circumstances where the Section 106 has not been completed within 3
months of the Panel resolution to grant planning permission, the final determination
of the application shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer.
Summary of Draft Conditions
29. Time limit on full permission
30. Time limit in Reserved Matters
31. Details of Reserved Matters
32. Phasing Plan
33. Development in line with approved plans
34. Height Parameters
35. Development Character Area Parameters
36. Ground Investigation Report
37. Ground Investigation Remediation Report
38. Ground Investigation Verification Report
39. Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation
40. Details of Drainage – including drainage during construction
41. Approved vehicular access
42. Off- site highways works (through s278 Agreement – Phase 1 of Improvements
to Junction 28 of M62
43. Details of cycle parking facilities prior to completion of building
44. Provision of electric vehicle charging facilities
45. Details of Car Parking and Servicing Management Plan
46. Details and Provision of Vehicle Spaces to be Laid Out
47. Details of lighting scheme across site
48. Details of the biodiversity management plan
49. Details of Construction Environmental Management Plan
50. Details of landscaping scheme
51. Details of retention of landscaping
52. Details of tree protection measures
53. Details of a landscape management plan
54. Demolition of buildings across site
55. Removal of permitted development rights for changes of use of land falling within
Use Class E -ancillary office space to remain ancillary
56. Details of materials
57. Renewable energy provision
58. Construction Management Plan, including for adjacent M62
59. Construction hours
60. Details of temporary acoustic screening during construction works
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Introduction:
67

The application is brought before the Elected Members of the City Plans Panel, owing
to the scale and nature of the employment development, which is strategically
important to the social and economic growth of Morley, and the wider city of Leeds.
The proposal relates to a key General Employment Allocation, 38.44 hectares in size.
The employment site is recognised within the Local Planning Authority’s Development
Plan, and identified as a suitable general employment site within the Site Allocation
Plan (SAP) 2019 (allocation references EG2-19 and EG1-60).

68

The scheme that is to be determined is a hybrid application including both matters
that are to be considered in outline and matters of detail that are to be considered as
a full planning application.

69

The matters of detail relate to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition of existing buildings and structures;
Earthworks to form development platforms;
Drainage features;
Embankments and bunds;
Strategic landscaping;
Alteration of existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe Lane
and junction with A653; and,
Construction of new access road to serve the employment development

70

The matters for consideration at Outline are:
• Construction of employment floorspace (for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and B8
Uses with ancillary office);
• Associated servicing and infrastructure including car parking, vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise
mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure

71

The site offers an opportunity to provide large scale units, close to a highways network
capable of accommodating logistic and distribution centres, which are required to
reflect economic and social changes of recent years. The scheme will deliver
102,890sqm of employment space, which will meet the needs of business occupiers,
which has been recognised and evidenced in the Knight Frank Employment Market
Report and the Council’s Employment Land Review.

72

The scale and nature of the proposed scheme will ensure that the proposal will deliver
significant economic and social benefits to the local area, as well as to the wider city.
At this stage the end users of the development are unknown, however, whilst it is hard
to confirm the job types that will be created the units are likely to have end users in
the logistics sector. This sector has higher average salaries than across all other
sectors. Not only does the end operations present significant employment creation,
but a scheme of this size also creates jobs throughout the construction phase. Such
benefits, as it will be discussed below, will be focused primarily on the local area.

73

The development does not fall within Schedule 1 of the Town and Country
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017, where an Environmental
Statement is mandatory. However, the scale and nature of the development does fall
within Schedule 2, of the regulations and therefore the development has been
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considered to be EIA Development for which, an Environmental Statement (ES) has
been prepared and submitted. The proposal is accompanied by an extensive package
of supporting statements, drawings, illustrations and site analysis and this information
are further supported by the ES. The package of information, and in particular the ES,
thoroughly assesses the environmental effects of the proposal and their significance
and mitigation measures.
74

The recommendation is based on the individual merits of this proposed scheme and
as it will be demonstrated further in the following report, the proposal can meet the
requirements of the SAP allocation, and where the development falls outside of the
SAP allocation and within allocated Green Belt, it is considered to be appropriate
development as identified in the National Planning Policy Framework.
Proposal:

75

This proposal relates to an irregular parcel of land that forms a further phase of the
existing Capitol Park development. The site proposed for the development of
Employment uses is a General Employment Allocation within the adopted SAP,
although some of the area of land to the north of the SAP allocation, included in this
proposal, is designated as Green Belt.

76

The scale and nature of the proposal has determined the strategy for submitting this
application as a hybrid submission. The proposed use of the site for General B2 and
B8 employment uses is submitted as an outline application with all matters reserved
except access and strategic landscaping. A series of parameter plans provide a
framework in which the site is to be developed and these parameters have enabled
an indicative masterplan to be produced.

77

Although the Masterplan is indicative, the parameters determine either maximum
parameters or the extent of development within an area or zone. The parameters will
dictate the development that will form any subsequent Reserved Matters (RM)
applications.

78

The parameters for development are broken down into the three development parcels
of land, and these are further incorporated into three Character Areas that address
the site in its entirety, including landscaped and attenuation areas. The series of plans
that have been submitted show:
• Plot sizes – total development floor space, area of built development,
distribution of uses, finished ground levels, building heights, and noise
attenuation zone;
• Green Infrastructure Parameters – areas of landscape planting and wetland;
• Movement Parameters – Main Access Corridor and Public Rights of Way
(PROW); and
• Drainage Parameters – drainage pond zone and zone for the outlet

79

The site topography varies significantly across the site and earthwork operations are
necessary to create development platforms, internal accesses to plots, embankments
and attenuation pond areas. The proposal also seeks to extensively landscape the
site and surrounding zones to provide visual buffers and ecological benefits.
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80

The Development will be targeted as an ‘excellent’ accredited rating under the
BREEAM standard which will be designed to maximise energy efficiency and
incorporate energy generation on site.

81

The site links with the existing Capitol Park estate and access to this development is
from A653 Dewsbury Road, via Topcliffe Lane. Amendments and realignment of the
existing roundabout at Topcliffe Lane are required.

82

The parameter plan indicates a main access corridor through the site primarily along
a north/ south axis. The existing PROW no. 70 that spans across the northern edge
of the proposed built up site is to be retained and enhanced; this will link with the main
access through the site. Car parking and servicing areas are identified across the site
for each proposed unit that is outlined on the indicative Masterplan.

83

The indicative Masterplan provides an overview of how the parameter plans will
influence the development. Although subject to detailed Reserved Matters, the
proposal is to accommodate five units that range in size. The five units will equate to
the following footprints:
Unit No.

GIA

1
2
3
4
5
Total

3,901.9 sqm
31,703.2 sqm
4,877.4 sqm
14,632.2 sqm
49,238.7 sqm
102,890.2 sqm

Parking
Spaces
59
396
52
183
625
1315

84

The units proposed are subject to various parameters plans and are separated into
three development parcels that are further outlined into three character areas. The
three character areas not only include the built employment units, but the remaining
supporting infrastructure including drainage and landscape zones.

85

The parameter plan identifies the parcels of buildings and the heights of the
development plateaus, together with the maximum overall ridge heights that each
building will have to accord with at the Reserved Matters stage. The parameter plan
allows the development to be understood in terms of its relationship with the
topography of the site and wider area, and these can be read together with the cross
sections that have been submitted.

86

The site is to be cleared of all existing buildings across the site, including Topcliffe
Farm. The earth works proposed to develop necessary development platforms,
associated accesses, embankments and attenuation areas, will consist of ‘cut and fill’
across the site. In general the earthworks require ‘cut of the central and western parts
of the site, and a ‘fill’ of the eastern part of the site (ie development parcel 2).

87

It is proposed through this Hybrid Planning application that strategic landscaping of
the site is a matter for consideration in the determination of this application rather than
at the Reserved Matters stage. The Landscape Parameter Plan and Landscape
Strategy indicate landscape buffers particularly to the northern, eastern and western
extents of the development platforms. The strategic landscaping approach is included
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at this stage as it is proposed to implement the landscaping most pertinent to forming
the visual buffers around the site as quickly as possible, and as planted as early in
the construction process as possible.
88

The landscaping will include a variety of planting to function in different ways. The key
elements of the strategy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Native Street tree planting to a minimum of 20-25cm girth
Standard Tree planting within native structure planting, to create taller screen
against development parcel 2 and 3.
Species rich meadow, enhances ecological value of pasture to the north of the
Site, between Proposed Development and Morley. This will create additional
amenity.
Marginal and aquatic planting around the attenuation areas (ponds), to
enhance ecological value and create new habitat.
New hedgerow to southern side of PROW no. 70 (east –west) to create
separation between route and Proposed Development. Structure planting to
the northern side of the route to provide screening from Morley.
Re-surfacing of existing Public Right of Way Morley 70 (east –west) from earth
track to self-binding gravel with timber post and rail fencing in keeping with
agricultural character of surrounding area.

89

The Applicant seeks to develop the site and retain ownership. The nature and scale
of the proposed units are reflective of those required in the logistics sectors and it is
proposed that the units will operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The ownership
of the site will, however, provide consistency in terms of long term management and,
a Management Company will be established in order to provide the responsibility for
the day -to -day running.

90

The scheme proposed is to be delivered over a four year period, although this is
dependant on Market buoyancy. However, timescales have been assumed for the
purposes of the ES and it is considered that following the Reserved Matters
permissions and discharge of conditions, work will start on site in 2022, with a
proposed completion by Mid 2025.
Site and Surroundings:

91

The application relates to a parcel of land that is located to the east of the Town of
Morley and south of the main urban area of Leeds. Approximately 7km from the city
centre, the site is off Junction 28 of the M62 Motorway and approximately 1 km from
Morley Town Centre. The site also links with the M1, which is situated approximately
5 km to the east of Junction 28 of the M62.

92

The site is set north of the M62, which runs along an east/ west axis and links the
major ports of Liverpool and Hull, via the large cities of Manchester and Leeds. The
site is also served by the M621 Motorway, which is a local strategic motorway
providing direct access through to central Leeds and is sited approximately 3.5 km to
the west of the site. The A6110 ring road and the M621 motorway are also accessible
from the A653 Dewsbury Road.

93

The site is accessed primarily from the A653 Dewsbury Road, although a further
access via Topcliffe Lane to the southeast of the site is used. The access to the site
passes through the existing Capitol Park East and West developments. These sites
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abut the proposed site to the south and east and are occupied by various large
employment units that range in architectural style and end uses. Some of the buildings
are used for light industrial purposes, whilst others are office space. Occupants of
these sites include offices associated with the NHS, Carlsberg/ Tetley, Barratt Homes,
large scale used car dealership (Available Cars), Hotel Village and DePuy UK. The
existing Capitol Park developments are situated on land that is relatively flat with
undulations across the site, but mostly inconspicuous from the surrounding residential
estates to the west and north.
94

The site is currently occupied by Topcliffe Farm, associated buildings and surrounding
arable land. The site comprises of mostly previously undeveloped land. The land has
been classified as being a mix of Grade 2, 3a and 3b land. Although the site is
agricultural in nature, there are small clusters of trees within the northern area of the
Site, a large buffer of trees along the eastern boundary of the site associated with the
existing Capitol Park development, and various hedgerows which demarcate field
boundaries and the PROW which number: Morley 65 and Morley 70.

95

The land varies in terms of its topography and the portion of the land closest to the
existing developments of the Capitol Park East and West, is atop of a plateau set at
approximately 135- 138 AOD, before falling away to towards the north and north
western boundaries. Along these boundaries the site meets Topcliffe Brook at a low
point of 104 AOD at the north eastern extent of the site and 119 AOD at the north
western extent. Beyond Topcliffe Grange Farm, to the north eastern boundaries the
land falls away to a low point of approximately 75 AOD.

96

The site is bound by residential estates that are situated along the northern
boundaries, beyond Topcliffe Beck. These houses range in terms of architectural
styles, sizes and age. Predominantly built in brick and tile, the properties strongly
characterise the outer edges of Morley Town.
History of Negotiations

97

A pre-application enquiry was submitted in 2018 referenced (PREAPP/18/). The
enquiry sought to engage with the Local Planning Authority and the Local Highways
Authority to ascertain what the pertinent policies issues are in relation to a scheme of
this scale and nature. Owing to the scale and siting of the proposed scheme, various
complex highways issues needed to be understood from the outset of preparing a
detailed planning submission. The discussions sought to understand what strategic
approach was to be taken with regards to mitigating the impact of the proposal upon
the local and national highway infrastructure. The pre-application discussions sought
to understand the wider cumulative impacts upon the highways network and the
expectations of Leeds City Council’s highways authority, Kirklees Highways Authority
and those of Highways England (now National Highways).

98

The discussions also outlined a range of technical matters to be investigated further
prior to the submission of a planning application. The range of matters discussed
included:
•
•
•
•

Outlining general policy issues;
Climate change impact and mitigation;
Amenity issues (noise, air quality and general residential amenity);
Design and layout;
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•

Landscaping and ecology

Relevant Planning History:
99

The site has been the subject of various planning application over the past 39 years.
The following planning history is considered to be most pertinent to the determination
of this application.
•

H23/9/82/ - Outline application to erect industrial development, to vacant site. (Site
area 49.27ha) - Withdrawn November 1982

•

23/165/96/OT - Outline application to layout access and erect warehouses light
industrial units and offices -Approved May 1997

•

23/256/98/FU - Variation of condition no 33 of application no 23/165/96/OT (access
works) -Approved 1998

•

23/30/99/FU - Variation of condition no 31 of application no 23/165/96/OT (limit to size
of floor space) -Approved April 1999

•

23/222/01/FU - Part two storey and part single storey pet care centre with veterinary
surgery cattery and kennels Topcliffe Lane, Morley - Approved January 2003 – Part
of neighbouring site

•

08/01132/OT - Outline application to erect office development with access and
landscaping Capitol Park East Phase 4, Land Adjacent To Topcliffe Lane, Morley,
Leeds WF3 - Approved October 2012

•

08/01133/FU - Full application for 3 storey office unit Capitol Park East Phase 4, Land
Adjacent To Topcliffe Lane, Morley, Leeds WF3 - Approved October 2012

100

An application referenced 23/222/01/FU relates to a neighbouring site, but it is pertinent to
the determination of this application as it relates to a parcel of land that is within the blue
edged boundary of this submitted site plan. Reference is made here, due to the restrictive
covenants that are within a S106 legal agreement of the application 23/222/01/FU, which also
affects the land that is the subject of this application.

101

It is also noted that the ES has assessed a range of major developments within the wider
area (also within neighbouring Local Authority’s) that are pertinent to the assessment of the
cumulative impacts of this Development in respect of the impact of development upon the
highway networks.

102

Consultations:
Statutory

103

National Highways (formerly Highways England) – Work has been carried out to agree
the traffic impact of this development on both the strategic and local road networks
and to identify a suitable highway mitigate scheme to offset the impact of this
development. This has also considered the cumulative impacts of other developments
such as Haigh Moor Road and a large mixed-use cross boundary development in
Kirklees known as Chidswell.

104

National Highways have issued a temporary non-determination recommendation
(NHPR21 – National Highways Planning Response) which is effective until 28
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January 2022 and will remain in place until such time as the scheme has been agreed
and the necessary Rod Safety Audit and safety checks have been undertaken and
signed off and the phasing elements of the scheme have been agreed by all parties.
105

National Highways and LCC have outstanding matters to resolve in relation to the
Framework Travel Plan, but these are likely to be resolved over the next week or so.
Subject to parties agreeing on the principle of the phasing we would be seeking to
condition the Capitol Park elements of the scheme to be delivered and be fully
operational to traffic prior to first use or occupation of the site. In addition, due to the
sites close proximity to the Strategic Highways Network (SRN) National Highways will
be seeking a construction traffic management plan that shall include but is not limited
to: no HGV/delivery movements to and from site via the SRN during peak hours
unless these are abnormal load movements or continuous concrete pours both of
which, shall be subject to 6 weeks prior approval; and adequate wheel washing and
road cleaning facilities are provided on site to ensure mud/debris is not carried wider
than the site.
Non-Statutory

106

Local Highways Authority – Following the receipt of further information and revisions,
no objections are raised. In particular, the proposed access arrangements are
acceptable, as it the impact on the local and strategic highway network (in consultation
with National Highways), and the level of car parking proposed. The proposal also
makes provision for and improvement for pedestrians and cyclists. The proposal is
considered to be acceptable, subject to the imposition of conditions and the
completing of a s106 Agreement to secure a number of off-site highway mitigation
and improvements works. See appraisal for more detailed commentary and analysis.

107

Public Rights of Way – A public footpath diversion order (in relation to public footpath
no. 65 Morley) and a public footpath creation order will be required. The proposal
creates two new footpaths around the retention ponds and the proposal does improve
connectivity across the wider area. No objections to the general principle of the
development, but consideration would need to be given to long term maintenance of
all proposed footpaths.

108

Environmental Studies Transport Strategy – No objection in terms of transportation
noise.

109

Influencing Travel Behaviour – Further information sought regarding highways
mitigation and improvements. A Travel Plan and Section 106 Agreement, together
with conditions, are required

110

Cycle Officer – The developer should improve walking and cycling links to the site,
inclusion along Dewsbury Road and Morley town centre. Paths within the proposed
development should be over 3.5m wide to allow cycling and signage should be
provided. Cycling parking provision should provide facilities for employees and visitors
with shower and changing facilities.

111

Nature Team – Further information including a Metric Calculations should be provided
to satisfy original concerns. (A full biodiversity assessment has been provided).
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112

Landscape Team – Further clarification is required with regard to the lagoons. The
public right of way is also an important issue. Detailed tree surveys will be required.

113

Conservation Team – The assessment in the Cultural Heritage and Archaeology
report notes that there would be no direct impacts and no indirect impacts that would
cause harm to the significance of any designated heritage asset, and this Is
considered to be accurate. Topcliffe Farm should be considered to be a nondesignated heritage asset and such in accordance with paragraph 203 of the NPPF,
the effect of the application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset
should be taken into account in determining the application.

114

Land Contamination – Technical advice has been provided with regarded to the
submitted Phase 1 Desk Study report and Phase 2 Ground Investigation Report. No
objections in principle, subject to the imposition of conditions.

115

Flood Risk Management (Lead Local Flood Authority) – The site is located within
Flood Zone 1 and there have been no records of any recent flooding within the site or
adjacent areas. There are also no other known flood risks which require mitigation
and would impact upon the development. The submitted drainage strategy and Flood
Risk Assessment is acceptable and will form the basis for future Reserved Matters
submissions. Further technical information is required with regard to the earthworks
and site platforms as well as details of the temporary drainage measures.

116

Environment Agency – The Environment Agency have reviewed the information,
including the revised information and note that the site lies within Flood Zone 1 (low
probability zone). The Environment Agency have no objection to the proposal.

117

Yorkshire Water – No objections subject to the imposition of a number of conditions.

118

West Yorkshire Archaeological Service – An extensive programme of archaeological
evaluation has been carried out to determine the site’s archaeological potential and
significance. A further programme of archaeological excavation has been designed to
mitigate the negative impacts of the proposed development.

119

Natural England – No specific comments provided at Natural England are unable to
comment. The lack of detailed advice from Natural England does not imply that there
are no impacts on the natural environment, and it is for the local authority to determine
whether or not the proposal is consistent with national and local environmental
policies. Generic advice is provided in their response.

120

Ramblers Association – The Ramblers Association remain unhappy with the
proposals for FP Leeds 65. It is proposed to divert this PF to the footway of the access
road through the site. No mention is made to separate this from the carriageway.

121

Environmental Studies – Noise and Vibration – Recommend approval subject to the
considerate location of operational plant and equipment and this would be provided
at the Reserved Matters stage.

122

West Yorkshire Police Architectural Liaison Officer – A number of observations are
made with regard to out of hours access, CCTV, cycle storage and boundary
treatments.
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Public/Local Response:
123

The application was publicised by site notices initially on the 27th January 2021, and
subsequently when amended information was received on the 1st October 2021. The
site notices were posted adjacent to the site and on PROWs close/ through the subject
site. The application was also advertised in the Yorkshire Evening Post on 27th
January 2021, and then more recently on 30th September 2021. To date, 393
representations have been received, together with 5 letters of support. The objection
representations can be summarised as raising the following material planning
concerns:
Policy – Need
• The removal of greenspace undermines the communities options for healthier
lifestyles due to the loss of a location that supports local leisure;
• The site is not needed as there are many empty industrial units across Morley
on Capitol Park, at Howley Park and Industrial Estates at Gildersome and
adjacent to junction 27 near Drighlington;
• The re-use of existing employment sites should be promoted;
• Topcliffe Farm is a working farm and should be saved;
• The site was designated a ‘brown field’ site due to the historic gasworks that
were situation on it;
• The proposal will not provide high quality jobs for the area;
• The farm is a working farm which provides local employment and local
produce;
• The number of empty local commercial premises suggest that there is not a
demand for this employment space;
• Other large scale developments within the wider Wakefield and Kirklees
areas exist;
• The site, if forced to be developed, should be a park and ride;
• The use of the site cuts Morley Town off further from open space;
• One of the last Green Belt areas in Morley;
• This proposal does not meet the objectives of the Council’s Best Council Plan
Climate Change and Climate Emergency Declaration
• The greenfield sites plays a positive role in supporting Leeds City Council
Climate Change Emergency Declaration. The industrial development will
undermine the commitment made;
• The proposal will lead to complete climate degradation;
• The proposal is a complete contravention of the Climate Change Emergency
Declaration;
• Additional vehicles will create carbon emissions and air pollution, which is the
opposite direction to the carbon neutral direction Leeds City Council is
promoting;
• The World Health Organisation has concluded that there is no safe limit for
pm2.5 particles which can penetrate deep into the human body;
• The present greenfield site plays a positive role in supporting Leeds City
Councils Climate Change Emergency Declaration;
•
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Highways Impact
• The impact on local roads and especially junction 28 of the M62 has not been
fully considered;
• Highways England already have significant concerns about the impact of
other applications – from both around Leeds and Kirklees areas;
• The large Chidswell Housing and Industrial Sites and Haigh Wood housing
schemes will have a cumulative impact on the motorway network;
• The cumulative impact on traffic in the local area due to the wide spread
developments will be overwhelming;
• Significant increase in traffic at peak hours, especially of large haulage
vehicles;
• The proposal will increase traffic and cause chaos and accidents;
• Junction 28 already has a high accident rate and this will give rise to safety
concerns;
• The A653 already floods being problematic to the wider area and already
dangerous;
• The safe movement of traffic should be taken into consideration;
• The traffic on the A653 gets easily congested with any accident on the M62,
congestion and tailbacks extend for miles back and complete gridlock on
many of the roads in and out of Leeds occurs;
• The proposal would dangerously overload the highway network;
• The gridlock and congestion on the roads will increase air and noise pollution;
• Further congestion in Morley will follow as people use it to cut through and
bypass junctions 27 and 28 of the M62;
• Major network upgrades would be required;
• Access is horrendous and the traffic is at a standstill at peak times;
• The local infrastructure is not capable of accepting more developments;
• Highways England’s recommendation is in line with the doubts raised that the
A653 and the M62 can accommodate the extra traffic;
• No proposal exists to increase capacity at the M62 junction;
• Transport assessment was carried out during the Covid crisis;
• The using of a set of traffic lights so close to the roundabout will lead to
obvious delays during rush hour;
• With parking spaces for over 1,300 vehicles the developers are obviously
expecting a great deal of traffic to be generated;
• Traffic currently is lower than it would be in 'normal' times
Amenity
• The scale, location and massing of the proposed buildings will have a
significant negative impact on residential amenity and reduce the quality of
life of local residents;
• Noise impact of operations when the units are occupied will have a significant
negative impact on residential amenity;
• The industrial uses will increase pollution;
• The lighting of this industrial estate will have a significant negative impact on
residential amenity;
• Light pollution is already apparent with the TK Maxx warehouse that operates
within close proximity of the site;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The area is so important to peoples well being and was especially important
during Covid restrictions requiring local travel only;
The existing Capitol Park site is visible because it is not properly shielded and
this emits light pollution, which will be exacerbated;
The service yards are large and abut the public footpaths near the SUDs and
green spaces, these spaces will intensify the noise pollution;
The earthworks proposed between the residential estates and Unit 5 service
yard will not be sufficient to reduce noise;
The lighting is visible from James Latham and Trade Team premises, and are
throughout the night already;
Since the pandemic the amount of people using the footpaths and wider area
has increased significantly. The wildlife and green space is a valuable
resource, which is needed by everyone;
The proposal will have significant pollution including dust, noise and light
pollution during the construction phase;
The warehousing is likely to be used 24/7 and the noise and light pollution
will be relentless;
The recreational space/ rights of way during the construction will not be
accessible:
Unit 5 will have a height of 21 metres and poses a threat to natural light to
local residents on Topcliffe Lane, Grove and Fold;
Loading and unloading without an effective noise barrier will be so disruptive;
Vibration issues caused by commercial uses;
The buildings are tall and on top of a hill and consideration needs to be given
to the vortex effect, such as that at Bridgewater Place;

Design, Heritage and Visual Impact
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some of the units dwarf everything currently on Capitol Park and would be
very visible for miles around;
The proposed development is set on a hill (approx. 50 metres higher than the
surrounding residential areas) and highly visible from all around;
The scale overbears significantly upon the Bird and Glen Estates;
The farm on the hill dominates the skyline from the surrounding residential
estates, so the proposal will be visible from the Council offices and Leeds
Bradford Airport;
The proposal will impact upon the skyline and is not in keeping with the
surrounding area;
No views from residential views have been produced;
Images deliberately omit details to mislead the planning process;
The existing PROW provide good access and routes to Morley Town Centre
which reduces local traffic, this should not change;
The development is on a historical building;
The units will be ugly metal buildings;
The height and scale are of concern;
Issues are raised regarding the archaeology of the site and this needs further
investigation;
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•
•
•

The buildings in and around Topcliffe Farm are Non-Designated Heritage
Assets and require developers to justify their demolition;
A full exploration of Topcliffes history is overdue and this development will
destroy that history;
Security and maintenance of the buildings to prevent graffiti and litter should
be considered;

Drainage
• The proposal will cause more flooding and problems with Topcliffe Beck;
• There is a high risk of flooding as that is what happened before with these
units;
• The plan to strip the soil and build sandstone bases will increase water on
Wide Lane and Magpie Lane;
• The beck will flood and become blocked with rubbish;
• Footpaths will flood with surface water;
• Yorkshire Water share concerns regarding drainage;
• The safety of the ponds needs to be considered;
Landscaping
• The provision of additional trees and balancing ponds will not replace the loss
of an environmentally diverse greenfield site and will also have a negative
impact on local wildlife
• The landscape of trees will not shield the proposed development properly
and residents will fully view the buildings;
• The PROW will be affected during construction;
• The views shown on the amended submission give a false impression of
what an immediate post – development site will look like;
• Landscaping proposed on previous developments on this wider site have
never been completed;
Ecology
• Red kites and many other birds live in this area;
• The area is a haven for all sorts of wildlife, including foxes, hedgehogs, red
kites, thrushes, skylarks, yellowhammers and grey partridge;
• Raptors have been seen flying in the area;
• Bats and other protected species are present within the site and may not
survive;
• The farmland is home to many species of birds and other animals that rely on
the agricultural space;
• Skylarks nest on the fields;
• Protected species are present on the site under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981;
• Stag have also been seen and there have been many sightings of Muntjac
Deer;
General Comments
• Lack of public consultation - There has not been sufficient consultation with
the public and key stakeholders on the proposals;
• Complete madness to even be considered
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
124

Once again you are going against the wishes of many residents who do not
want this development;
Enough is enough;
At least some of the development space should be set aside for community
recreational use to the benefit of all existing residents;
The resubmission of documents does not address the concerns of local
residents and largely ignores numerous objections;
The costs of the development do not outweigh the benefits;
There has effectively been no consultation with local stakeholders and the
consultation carried out has been minimal and residents feel completely
ignored;
If the buildings do not get occupied there may be an increase in crime;
Currently a beautiful and peaceful location;
This is yet another B8 storage and distribution application within Morley
Some structural retaining walls are already collapsing around the wider site;

Five letters of support have also been received in connection with this proposal and
they can be summarised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The farm has not been fully functioning in over 20 years and surrounded by existing
developments and housing estates;
The proposed additional works to the local highways network are welcomed;
There is a desperate need for employment space and jobs and this will provide 2000
jobs;
This will boost the local and city economy;
This is an ideal location and the improvements clearly show a large amount of green
space for local residents;
Views towards Leeds will not be lost with the green space improvements;
The proposal is made with a commitment for carbon neutrality from the developer;
This is a huge employment market that will secure the employment prospects in the
future;
Storage facilities and other hybrid commercial spaces are very sought after and will
be even more so in the future;
The landscaping will improve land which is more of a hazard as farm land and the
improvements to landscaping will improve the habitats of the animals here;
The land is currently a dog walking facility, but the proposal is a sustainable and
gives a wide range of opportunities to the local community;
Not every young person goes to University and these facilities do provide a
significant range of job opportunities for local people;
The long term advantage outweighs the short term goal for residents to have a dog
walking facility;
The local residents should help influence how the green spaces proposed are to be
created;
Although one supports this planning application, I must stress, better access needs
to be made at the roundabout junction of Wide Lane and Dewsbury Road, I propose
traffic lights instead of a roundabout;
Morley Town Council cry loud about "losing our heritage" but under their control we
have seen the loss and partial loss off much heritage in Morley- The Pavilion, St
Mary's Church, Elmfield School all graded buildings lost;
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•

125

residents in Morley are more than happy to live a modern life by way of receiving
deliveries from amazon etc but they are not willing to accept the facilities which
make this modern life possible

Ward Members: No comments received.
Planning Policies:

126

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
applications should be determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

127

It is noted that Leeds City Council has made a declaration of a Climate Emergency
and, that the overall aim of the Local Planning Authority’s Development Plan seeks to
support this statement of intent. The Core Strategy and Unitary Development Plan
seek to ensure that all development is sustainable and that wherever possible, a
development minimises its impact upon global warming.
Leeds Development Plan:

128

The Development Plan for Leeds currently comprises of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Leeds Core Strategy (as amended 2019)
Saved Unitary Development Plan (UDPR) Policies (2006)
The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan (NRWLP, Adopted January 2013)
including revised policies Minerals 13 and 14 (Adopted September 2015).
Any Neighbourhood Plan, once made
The Aire Valley Leeds Area Action Plan (adopted 2017)
The Site Allocations Plan (adopted in July 2019). Following a statutory
challenge, Policy HG2, so far as it relates to sites which immediately before
the adoption of the SAP were within the green belt, has been remitted to the
Secretary of State and is to be treated as not adopted. All other policies within
the SAP remain adopted and should be afforded full weight.

129

The application site is allocated in the SAP as site EG2-19 for employment use, it
also includes site EG1-60 identified in the SAP for employment use. The site
contributes towards the employment growth targets outlined in the Core Strategy. A
parcel of land to the northwest of the allocated site is to be re- landscaped to provide
ancillary drainage facilities and additional public footpaths and, this section of land is
designated as Green Belt.

130

Core Strategy Policies:
SP1:
SP8:
SP9:
SP10:
SP13:
EC1:

Location of Development
Economic Development Priorities
Provision of Offices, Industry and Warehousing, Employment Land and
Premises
Green Belt
Strategic Green Infrastructure
General Employment Land

EN1:

Climate Change
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EN2:
EN4:
EN5:
EN8:
T1:
T2:
P10:
P11:
P12:
G1:
G9:
ID2:
131

Sustainable Design and Construction
Direct Heating
Flood Risk Management
Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Transport management
Accessibility Requirements and New Development
Design
Conservation
Landscape
Enhancing and Extending Green Infrastructure
Biodiversity
Planning Obligations and Developer Contributions

Unitary Development Plan Review (2006) saved policies:
Policy N32: Refers to the Green Belt
Policy N33: refers to approval in the Green Belt shall only be given for certain
developments unless very special circumstances.
Policy GP5: refers to development proposals should seek to avoid loss of amenity.

132

The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan
General policy 1 – Sustainable development
Air 1 – Management of Air Quality
Water 1 – Water Efficiency
Water 2 – Protection of Water Quality
Water 6 – Flood Risk Assessments
Water 7 – Surface Water Run-off
Land 1 – Land Contamination
Land 2 – Development and Trees

133

Relevant supplementary guidance –
Leeds Street Design Guide - gives advice on design of roads and parking layouts.
Parking SPD
Travel Plans SPD
Greening the Built Edge SPG
Building for Tomorrow Today: Sustainable Design and Construction
Public Transport Improvements and Developer Contributions
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

134

The NPPF sets out the Governments planning policies for England and provides a
framework for Local Planning Authorities to follow when preparing their local plans.
The framework must be taken into consideration in the preparation of local plans and
is, therefore, a material planning consideration in determining planning applications.

135

The aforementioned Leeds Local Plan documents have been found to be sound
following Local Plan Examination in Public.

136

The NPPF promotes sustainable development and in order to achieve this, breaks
down the role of the planning system into three overarching objectives. The NPPF
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seeks to ensure that sustainable development promote economic, social and
environmental objectives.
137

At the heart of the NPPF there is a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
This means for determining planning applications, development which accords with
an up-to date development plan should be approved without delay.

138

Further to the core aim of the NPPF, which is the delivery of sustainable development,
is the need to reduce and support the transition to a low carbon future and placing
climate change at the forefront of the planning assessment. Chapter 14 is particularly
relevant in this respect

139

The NPPF seeks to build a strong and competitive economy and states that local
planning policies should help create conditions in which businesses can invest,
expand and adapt. Paragraph 81 further states the need to give weight to supporting
economic growth by taking into account local businesses needs and wider
opportunities for development. It is also outlined within this chapter that local policies
should enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.

140

At paragraph 83, the NPPF recognizes that specific locational requirements are
necessary for different employment sectors. It states that provision for storage and
distribution operations at a variety of scales should be catered for in suitably
accessible locations.

141

The promotion of sustainable transport is outlined within Chapter 9 of the NPPF. The
thrust of this chapter is to promote sustainable transport and locate significant
development in places that are, or can be made, sustainable through limiting the need
to travel and offering genuine choice of transport modes.

142

In considering development proposals in respect of the impact upon the highways
network, the NPPF at paragraph 110 makes it clear that any application must ensure
that safe and suitable access to the site is achieved and any significant impacts from
the development is cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree. Paragraph 111
goes on to state that only where there is a severe residual cumulative impact, or an
unacceptable impact upon highway safety, must a proposal be refused consent.

143

Part of this hybrid planning consent relates to necessary ancillary works/ landscaping
that are development within designated Green Belt land. Accordingly, therefore
paragraphs 147 to 151 are particularly relevant to ascertain whether the principle of
development is acceptable.

144

The proposal involves significant landscaping and earthworks and Chapter 15 is
significant in terms of outlining how the proposal will mitigate its impact upon the
natural environment. Issues relating to biodiversity, ground conditions and pollution
are addressed in this chapter. Most pertinent to this application is the requirement for
biodiversity net gains (paragraph 180 (d)) and the reduction and mitigation against
pollution (paragraph 185).

145

Although the hybrid application does not seek consent for the individual buildings, the
proposal has outlined parameter plans and a masterplan that does set out how the
general scale and layout of the scheme in relation to the wider area. Accordingly,
paragraphs relating to design and appearance (at paragraphs 129 – 136).
Furthermore, as there are buildings within the site that are non-designated heritage
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assets, the proposal is required to be assessed in relation to Chapter 16. In particular,
the development is required to be assessed against paragraphs 203 to 206.
MAIN ISSUES
1. Principle of Development and Policy
2. Climate change
3. Economic and Social Benefits
4. Highway and Transport Impacts
5. Design, Layout and Heritage
6. Landscaping and Ecology
7. Amenity
8. Environmental Impact Assessment
9. Representations
10. Summary
Principle of Development and Policy
146

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
applications must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise. The majority of the site is either an
allocated site or identified site within the SAP for employment use, however, the
application includes a parcel of land to the north which is within the designated Green
Belt.

147

Leeds City Council has made a declaration of a Climate Emergency. The overall aim
and objective of the Local Planning Authority’s Development Plan is to seek to support
this statement of intent by aiding the delivery of sustainable development. The Core
Strategy and Unitary Development Plan seek to ensure that all development is
sustainable and that wherever possible, a development minimises its impact upon
global warming. Although specific policy issues relating to climate change are
discussed further in the subsequent report, the overall principle of development, as it
will be explained further, is considered to be sustainable and acceptable when viewed
in the wider context of the Climate Declaration.

148

The long-term ambition of the Core Strategy, in relation to employment and economic
growth is to maintain and strengthen Leeds’ position as the economic hub of the wider
region. The Employment Land Review (ELR) outlines the Council’s economic and
investment strategies, which in turn is a key consideration when assessing proposals
for the development of employment sites.

83

The majority of site has been allocated or identified for employment through the
adoption process of the SAP, which was which involved extensive scrutiny through
various rounds of public consultation and the Local Plan Examination The
Examination in Public (EiP) concluded that the sites brought forward were sustainable
and sequentially preferable to be developed through the life of the Development Plan.
The EiP assessed the SAP against the NPPF and all relevant Government guidance.

The SAP was adopted on the 10th July 2019, a High Court challenged followed, however, the
allocations within the application site were not subject to the challenge and therefore remain
fully adopted and carry full weight.
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The site is allocated within the SAP as EG2-19 (employment allocation) and (EG160) identified employment site. EG1-60 is the small parcel of land proposed to have
Unit 1 on it and this parcel of land is allocated for employment use in the UDP.
84

85

Site EG2-19 was found to be sound subject to the following Site Requirements:
•

Local Highways Network - There is a direct impact upon M62 Junction 28
Tingley roundabout from this development. To mitigate this impact a
contribution will be required towards any improvements as agreed with
Highways England, taking into account the cumulative impact of other
allocated sites in the area. There is also a direct impact upon the A6110 and a
contribution will be required towards planned improvement schemes. In
addition, there is also likely to be a cumulative impact upon the A650 / Rein Rd
junction and contributions will be required towards mitigating measures. The
proposed development is also likely to impact on congested parts of the A653
including within the district of Kirklees. The development will be required to
assess impacts taking into account the cumulative impact of other allocated
sites in the area and fund appropriate mitigation measures including road and
junction improvements.

•

Heritage - Some buildings at Topcliffe Farm at end of Topcliffe Lane are NonDesignated Heritage Assets based upon the existing buildings’ age and local
architectural and vernacular character, and their loss through demolition would
require justification.

The SAP allocation, underwent an adoption process, which found the site to be a
sustainable contribution to the employment land supply across the city, subject to
specific site requirements. The site requirements outlined highways improvements
required and the justification of various existing buildings that are non-designated
heritage assets. The following highways impacts, for which mitigation measures are
needed, are:
•
•
•
•

A direct impact upon the M62 for which mitigation measures need to be agreed
with National Highways and the district of Kirklees;
A direct impact upon the A6110;
Cumulative impact upon the A650/ Rein Road;
Impact upon congested parts of the A653, including the district of Kirklees

86

The proposed requirements outlined in the SAP are to be discussed further in the
following report, however, it should be noted that at the head of this report proposed
conditions and mitigation measures are outlined, including contributions towards
highways mitigation works, which are proposed to be secured through a Section 106
Agreement. This approach to securing mitigation measures are appropriate and
justified to make the proposal acceptable with regards to the requirements of
allocation EG2 – 19.

87

Similar to the above, although issues relating to conservation and heritage are
covered further in the subsequent report, it is of note here that the proposal is
considered able to comply with the site requirement of the allocation EG2-19, in so
far as it can therefore be considered that in line with the SAP allocation the principle
of development is in accordance with the SAP.
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88

The site is located within Morley, which is a major settlement. The Core Strategy
seeks to concentrate the largest amount of development within such areas. In looking
at development within such locations, however, the settlements size, function and
sustainability need to be considered. The allocated site has been recognised within
its allocation through the SAP as being a sustainable infill site for which its strengths
are the surrounding highway infrastructure and proximity to the Main Urban area of
Morley. The general location of the proposed development therefore fully accords with
Spatial Policy 1.

89

Policy EC1 of the Core Strategy commits Leeds City Council to identifying the quantity
of general employment land required by strategic land policy SP9. The Core Strategy
seeks to encourage growth of a range of employment sectors and seeks to ensure
provision is made for employment uses that fall within the classes B1(a, b and c), B2
General Industrial and B8 Storage and Distribution.

90

The site, allocated as EG2- 19 is a 26.8 hectare employment site, which contributes
to the LPA’s minimum requirement for the provision of 493 hectares of general
employment land for the period of 2012 – 2028. The development of the 26.8 hectare
employment site with a mixed use scheme comprising the construction of employment
floorspace for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and B8 Uses with ancillary office, is considered
to be acceptable in principle, and in the context of the conclusions drawn by the
Planning Inspectorate through the adoption of the SAP and in particular site allocation
EG2 – 19. In additional, the small parcel of land identified for employment under EG160, also contributes to the employment supply and therefore in conjunction with the
allocated site, is acceptable.
Green Belt

91

The proposed scheme relates primarily to the development of the site allocated in the
SAP as EG2 – 19, however to the north of the application site (north of Topcliffe Lane
Public Right of Way No. 70), is an area of land that stretches north towards the fringe
of the existing residential areas. This parcel of land is sited within designated Green
Belt.

92

Saved UDPR Policy N32 (alongside those amendments identified in the Site
Allocations Plan) defines the Green Belt boundary within Leeds. Saved UDPR Policy
N33 sets out that unless very special circumstances exist development in the Green
Belt will be resisted; in this respect the policy N33 is wholly consistent with the NPPF.
However, the list of exceptions in N33 is inconsistent with those listed in the NPPF
and therefore the exceptions listed in policy N33 should only be afforded limited
weight as required by the NPPF at Annex 1 paragraph 219.

93

The NPPF (2021) attaches great importance to Green Belts noting that the
fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land
permanently open, noting that the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their
openness and permanence.

94

The NPPF identifies at paragraph 138 five purposes which Green Belt serves (1) to
check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; (2) to prevent neighbouring
towns merging into one another; (3) to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment; (4) to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
(5) to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other
urban land.
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95

At paragraph 147 of the NPPF, it states that inappropriate development is, by
definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special
circumstances. Paragraph 148 goes on to state that very special circumstances for
inappropriate development in the Green Belt will not exist unless the potential harm
to the Green Belt and any other harm is ‘clearly outweighed’ by other considerations.

96

At paragraph 150 it is stated that a local planning authority should regard other forms
of development, other than the construction of new buildings, as inappropriate in the
Green Belt unless it is one of a number of exceptions. Paragraph 150 states that other
forms of development are not inappropriate development within the Green Belt
provided they preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of including
land within it.

97

As outlined within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the essential
characteristics of Green Belt are its openness and its permanence. There is a
presumption against development within the Green Belt except within certain
circumstances.
Establishing Whether the Proposal is Appropriate Development

98

Paragraphs 149 and 150 of the NPPF outlines the circumstances in which
development within the Green Belt might be considered appropriate.

99

At paragraph 150 of the NPPF, development of engineering works are considered to
be appropriate. The formation of strategic landscaped areas and drainage facilities
are considered to be appropriate, given that the aspects of the works constituting
development as defined in Section 55 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(drainage facilities) are engineering works as per section b) of paragraph 150 of the
NPPF. The landscaping and drainage works to this part of the site are only considered
appropriate if they preserve the openness of the Green Belt and do not conflict with
the purposes of including land within it.

100

It is acknowledged in guidance from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government, that assessing the impact of this proposal on the openness of the Green
Belt is subject to judgement based on the circumstances of the case.

101

The Government guidance states that:
• openness is capable of having both spatial and visual aspects – in other words,
the visual impact of the proposal may be relevant, as could its volume;
• the duration of the development, and its remediability – taking into account any
provisions to return land to its original state or to an equivalent (or improved) state
of openness; and
• the degree of activity likely to be generated, such as traffic generation.

102

The landscaping and drainage works to be carried out in the parcel of land designated
as Green Belt, includes the creation of drainage ponds and additional footpaths,
together with landscaping designed to disrupt skylines and camouflage views of the
commercial buildings. The land is currently agricultural land varying in quality, but
devoid of physical structures and significant mature landscaping. The proposed
changes to the area designated as Green Belt will have a visual impact upon the
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character of the existing landscape; however, the degree of impact is considered to
be small and the openness of the Green Belt is considered to be preserved.
103

The landscaping, footpaths and drainage ponds within the parcel of land designated
as Green Belt do not alter the openness in terms of its spatial presence. The area of
Green Belt is not eroded in size and in a spatial capacity, the openness is preserved.
Furthermore, although the works will visually alter the space, the increased
landscaping, drainage works and biodiversity improvements to the land will allow the
openness to be preserved, and the visual impact to be kept to a minimal. Therefore,
this part of the proposal will not be inappropriate in the Green Belt as it will preserve
its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of including land within in it, as per
paragraph 150 of the NPPF.

104

In summary, the proposed development within the Green Belt designation is not
considered to be inappropriate, and is therefore acceptable in relation to the
requirements of paragraphs 138 and 150 of the NPPF.
Summary of the Principle of Development

105

The principle of developing the proposed site is acceptable and will deliver a 26.8
hectare employment site, which contributes to the LPA’s minimum requirement for the
provision of 493 hectares of general employment land for the period of 2012 – 2028.
As outlined above, the proposal is essential to the delivery of wider regeneration and
growth initiatives for the City as a whole and, the immediate surrounding Morley area.
The proposal will have a range of socio-economic benefits that are covered in more
detail in the subsequent report, which are core to the inclusion of the site within the
adoption of the SAP. The principle of developing the site is essential to underpin the
delivery of the provision of general employment land across the city and in this case,
it is very relevant given that the site is available and deliverable.

106

The proposal is considered to comply with all other policies relating to the strategic
green infrastructure, landscaping, design, conservation and transport management.
These issues are covered comprehensively in the subsequent report. However, the
development of the 26.8 hectare employment site with a mixed use scheme
comprising the construction of employment floorspace for up to 102,890 sqm of B2
and B8 Uses with ancillary office, is considered to be acceptable in principle, and in
the context of the conclusions drawn by the Planning Inspectorate through the
adoption of the SAP, and in particular site allocation EG2 – 19 and UDP allocation
(identified site EG1- 60).
Climate Change

107

The Council declared a climate emergency on the 27th March 2019 in response to
the UN’s report on Climate Change.

108

The Planning Act 2008, alongside the Climate Change Act 2008, sets out that
climate mitigation and adaptation are central principles of plan-making. The NPPF
makes clear that the planning system should help to shape places in ways that
contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in line with the
objectives of the Climate Change Act 2008.
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109

As part of the Council’s Best Council Plan 2019/20 to 2020/21, the Council seeks to
promote a less wasteful, low carbon economy. The Council’s Development Plan
includes a number of planning policies which seek to meet this aim, as does the
NPPF. These are material planning considerations in determining planning
applications.

110

The applicant has submitted a Technical Paper regarding Climate Change and the
impact of the proposal as part of the ES and in line with the EIA regulations. The
papers have looked at the direct and indirect emissions resultant of the Proposed
Development and measures to ensure that the proposal is adaptable to Climate
Change.

111

Local policies EN1 and EN2 consider ways to reduce carbon and energy use. Whilst
EN1 relates to the reduction of carbon and emissions, EN2 seeks to ensure that
development is of a sustainable design and construction.

112

The proposal has addressed within a supplementary statement and the ES, the ways
in which the proposal will improve energy efficiency of the proposed buildings. At this
stage, the design of the buildings is subject to a Reserved Matters application and
details of the buildings specifications have not been outlined. However, the strategy
has been proposed for achieving ‘Zero Carbon’ and the proposal is to fully comply
with policies EN1 and EN2 requirements. The proposal is to achieve BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating and provision of a minimum of 10% of energy demand is to be from
renewable/ low carbon energy systems.

113

The applicant has recognised the Council’s position in relation to reducing the
carbon emissions and any proposal will be subject to conditions, ensuring that the
proposal is compliant with Core Strategy policies EN1, EN2 and EN8. Such
conditions are also complemented with the proposal’s provision of extensive new
tree planting and landscaping, and enhancements to the wider green infrastructure.
Furthermore, beyond the proposed commitments in relation to the above policies,
the siting is considered to be a sustainable location for such employment uses and
the Proposed Development seeks to implement a Travel Plan and Employment
Strategy that will attract local employees, and enable a wider sustainable transport
strategy to be implemented. The above commitments will result in measurable
benefits in respect of climate change matters.

114

Economic and Social Benefits

115

The Proposed Development, through the provision of 104,783sqm of employment
space is expected to generate various socio-economic impacts, both at the
construction and operational stages. As part of the ES, a socio-economic Technical
Paper has been produced and submitted in support of the Proposed Development.

116

The NPPF outlines three overarching objectives to facilitate sustainable
development. It states that economic, social and environmental objectives need to
be pursued in a mutually supportive way securing net gains across each of the
different objectives. The NPPF seeks to promote proactive working with applicants
to secure development that improves the economic, social and environmental
conditions of an area.

117

The site was brought forward in the SAP to facilitate the economic growth across
the city by contributing towards the employment land supply requirements. The site
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location, close to strong transportation links and existing employment/ labour
markets, favoured the site and played an important role in its allocation through the
SAP adoption process.
118

The Government has committed to ‘levelling up’ the North, and the Northern
Powerhouse forms part of the Government’s industrial strategy to build upon the
existing economy of the north. The Northern Powerhouse is the promotion of
investment in skills, innovation, transport and culture, amongst others. It is predicted
that the logistic sector will grow by 83% between 2013 and 2035, and this sector is
considered to be an enabling capability to support the growth of the Northern
Economy. The delivery of this proposal will help deliver the aspirations and
ambitions of both Government and the Council.

119

The Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan (May 2016) (SEP) establishes an
aim to deliver 35,700 additional jobs by 2036. Advanced Manufacturing and logistics
are to be one of the City’s assets, alongside financial and professional services.
Furthermore, Leeds Inclusive Growth Strategy 2018 -2023, sets out the aims and
ambitions of the City to grow the economy and ensure that everyone can benefit
from it. A close thread to this, which is strongly supported by this proposal, is the
creation of jobs close to communities.

120

The applicant has submitted an employment strategy, which seeks to deliver where
possible, jobs to those residing locally. This commitment will be secured through the
S106 obligations and this mechanism will ensure that the employment gains link to
the SEP and the Inclusive Growth Strategy.

121

The SAP and Core Strategy recognizes the overarching strategies outlined above
and plays a key role in delivering development that accords with the wider aims.

122

The ES looks at a range of social and economic factors over the short, medium and
long term periods. Such factors include amongst others, employment rates,
deprivation, quality of life, travel to work patterns and social factors, such as
education and health care provision. The ES has assessed, as required by the EIA
regulations, the likely evolution in the absence of the Proposed Development. The
immediate and wider area impact is considered to be no further growth potential of
this scale in the Morley area. No comparable sites in the immediate area also
reduces the potential for the growth of the logistic sector within the immediate
Morley/ south of the city area, and across the City. Accordingly, to not deliver this
allocated site, does have a significant impact upon the local economy, but also the
wider economy, including the ambitions of Government in ‘levelling up’ the north.

123

Although the impact of Covid 19 upon employment rates is unknown, the return to
past economic growth rates is expected to be set over the medium/ long term. The
failure to deliver the employment sites across the city will limit the recovery of the
local economy. Furthermore, whilst the logistic sectors were envisaged to growth
significantly prior to the pandemic, the impact of Covid 19 has accelerated the need
for large scale logistic development opportunities. To ensure that the changes that
have occurred to working practices through the pandemic can be sustained, the
delivery of this scheme is considered to be very important.

124

The site is situated South of Leeds City centre and within an area identified as a
priority area for regeneration within Spatial Policy 4 of the Core Strategy. The
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Proposed Development is anticipated to bring significant socio-economic benefits,
which can be summarised as:
125

Construction Phase
• Construction of the Proposed Development would support around 175
temporary jobs (person years) per annum over a 4 year build period, in
construction, the supply chain and local services;
• Generating circa £9.35million per annum;
• The construction phase could generate 34 FTE apprenticeships/training
opportunities over the lifetime of the build;
• The effects of the construction phase on local services and facilities are
considered to be negligible;
• The effects on wider socio economic factors are considered to be of minor
benefit/negligible;
• On their own each of the impacts are not considered to be significant in
EIA terms,in combination the effects are considered to be potentially
significant beneficial.

126

Operational Phase
• Once developed and occupied the proposed employment floorspace and
facilities would create approximately 1,890 gross direct, indirect and
induced FTE’s, equating to circa 1,276 net full time equivalent jobs
(allowing for leakage and displacement);
• The Proposed Development would lead to a range of wider benefits
including GVA creation amounting to £75.5 million per annum;
• Business rates could amount to £2.2 million per annum;
• The effect of increased access to employment;
• The increase in economic output is anticipated to have wider benefits
relating to improvement in the perception of the area, addressing
deprivation with associated impacts on health and wellbeing
• The impacts on commuting and migration; and
• The effects on local services considered to be neutral/negligible impact.

127

Although individually the impacts present small benefits, collectively the proposal is
considered to be significantly beneficial to employment, labour markets and local
economic growth. In terms of the scope of the ES, the potential for adverse impacts
upon local facilities have been assessed and, it is considered that as the proposal
does not result in any additional dwellings, it will not lead to a worsening of the local
services to the extent that the effects are considered to be severe. In conclusion,
and on balance, the Proposed Development would deliver significant economic and
social benefits, that as it will be further discussed in the following report, do not lead
to significant environmental impacts.
Highway and Transport Impact
Means of Access

128

With reference to the Development Plan, Core Strategy Policy T2 requires
development to be in accessible locations and with safe and secure access for
pedestrians, cyclists, and people with impaired mobility, ensuring adequate parking
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is also provided. Appendix 3 of the Core Strategy also sets out accessibility
standards for development.
129

The proposed access is shown in drawing no. ITM10127 - GA - 007 Rev B Topcliffe
Lane Improvements and includes a reconfigured Topcliffe Lane/ A653 Dewsbury
Road signal-controlled junction. Improvements at the signal-controlled junction
include for widening to provide two lanes turning right on to M62 Junction 28
including narrowing of the existing pedestrian island and relocation of an island from
A653 Dewsbury Road with existing signal heads. Swept path analysis has been
undertaken at the signal-controlled junction and is acceptable.

130

The site access arrangements include the delivery of the southbound bus gate/bus
lane on A653 Dewsbury Road. The developer is required to make a contribution to
enable delivery of the bus gate / bus lane works north of the motorway, which will
improve bus frequency in the southbound direction for future occupants of the site
arriving from the north or departures to the south, as the more frequent services
202/203 will now be accessed by future occupants as these services would be able
to call at the bus stop. The contribution of £700, 000 will be secured via a S106
Agreement.

131

In addition, alterations are proposed to Topcliffe Lane to serve the proposed
industrial units as indicated in drawing no. 4843-JPG-SW-00-DR-D-1650-S2-P05
Means of Access Plan. The proposals include for a minimum 7.3m wide
carriageway, resurfacing, realignment of the existing estate road including the
internal roundabout and improvement of the shared footway/cycleway running along
Topcliffe Labe from Topcliffe Close up to public footpath 70. The footpath strategy
indicates the shared facility for pedestrians and cyclists at Topcliffe Lane will be
widened to 3m width minimum on the eastern edge of the carriageway and a 2m
wide footway on the other edge.

132

A road safety audit of the site access highway works at Topcliffe Lane has been
undertaken and reviewed by the local authority as an overseeing organisation. The
designer’s response to comments made by the local authority resulted in a revised
access arrangement drawing being submitted (ref. ITM10127-GA-007 Rev B), which
was considered acceptable.

133

In order to deliver the works within the highway, a S278 Agreement will be required,
which will also cover the need for the applicant to meet the cost of Traffic Regulation
Orders along Topcliffe Lane to prevent on-street parking; stopping up of redundant
highway as result of the realignment; and dedication of land to highway.

134

Highway officers are therefore satisfied that the proposed access arrangements are
acceptable
Accessibility

135

Regarding accessibility, Core Strategy Policy T2 refers to Accessibility Standards,
which are set out at Appendix 3 of the Adopted Core Strategy. They are based
upon an average walking speed of 3 miles per hour.

136

Public footpath Morley 65 runs along Topcliffe Lane in a north-south direction and
continues in a north direction connecting A653 Dewsbury Road to public footpath 60
and 70 and Bantam Grove in Morley. Public footpath 65 Morley commences at
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Dewsbury Road proceeding in a westerly direction along Peter Lane to Rydal
Crescent then recommencing at Wide Lane and proceeding in a southerly direction
via Bantam Grove Lane, Watering Meadow, along the Topcliffe Beck, Topcliffe Lane
up to its junction with A653 Dewsbury Road and to Tingley roundabout. Along the
existing Topcliffe Lane, public footpath 65 Morley is signed as a shared-use
pedestrian and cycle path.
137

Public footpath 70 runs east - west through the site and links A653 Dewsbury Road
to residential areas west of the site. Public footpath 70 Morley runs along Topcliffe
Lane commencing at its junction with Glen Road and proceeding in a north easterly
direction crossing Public footpath 65 Morley and continuing eastward to A653
Dewsbury Road.

138

Public footpath 60 intersects public footpath 65 and 70 north linking the footpath at
Peacock Green and subsequently the residential properties north of the site to the
industrial estate road. Additional footpaths are proposed through the proposed
retention ponds in the northern part of the site, these link to other footpaths and
subsequently link to Morley. Dropped kerbs and tactile paving will be required at
junctions.

139

The revised Footpath Strategy drawing no. 0348-RFM-XX-00-DR-L-0004 Rev PL05
indicates proposed improvements to public footpath 60, 65 and 70. Public footpath
65 will be realigned and planting provided to separate the public footpath from the
carriageway, thereby enhancing the route for non-motorised users from Topcliffe
Close in a northwards direction up to where the footpath meets public footpath 70. A
3m wide footway/cycleway will be built to adoptable standards. Similarly, the
section of public footpath 65 that lies between public footpath 70 and the permissive
footpath located north will see additional planting to separate it from the
carriageway.

140

Regarding public footpath 70 within the site, this route will be widened and
improved.

141

Public footpath 60 will also be upgraded with self-binding gravel surface.

142

The footpath strategy also indicates existing permissive footpaths that link the site
west and north and additional footpaths are proposed to the proposed retention
pond margins, which enhances amenity for future occupants and residents in
surrounding areas. Signage providing destinations and distances are proposed
along the public footpaths.

143

The Landscape Strategy indicates street trees along the access road to separate
the public footpath from the carriageway. Any indicative landscaping proposals in
the adopted highway will be agreed as part of the S278 Agreement.

144

Public footpath 65 Morley links to the continuous footway provision west of A653
Dewsbury Road. The cycleway terminates at the northbound bus layby, while the
footway continues between M62 Junction 28 and A643 Elland Road. The width of
the continuous footway is generally around 1.2m, which is substandard. Kirklees
Council, Leeds City Council and in partnership with West Yorkshire Combined
Authority have developed an improvement scheme to provide segregated cycle
routes along A653 Dewsbury Road to White Rose Centre and on to Tingley. The
developer is to contribute towards the improvement scheme to provide a shared-use
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pedestrian and cycle path of minimum width 3m between Topcliffe Lane and B6123
Wide Lane. The contribution of £146,750 will be secured via S106 Agreement.
Transport Assessment and Mitigation
145

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan Background Paper which is appended to the Site
Allocations Plan (SAP) identifies the following junctions as ‘Congestion Hotspots’:
A643 Elland Road/A6110 Ring Road/Manor Mill Lane
A650 Tingley Common/A6029 Rein Road/B6127 Bridge Street; and
M62 Junction 28/A653 Tingley.

146

The SAP requirements under EG2-19 identify that the there is a direct impact upon
M62 Junction 28 Tingley roundabout from development of allocation EG2 - 19.
There is also a direct impact upon the A6110 and in addition, there is also likely to
be a cumulative impact upon the A650 Tingley Common/A6029 Rein Road/B6127
Bridge Street junction. The proposed development is also likely to impact on
congested parts of the A653 including within the district of Kirklees.

147

The application includes the submission of a Transport Assessment (TA) to consider
the highway impact of the proposed industrial development comprising 102,890sq m
of B2/B8 use with ancillary offices. Using the TRICS database and trip rates of
consented similar developments the forecast trip generation from the site has been
evaluated. It is estimated that the site would generate up to 355 two-way trips in the
AM peak hour and 330 two-way in the PM peak hour. On departing from the site,
77% of the trips turn right out of Topcliffe Lane on to A653 Dewsbury Road
southbound to M62 Junction 28, whilst 23% turn left on to A653 Dewsbury Road
northbound.

148

Traffic surveys were undertaken at 15 junctions within the study area, which were
the basis of the baseline traffic flows on the highway network and assuming traffic
growth the future year forecast traffic flows were determined. Committed
developments within Leeds and Kirklees district have been agreed and the
development traffic flows from the corresponding TA submitted for the development
were obtained and included in the junction assessment for this proposed
development.

149

Junction assessment has been undertaken at junctions on the local road network
within the study area to determine the impact of the proposed development at the
key junctions within the study area. The assessment scenarios in the TA include the
baseline, base plus committed development and the base plus committed
development plus the proposed development scenarios. In addition, the assessment
includes future year 2033 plus committed development; the 2033 forecast year plus
committed development plus the proposed development; and the 2033 forecast year
plus committed development plus cumulative sites within the Leeds and Kirklees
District local plan and the proposed development.

150

Junction output for priority-controlled junction assessment is given in queues and
the ratio of flow to capacity (RFC). A RFC of 0.85 or lower is regarded as operating
within practical capacity, a RFC of between 0.85 and 1.0 is regarded as operating
above practical capacity but below absolute capacity (where the junction or arm of
junction will struggle), and a RFC above 1.0 is above absolute capacity where
significant delay and queues can be expected. To assess a network of traffic
signals TRANSYT output is given in Mean Max Queue and the degree of saturation
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(DoS). A DoS of 90% or lower is regarded as operating within practical capacity, a
DoS of between 90% and 100% is regarded as operating above practical capacity
but below absolute capacity (where the junction or arm of junction will struggle), and
a DoS above 100% is above absolute capacity where significant delay and queues
can be expected. Similarly, LINSIG output model results indicate the DOS for the
junction arms and the values should be no more than 90%; and the practical reserve
capacity (PRC) is a measure of the junction performance, which indicates the spare
capacity in the junction and a value of 5% or more would be desirable, a negative
value shows that the junction is over capacity.
151

The improved Topcliffe Lane/A653 Dewsbury Road junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be well within the capacity
during the AM peak and significantly over the absolute capacity in the PM peak, with
extensive queuing. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is
expected to well within capacity during both the AM and PM peak periods. As such
the mitigation is anticipated to deliver improved operation of the proposed site access
and is therefore considered robust.

152

The TA provides the percentage impact of the development at various junctions
within the study area and provides the estimated number of development trips at the
junction. The Core Strategy refers to the expectation that funding due to cumulative
impacts will be sought towards mitigation schemes. Where a development yields 10
or more peak hour trips through a congested junction as identified in the SAP
infrastructure background paper (and does not warrant funding direct mitigation in
its own right) then a proportion of the cost of appropriate mitigation will be sought.

153

In light of the above, contributions have been sought for the following junctions
towards the delivery of the proposed improvements at the congestion hotspots below:
•
•

A6110 Ring Road/A643 Elland Road/Manor Mill Lane - £224,140
A650 Tingley Common/Rein Road/Shire Road/Bridge Street - £54,750

154

The contributions will be secured via S106 Agreement.

155

In addition, following review of the modelling outputs that indicated increases in
queues and delay at the A650/Rein Road/Bridge Street junction, the A650 junctions
with Common Lane and with A654 Thorpe Lane/Smithy Lane as a result of the
proposed development. A contribution towards upgrades at the signal controlled
junctions, including implementation of MOVA control and bus priority as an effective
way of offsetting the increased queues and delay to public transport; which would
reduce the time the junctions see peak traffic levels thereby providing benefit to all
users. A contribution of £50,000 will be secured by S106 Agreement.

156

Beyond the site access, the key constraint on the highway network is the M62
Junction 28 on the Strategic Road Network. The developer’s highway consultant
together with the Chidswell developer’s highway consultant have undertaken
junction assessment at the junction. The Chidswell site is allocated for mixed-use
development comprising residential, employment and ancillary land uses, and a new
primary school, in the Kirklees Council (KC) adopted Local Plan (2019) (KC Local
Plan site ID: MXS7). As both the proposed development and the Chidswell site
would have an impact M62 Junction 28, the Highway Authorities together with
National Highways required the developers to work collaboratively when considering
the combined potential impacts of the respective developments and subsequently
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propose a combined mitigation scheme which is anticipated to mitigate the impacts
of the proposed developments.
157

For the TRANSYT assessment of cumulative impact at M62 Junction 28 the traffic
flows collected in 2019 have been considered to 2033, the end of the Leeds local
plan period. The future year base scenario has been obtained 2033 + Committed
developments. This has been compared with the 2033 + Committed Developments
+ Proposed Developments + Proposed mitigation scheme to demonstrate that nil
detriment can be achieved or close to nil detriment. In addition, the proposed
mitigation was tested with the 2019 base + Committed developments + Proposed
developments to investigate if nil detriment or close to it can be achieved.

158

Drawing no. A13398-T-146-D indicates the proposed mitigation scheme at M62
Junction 28 including: • Improved Topcliffe Lane/A653 Dewsbury Lane
• LCC Mirfield-Dewsbury-Leeds northbound bus gate
• New crossings and pedestrian routes to central island
• Removal of pedestrian routes from the peripheral of the roundabout
• Lane reconfiguration to M62 Eastbound off slip to provide safer access to A653
Dewsbury Road (N)
• Additional lane capacity to the northern circulatory area
• Additional lane capacity to M62 Eastbound on-slip exit
• Additional lane capacity to south-eastern circulatory area
• Additional lane capacity to A653 Dewsbury Road (S)

159

The mitigation scheme requires a supplementary Independent Stage 1 Road Safety
Audit (RSA1) as a final check before the works can be formally accepted. The RSA
should be in accordance with GG119 and the audit brief first agreed with LCC. LCC
would act as the Overseeing Organisation. The RSA1 together with any designer’s
response must then be submitted by the applicant for consideration/approval by the
Local Highway Authority. Planning permission must not be issued until the proposed
works have been deemed to be acceptable (by the Local Highway Authority) and
the Local Highway Authority have confirmed that the RSA1 and any designer’s
response is acceptable.

160

The A653 Dewsbury Road southbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be well within the capacity
during the AM peak and above practical capacity but within the absolute capacity
during the PM peak. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is
expected to well within capacity during both the AM and PM peak periods. As such
the mitigation is anticipated to deliver improved operation of this arm.

161

The A650 Bradford Road westbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the
absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak the
arm is above the practical capacity but within the absolute capacity. In the ‘with
development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is expected to be significantly over
the absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak
the arm is above the practical capacity but within the absolute capacity. Therefore,
the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver clear benefits at this arm during the AM
peak, however, the additional 15 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.
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162

The A653 Dewsbury Road northbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the
absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak the
arm is well within capacity. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the
arm is expected to be significantly over the absolute capacity in the AM peak with
extensive queueing and in the PM peak the arm is above the practical capacity but
within the absolute capacity. Therefore, the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver
clear benefits at this arm during the AM peak, equally there is no disadvantage as
the additional 3 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.

163

The A650 Bradford Road eastbound arm of the junction in the ‘without development,
no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the absolute capacity in
both the AM and PM peak periods with queueing. In the ‘with development, with
mitigation’ scenario the arm is expected to be significantly over the absolute
capacity in both the AM and PM peak periods with extensive queueing. Therefore,
the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver clear benefits at this arm during both the
AM and PM peak periods, equally there is no disadvantage as the additional circa
15 -24 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.

164

Given the above comparison of the ‘with’ and ‘without’ development scenarios, on
balance the mitigation scheme with improved provision for pedestrians, cyclists and
bus priority at and already congested location is considered acceptable.

165

It is intended that the highway works comprising the mitigation scheme are secured
by a planning condition with a standard S278 Agreement being required, where the
Council designs and delivers the highway works and the three developers (Capitol
Park, Chidswell and Haigh Moor Road) would pay for the works broadly related to
the contribution of development trips through junction. The highway works will be
phased, with the details of the phasing to be considered.
Highways Conclusion

166

Overall, it is concluded that the proposal is acceptable in highway terms. Subject to
relevant conditions and the requirements of the Section 106 Legal Agreement, and
the RSA1 for the mitigation scheme, it is anticipated that the proposed development
will provide a safe and secure access for pedestrians, cyclists and people with
impaired mobility with appropriate parking provision such that the means of access
is acceptable. On this basis, the development is also not considered to result in a
severe residual cumulative highway impact to warrant a refusal such that it must be
concluded that the proposed means of access is acceptable and the development is
in accordance with Policy T2 of the Core Strategy and guidance within the NPPF.
Design, Layout and Heritage

167

As previously set out, this proposal is a hybrid application with some matters being
submitted in detail that seek full approval and other matters which are for the
purposes of outline consent and for which further details are to be supplied at the
Reserved Matters stage. At this stage, no detailed designs have been developed for
the buildings, however, a series of parameter plans have been provided to guide the
detailed phases of development including the development plots, scale and building
heights, landscaping within the built areas, permeability and drainage.
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168

An indicative masterplan has been submitted which shows how the Proposed
Development can be accommodated within the site. Access to the site is taken from
Topcliffe Lane and improvements are proposed to the existing round about; all other
internal access are to be approved at Reserved Matters stage.

169

The proposed parameter plans indicate three Character Zones, including the parcel
of land to the north of the site that is to be utilized for Green Infrastructure, including
the drainage ponds. The land to the north of the allocated SAP site is separated by
an existing PROW, no 70, and PROW no.65 runs from north to south, making a
logical separation between Character Zones 1 and 2.

170

The site is of a scale that development will be phased, and accordingly, the land has
been divided into 3 parcels of land. Of the five units, Unit 1 is located on parcel 1;
Units 2 and 3 are situated on parcel 2; Units 4 and 5 are located on parcel 3.Units 5
and 2 are the largest units with Units 1, 3 and 4 being small to medium sized
buildings. Further to the Masterplan, the Parameter Plan outlines overall heights of
proposed buildings. Development Parcel one restricts heights of buildings to 14.1
metres; Development Parcel 2 restricts heights of buildings up to 20.6 metres, and;
Development Parcel 3 restricts heights of buildings up to 22.4 metres. To the north
of Character Zone 2, the overall building heights will be restricted to 5 metres.

171

Although no detailed designs have been confirmed, the Design and Access
Statement that accompanies the planning application has outlined a design
approach that the Reserved Matters applications will follow. The suggested
materials indicate a palette of materials that will complement those used within the
wider existing commercial estate. The suggested palette of materials and potential
applications are outlined below, however, any approval will secure high quality
materials through the imposition of conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

172

Silver, metallic or grey colour cladding
Profiled or flat metal cladding
Large format window or curtain walling systems
Feature building elements in strong colours or accent materials
Standing seam or single ply membrane roofs
Graduated cladding colours to reduce visual impact of large
buildings
Translucent glazing, poly carbonates or membrane technology

The masterplan shows the main access routes through the site and arrangements
for servicing and car parking. A ratio of car park to building equates to 1.2 spaces
per thousand square feet. Service yards allow for 25m turning circles for HGVs and
car parking is accessible and close to the main entrances, reducing conflict between
pedestrian routes and service yards. The car parking and servicing has been laid
out as far as practicable to ensure that the buildings are set back into the site and
close to the existing built forms of the Capitol Park Estate.
Topography and Earthworks

173

The site is elevated at a level of circa 136.00m AOD and is of a similar level to the
existing Capitol Park business park to the south. Various earthworks are proposed
to facilitate the development, including development platforms, earthwork bunds to
help mitigate visual and noise impacts. The works will alter the landscape and be
visible from various aspects, including the residential areas to the north and west.
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The context of the wider area, although close to areas of residential properties, is a
mixture of uses that are significantly defined by existing commercial and industrial
units and the wider strategic highways networks. The impact of the re-modelling of
land is mitigated to a significant degree by the proposed landscaping earth bunds
and other boundary treatments, such as acoustic fencing.
Layout and Equality
174

Although the detailed design of buildings and access have yet to be submitted for
approval, it is considered that the access arrangements shall be inclusive and allow
for level accesses, disabled parking bays and legible and easily navigated roads
and footpaths throughout the site. The indicative design layout is efficiently designed
to segregate heavy goods traffic from pedestrians.

175

The proposal includes upgrades to sections of existing PROW, and the creation of
two new PROWs circumnavigating the drainage pond and linking Topcliffe Lane
with the Topcliffe Beck. The upgrades will improve surfaces to allow for inclusive
access and a wide segregated cycle/pedestrian route through the site from north to
south will improve the connectivity of the site to the wider residential areas.
Crime and surveillance

176

As detailed design of buildings have yet to be confirmed details such as boundary
specifications, CCTV and cycle storage provisions have yet to be provided. West
Yorkshire Police have commented on the proposal however the detail required are
to be dealt with through the Reserved Matters applications.

177

It is noted that the proposal does have a layout whereby the boundaries of the units
have wide landscaped buffers that provide a degree of visual relief, but also the
opportunity to plant landscaping that can encourage security, (the use of hawthorn
hedges etc.) The layout also outlines wide segregated public footpaths/cycle routes
that although set in between landscaped areas, are indicated to have a variety of
planting that range in height so as not to create claustrophobic spaces that are dark
and unusable at night. The width and layout of the footpaths through the built estate
are considered to be acceptable in this respect, subject to conditions.

178

The indicative building layout shows units that are to be spread out across the site
and interspersed with car parking and servicing areas. The buildings are not close
together and this is considered to facilitate good security across the overall site.
Heritage and Archaeology

179

The site falls outside of Morley Town Centre Conservation Area approximately 600
metres to the north-west of the site. Furthermore, the site is not occupied by any
Listed buildings. There are, however, various non-designated heritage assets within
the site that require significant justification before their loss can be approved.

180

Some of the buildings at Topcliffe Farm are non-designated heritage assets based
upon the existing buildings’ age and local architecture and vernacular. The ES
outlines no-designed heritage assets and also recorded the remaining buildings on
site. The NPPF requires that the effect of an application on the significance of a
non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the
application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designed
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heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of
any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset. It is considered that in
line with the Technical Paper produced in relation to the Heritage Assets
significance, that the buildings proposed to be demolished and the setting of the
wider heritage assets are of Low significance.
181

The applicant has worked closely with the West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory
Service (WYAAS) to secure a good understanding of the site’s archaeological
potential and WYAAS have commended the work carried out to date.

182

Based on the results of the archaeological evaluation the WYAAS are content that
the application site’s archaeological significance can be secured and preserved by
record. Public benefit can be achieved through this work and the final publication of
the results. The necessary mitigation works are considered to be best secured by a
condition imposed on any approval, which would involve a written scheme of
investigation to be agreed. Subject to the imposition of a condition requiring such
works, the proposal in this respect is considered to be acceptable.

183

The impact on the non- heritage assets within the site are also taken into
consideration, together with the impact of the proposal upon the setting of wider
heritage assets, such as local Conseravtion Areas of Listed buildings. The impact
on the setting of the wider heritage assets is considered to be Low given the scale
of the buildings to be demolished. Furthermore, on balance, the significance of the
non-designated heritage assets is considered to be Low, but sufficient work has
been carried out to preserve by record.

184

At paragraph 202 of the NPPF it is stated that where any harm to a heritage asset is
less than substantial (in this case the impact of the setting of the wider heritage
assets), the harm should be weighed against the public benefit. In this case the
impact is considered to be low given the siting and landscaping of the proposed
units, and on balance this is outweighed by the significant economic and social
benefits that the proposal will create.

185

Further to the above paragraph, at paragraph 203 of the NPPF it is considered that
a balanced judgement is necessary having regard to the scale of the harm or loss
and the significance of the non-designated heritage asset. On balance, the proposal
is considered to have mitigated against the impact upon any non-designated
heritage asset and the loss of the existing buildings is considered to be acceptable.
Visual Impact

186

The proposed buildings will create a marked change to the existing landscape and
views of the site from various locations have been assessed as part of the ES. The
design parameters of the site have been arrived at and the layout has been
organized to ensure that built form has a small an impact upon the landscape as
possible. The topography of the site and the need to create development platforms,
does increase the prominence of the buildings within the wider Capitol Park site,
however, the landscaping proposed, together with the heights and massing of the
buildings at the northern edges being restricted in height, do minimise the views into
the site and the overall visual impact.

187

Landscaping, earthworks/ bunds and the natural topography of the site and wider
residential areas, means that the visual impact of the site when in relatively close
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proximity will be of an acceptable level. Although more of the buildings in theory will
be seen from vistas further afield, these distances, together with the use of a range
of cladding materials and innovative design detailing, will ensure that the impact is
not significant to the degree that would warrant a refusal of consent.
188

The proposal has considered in the ES the potential impacts upon the local climate.
It is acknowledged that the Proposed Development is located on land that
undulates, and that the buildings are large in scale and situated on high ground.
However, the proposal has incorporated drainage schemes and landscaping that
will help the proposal to be accepted into the landscape without adversely impacting
upon the local micro climate. Furthermore, the detailed design of the buildings will
form the Reserved Matters applications and further consideration of the impact of
each building will be carried out at that stage.
Land Contamination and Drainage

189

A Phase 1 Desk Study Report and Phase 2 Ground Investigation Report have been
submitted and these are considered to be acceptable. With regards to the ground
conditions and future remediation measures that may be necessary, it is considered
that the proposal is acceptable in this regard, subject to conditions.

190

The site is indicated to fall within Flood Zone 1 which comprises land assessed as at
a low risk of flooding from watercourse and/or sea with less than a 1:1000 annual
probability of river or sea flooding.

191

The proposed surface water drainage deign aims to mimic and reduce existing run
off by restricting discharge to the identified exiting green field run off rate (4.57 litres/
per second), for all storms up to and including the 1 in 100-year storm event plus
40% climate change allowance. To mitigate storms above the greenfield run off rate
storage will be provided in a series of dry detention basins.

192

A drainage strategy has been submitted and although further details are considered
to be necessary, in principle the drainage scheme is considered to be satisfactory
and compliant with policy EN5. Any approval should be subject to a condition
relating to the full details being provided regarding the drainage scheme.
Landscaping and Ecology

193

The application is supported by a strategic landscaping scheme for the areas set out
to the north of the allocated site. Further to this, although indicative landscaping
through the parameter plans is shown, further details and approval will be required
at the Reserved Matters stage.

194

The landscaping will include a variety of planting to function in different ways. The key
elements of the strategy include:
•
•

Native Street tree planting to a minimum of 20-25cm girth
Standard Tree planting within native structure planting, to create taller screen
against development parcel 2 and 3.
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•
•
•
•

Species rich meadow, enhances ecological value of pasture to the north of the
Site, between Proposed Development and Morley. This will create additional
amenity.
Marginal and aquatic planting around the attenuation areas (ponds), to
enhance ecological value and create new habitat.
New hedgerow to southern side of PROW no. 70 (east –west) to create
separation between route and Proposed Development. Structure planting to
the northern side of the route to provide screening from Morley.
Re-surfacing of existing Pubic Right of Way Morley 70 (east –west) from earth
track to self-binding gravel with timber post and rail fencing in keeping with
agricultural character of surrounding area.

195

The overall strategic landscaping to the north of the site is the foundation of the
details to be approved in full at this stage. Further landscaping of the internal areas
of the site will be subject to scrutiny further at the Reserved Matters stage and
through conditions, but ultimately, the overall strategy is considered to be
acceptable and the approach across the entire site is deemed to be acceptable.

196

The overall strategy for the landscaping across the site informs the biodiversity
assessment that has been carried out and, for which, it is considered that a
biodiversity net gain of 12.22% will be achieved. The landscaping and planting
within the site will be extensive. Furthermore, in line with the policy, the assessment
considers that the existing wildlife habitats and areas for development will improve
opportunities for wildlife and not impact upon the integrity and connectivity of the
Leeds Habitat Network.

197

A Biodiversity Enhancement Management Plan will be produced and agreed with
Leeds City Council to include the details of the landscape and habitat creation,
management and subsequent monitoring of the strategic landscaped areas, habitat
areas and attenuation ponds. This will seek a net gain of at least 10%. The
management and maintenance of these areas will be undertaken by a Management
Company established by the Applicant and secured through conditions and a Section
106 Agreement.

198

Overall, the landscaping benefits of the site will be acceptable in terms of the
biodiversity improvements and in terms of the visual and spatial impact the proposal
will have on the openness of the Green Belt and the wider area. It is considered that
the proposal is well designed and as such, is in accordance with local and national
planning policy.
Amenity Impact

199

The design details of the buildings are to be considered at the Reserved Matters
stage. However, the parameters plan has indicated a layout that will minimise the
scale of the development at the northern periphery of the site. The proposed
development is distanced from residential properties to the extent that the proposed
works will have minimal impact upon the neighbouring properties in terms of
overbearing/ overshadowing and loss of natural light. Similarly, distances and
boundary treatments will negate any privacy issues or immediate impact upon living
conditions or working environments of neighbouring properties/ buildings.
Noise and Vibration
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200

The impact of noise and vibration will be considered in greater detail in the
submissions of Reserved Matters applications. However, the ES has outlined the
potential impacts and as part of the details proposed in full, earthworks/ bunds and
strategic landscaping are to be created/ planted to provide barriers to noise to
receptors, such as local residential properties and the PROWs.

201

A Noise and Vibration Assessment has been undertaken, which considers the
potential effects of noise and vibration and this has taken into account both the
circumstances of the construction and operational phases.

202

Conditions will be imposed relating to construction practices such as hours and the
implementation of temporary screening acoustic measures. Furthermore, acoustic
screening to the operational buildings will be the subject of conditions and further
details to be submitted as part of the Reserved Matters applications. The
assessment of the potential noise and vibration issues can be mitigated through
measures that can be secured by conditions and, accordingly, the proposal in this
respect is considered to be acceptable with regards to all local and national planning
policies.
Lighting

203

An assessment of the site has been carried out examining the existing lighting
environment and the potential for adverse obtrusive light effects resulting from the
proposal. Although the site itself has minimal lighting at present, the surrounding
area is notably lit and associated with obtrusive light.

204

It is proposed to mitigate against excessive light spill through mitigation measures to
be addressed further in the Reserved Matters stage. However, conditions will be
imposed at this stage. Measures proposed, which will be evolved further through the
Reserved Matters applications, include reduced column heights and tilting and
strategic positioning of lights away from the receptor locations. Subject to
conditions, the proposed lighting can be controlled in a way that will not worsen the
current light levels, or be a source of obtrusive light conditions. Accordingly, in this
respect the proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of local and national
planning policies.
Air Quality

205

The site is not within an Air Quality Management Area, but the ES has assessed
fully the implications of the proposal upon air quality. A detailed assessment has
been undertaken and this has outlined the impact upon air quality during the
operational phase of the development. It is considered that the impact of the
proposal in air quality terms will be negligible, and all predicted pollutant
concentrations will be well below the relevant Air Quality Objectives.

206

A Dust Management Plan will be prepared for the Site as part of the Construction
Environmental Management Plan, and will set out mitigation measures for dust and
fine particulate matters. These will include measures such as ensuring bunded
aggregates are kept wet, re-vegetating earthworks and soil stockpiles as soon as
practicable, and wheel washing systems and dust sweepers.
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207

It is not considered likely that the development will introduce any new odour or
industrial emission sources, either in the construction or operational phases. A
condition can be imposed and therefore no impact on existing areas, such as
nearby residential properties, employment sites or PROWs.

208

The proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of Policies P10 of the Core
Strategy and paragraphs 185 and 186 of the NPPF.
Representations

209

The representations that have been received raised a variety of concerns regarding
the proposal, of which, those which are material planning considerations have been
addressed in the report above. However, the following representations are covered
here which are either non material considered that can be given significant weight,
or because they are not covered above.

210

Concerns were raised regarding the impact upon values of local residential
properties. Various factors influence house values and as such, it is not a material
planning consideration that can be given weight in the assessment of this
application.

211

The comments raise concerns with the public consultation process for the
application. The application has been publicized in accordance with both local and
national requirements and the applicant has engaged with the local community in a
positive and meaningful way. Furthermore, in respect of the principle of the use this
was subject to extensive public consultation as part of the SAP adoption process.
Planning Balance

212

The NPPF requires a planning balance to be concluded in respect of the impact of
development upon the heritage value of the site and wider area, against any public
benefit. Although this is outlined in the above report, the following section of this report
clearly outlines the Planning Balance in this respect. Furthermore, the strategic
landscaping, engineering works and drainage ponds within the designated Green Belt
are considered to be appropriate in respect of Paragraph 150.
Heritage

213

The proposed scheme has considered the impacts of development upon both the
non-designated heritage assets within the site and the wider impact upon Listed
buildings and Conservation Areas in the wider area. A balanced judgement, based
upon the scale and extent of demolition has been made and the impacts are
considered to be low and means of preserving and recording the heritage value of the
site have been carried out where possible, and will be the subject of a condition. The
public benefits of the scheme are numerous in terms of socio -economic benefits,
together with improved landscaping and biodiversity improvements across the
allocated employment site and the parcel of land designated as Green Belt.
Green Belt

214

With regards to the Green Belt, the landscaping and drainage works to be carried out
in the parcel of land designated as Green Belt, will have a visual impact upon the
skylines and from views around the site. However, the works to be carried out further
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enhance the biodiversity of the site, improve the landscaping and accessibility of the
area through the further creation of public footpaths. The area of Green Belt is not
eroded in size and in a spatial capacity, the openness is therefore considered to be
preserved. Furthermore, although the works will visually alter the space, the increased
landscaping, drainage works, biodiversity improvements and public footpaths allow
the openness to be preserved, and the visual impact to be kept to a minimal. The
increased biodiversity improvements on this Green Belt land
enhance its purpose and the reasoning for it being included as Green Belt.
Summary of Planning Balance
215

In summary, the public benefits of the proposal both in terms of impact upon the
cultural heritage of the site and any impact upon wider heritage assets, together with
the impact upon the Green Belt, are considered to be acceptable.
Summary

216

The application site comprises two employment allocations within the development
plan). The site offers an opportunity to provide large scale units, close to a highways
network capable of accommodating logistic and distribution centres, which are
required to reflect economic and social changes of recent years.

217

The application proposed is a hybrid application, which has outlined the strategic
earthworks, highway improvements (wider improvements to junction 28 of the M62
and improvements to the entrance from Dewsbury Road) drainage strategy and
strategic landscaping proposed to deliver 102,890sqm of employment space.
Reserved Matters relate to the development of the buildings, car parking, servicing,
landscaping around the internal site and other associated infrastructure.

218

The principle of developing the proposed site, allocated as EG2- 19 and the
identified site (Ref. EG1-60), will deliver a 26.8 hectare employment site, which
contributes to the LPA’s minimum requirement for the provision of 493 hectares of
general employment land for the period of 2012 – 2028. The proposal will have a
range of socio-economic benefits through the provision of significant investment into
the area, and region as a whole; such investment will result in job opportunities and
a more competitive local economy through the provision of a range of commercial
buildings that are sustainably located and suitable to current, and forecasted,
market trends for the logistics sectors.

219

This application has comprehensively assessed the environmental impacts of the
proposal, including the impact upon and those relating to residential amenity, visual
impact and impact upon climate change. The proposal has sought to demonstrate
that on balance the public benefits outweighs the impacts of development upon the
local heritage assets and non-designated heritage assets, and where necessary
records of the cultural heritage have been made. The proposal is considered to
impact upon the character of the area and undoubtedly will alter the landscape
when compared to the existing characteristics of the site. However, the proposal
includes mitigation measures to improve the biodiversity of the landscape and
minimise the visual/ potential residential impacts (noise, vibration, light and air
pollution) to an acceptable level.
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220

Further to the above, it is also recognized that the proposal will have an impact upon
the existing highways infrastructure, given the scale of the Proposed Development,
but also due to the end use which is foreseen to be for the logistics sector. However,
as outlined above, significant mitigation measures are proposed, both through works
to be carried out to the immediate highways network at the entrance to the Capitol
Park Estate, but also to junction 28 of the M62. The mitigation measures, including
the physical proposed changes and contributions towards such, are considered to
not only be sufficient to mitigate against the proposals impacts, but also provide a
foundation for wider connectivity improvements (increased footpath and cycle
routes, in and around the immediate site) to promote sustainable travel.

221

When the wider social, economic and environmental impacts are considered and
balanced against the significant benefits offered by the Proposed Development
(employment, large scale investment, long term sustainable location and the
enhancement and improvement of landscaping and biodiversity) the proposal is
considered to be acceptable. The Proposed Development is considered to meet the
aims and objectives of both national guidance and Leeds Local Plan l and is a
sustainable development.

222

With consideration being given to all other matters, it is considered that this proposal
is compliant with the policies of the Core Strategy, Unitary Development Plan and
the National Planning Policy Framework. As such, the application is considered
acceptable and is recommended for approval subject to conditions and a Section
106 Agreement.
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Originator:
Tel:

Mark Jackson
0113 378 8136

`
Report of the Chief Planning Officer
City Plans Panel
Date: 25 November 2021
Application Reference 20/08521/OT - Hybrid Planning application including detailed
application comprising the demolition of existing buildings and structures;
earthworks to form development platforms, drainage features, embankments and
bunds; strategic landscaping, alteration of existing access road, including works to
existing Topcliffe Lane and junction with A653 and construction of new access road,
to serve employment development. The outline application comprises the
construction of employment floorspace (Use Classes B2 and B8 with ancillary office)
and associated servicing and infrastructure including car parking, vehicle, pedestrian
and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise mitigation, drainage
features and all associated infrastructure at Land At Capitol Park, Topcliffe Lane,
Morley, Leeds.
Applicant: Sterling Capitol PLC
Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

Morley South

Equality and Diversity
Community Cohesion

Yes

Narrowing the Gap

Ward Members consulted
(referred to in report)

RECOMMENDATION: DEFER AND DELEGATE to the Chief Planning Officer for
approval subject to the specified conditions identified below (and any others which he
might consider appropriate); the completion of a S106 Agreement; and consultation
with the Secretary of State.
The Section 106 Agreement shall include:
•
•
•
•

Provision of a Site Wide Management Company;
Provision of Biodiversity Improvements and a Management Plan
Provision of Open Space Management Plan
Deed of Variation to Historic S106 Floorspace Restrictions
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•
•
•
•
•

Provision of a Travel Plan, including relevant monitoring fee; and
Local Employment Initiatives
Off site Highway Works A653 Dewsbury Road Southbound bus gate
contribution £700,000
Junction improvements contribution £328,890
Contribution for shared footway and cycle path improvements £146,750

In the circumstances where the Section 106 has not been completed within 3 months
of the Panel resolution to grant planning permission, the final determination of the
application shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer.
Summary of Draft Conditions
1. Time limit on full permission
2. Time limit in Reserved Matters
3. Details of Reserved Matters
4. Phasing Plan
5. Development in line with approved plans
6. Height Parameters
7. Development Character Area Parameters
8. Ground Investigation Report
9. Ground Investigation Remediation Report
10. Ground Investigation Verification Report
11. Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation
12. Details of Drainage – including drainage during construction
13. Approved vehicular access
14. Off- site highways works (through s278 Agreement – Phase 1 of Improvements
to Junction 28 of M62
15. Details of cycle parking facilities prior to completion of building
16. Provision of electric vehicle charging facilities
17. Details of Car Parking and Servicing Management Plan
18. Details and Provision of Vehicle Spaces to be Laid Out
19. Details of lighting scheme across site
20. Details of the biodiversity management plan
21. Details of Construction Environmental Management Plan
22. Details of landscaping scheme
23. Details of retention of landscaping
24. Details of tree protection measures
25. Details of a landscape management plan
26. Demolition of buildings across site
27. Removal of permitted development rights for changes of use of land falling within
Use Class E -ancillary office space to remain ancillary
28. Details of materials
29. Renewable energy provision
30. Construction Management Plan, including for adjacent M62
31. Construction hours
32. Details of temporary acoustic screening during construction works
Introduction:
1

The application is brought before the Elected Members of the City Plans Panel,
owing to the scale and nature of the employment development, which is strategically
important to the social and economic growth of Morley, and the wider city of Leeds.
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The proposal relates to a key General Employment Allocation, 38.44 hectares in
size. The employment site is recognised within the Local Planning Authority’s
Development Plan, and identified as a suitable general employment site within the
Site Allocation Plan (SAP) 2019 (allocation references EG2-19 and EG1-60).
2

The scheme that is to be determined is a hybrid application including both matters
that are to be considered in outline and matters of detail that are to be considered
as a full planning application.

3

The matters of detail relate to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition of existing buildings and structures;
Earthworks to form development platforms;
Drainage features;
Embankments and bunds;
Strategic landscaping;
Alteration of existing access road, including works to existing Topcliffe Lane
and junction with A653; and,
Construction of new access road to serve the employment development

4

The matters for consideration at Outline are:
• Construction of employment floorspace (for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and B8
Uses with ancillary office);
• Associated servicing and infrastructure including car parking, vehicle,
pedestrian and cycle circulation, landscaping and ecology works, noise
mitigation, drainage features and all associated infrastructure

5

The site offers an opportunity to provide large scale units, close to a highways
network capable of accommodating logistic and distribution centres, which are
required to reflect economic and social changes of recent years. The scheme will
deliver 102,890sqm of employment space, which will meet the needs of business
occupiers, which has been recognised and evidenced in the Knight Frank
Employment Market Report and the Council’s Employment Land Review.

6

The scale and nature of the proposed scheme will ensure that the proposal will
deliver significant economic and social benefits to the local area, as well as to the
wider city. At this stage the end users of the development are unknown, however,
whilst it is hard to confirm the job types that will be created the units are likely to
have end users in the logistics sector. This sector has higher average salaries than
across all other sectors. Not only does the end operations present significant
employment creation, but a scheme of this size also creates jobs throughout the
construction phase. Such benefits, as it will be discussed below, will be focused
primarily on the local area.

7

The development does not fall within Schedule 1 of the Town and Country
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017, where an Environmental
Statement is mandatory. However, the scale and nature of the development does
fall within Schedule 2, of the regulations and therefore the development has been
considered to be EIA Development for which, an Environmental Statement (ES) has
been prepared and submitted. The proposal is accompanied by an extensive
package of supporting statements, drawings, illustrations and site analysis and this
information are further supported by the ES. The package of information, and in
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particular the ES, thoroughly assesses the environmental effects of the proposal
and their significance and mitigation measures.
8

The recommendation is based on the individual merits of this proposed scheme and
as it will be demonstrated further in the following report, the proposal can meet the
requirements of the SAP allocation, and where the development falls outside of the
SAP allocation and within allocated Green Belt, it is considered to be appropriate
development as identified in the National Planning Policy Framework.
Proposal:

9

This proposal relates to an irregular parcel of land that forms a further phase of the
existing Capitol Park development. The site proposed for the development of
Employment uses is a General Employment Allocation within the adopted SAP,
although some of the area of land to the north of the SAP allocation, included in this
proposal, is designated as Green Belt.

10

The scale and nature of the proposal has determined the strategy for submitting this
application as a hybrid submission. The proposed use of the site for General B2 and
B8 employment uses is submitted as an outline application with all matters reserved
except access and strategic landscaping. A series of parameter plans provide a
framework in which the site is to be developed and these parameters have enabled
an indicative masterplan to be produced.

11

Although the Masterplan is indicative, the parameters determine either maximum
parameters or the extent of development within an area or zone. The parameters
will dictate the development that will form any subsequent Reserved Matters (RM)
applications.

12

The parameters for development are broken down into the three development
parcels of land, and these are further incorporated into three Character Areas that
address the site in its entirety, including landscaped and attenuation areas. The
series of plans that have been submitted show:
• Plot sizes – total development floor space, area of built development,
distribution of uses, finished ground levels, building heights, and noise
attenuation zone;
• Green Infrastructure Parameters – areas of landscape planting and wetland;
• Movement Parameters – Main Access Corridor and Public Rights of Way
(PROW); and
• Drainage Parameters – drainage pond zone and zone for the outlet

13

The site topography varies significantly across the site and earthwork operations are
necessary to create development platforms, internal accesses to plots,
embankments and attenuation pond areas. The proposal also seeks to extensively
landscape the site and surrounding zones to provide visual buffers and ecological
benefits.

14

The Development will be targeted as an ‘excellent’ accredited rating under the
BREEAM standard which will be designed to maximise energy efficiency and
incorporate energy generation on site.
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15

The site links with the existing Capitol Park estate and access to this development is
from A653 Dewsbury Road, via Topcliffe Lane. Amendments and realignment of the
existing roundabout at Topcliffe Lane are required.

16

The parameter plan indicates a main access corridor through the site primarily along
a north/ south axis. The existing PROW no. 70 that spans across the northern edge
of the proposed built up site is to be retained and enhanced; this will link with the
main access through the site. Car parking and servicing areas are identified across
the site for each proposed unit that is outlined on the indicative Masterplan.

17

The indicative Masterplan provides an overview of how the parameter plans will
influence the development. Although subject to detailed Reserved Matters, the
proposal is to accommodate five units that range in size. The five units will equate to
the following footprints:
Unit No.

GIA

1
2
3
4
5
Total

3,901.9 sqm
31,703.2 sqm
4,877.4 sqm
14,632.2 sqm
49,238.7 sqm
102,890.2 sqm

Parking
Spaces
59
396
52
183
625
1315

18

The units proposed are subject to various parameters plans and are separated into
three development parcels that are further outlined into three character areas. The
three character areas not only include the built employment units, but the remaining
supporting infrastructure including drainage and landscape zones.

19

The parameter plan identifies the parcels of buildings and the heights of the
development plateaus, together with the maximum overall ridge heights that each
building will have to accord with at the Reserved Matters stage. The parameter plan
allows the development to be understood in terms of its relationship with the
topography of the site and wider area, and these can be read together with the
cross sections that have been submitted.

20

The site is to be cleared of all existing buildings across the site, including Topcliffe
Farm. The earth works proposed to develop necessary development platforms,
associated accesses, embankments and attenuation areas, will consist of ‘cut and
fill’ across the site. In general the earthworks require ‘cut of the central and western
parts of the site, and a ‘fill’ of the eastern part of the site (ie development parcel 2).

21

It is proposed through this Hybrid Planning application that strategic landscaping of
the site is a matter for consideration in the determination of this application rather
than at the Reserved Matters stage. The Landscape Parameter Plan and
Landscape Strategy indicate landscape buffers particularly to the northern, eastern
and western extents of the development platforms. The strategic landscaping
approach is included at this stage as it is proposed to implement the landscaping
most pertinent to forming the visual buffers around the site as quickly as possible,
and as planted as early in the construction process as possible.
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22

The landscaping will include a variety of planting to function in different ways. The
key elements of the strategy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Native Street tree planting to a minimum of 20-25cm girth
Standard Tree planting within native structure planting, to create taller screen
against development parcel 2 and 3.
Species rich meadow, enhances ecological value of pasture to the north of the
Site, between Proposed Development and Morley. This will create additional
amenity.
Marginal and aquatic planting around the attenuation areas (ponds), to
enhance ecological value and create new habitat.
New hedgerow to southern side of PROW no. 70 (east –west) to create
separation between route and Proposed Development. Structure planting to
the northern side of the route to provide screening from Morley.
Re-surfacing of existing Public Right of Way Morley 70 (east –west) from earth
track to self-binding gravel with timber post and rail fencing in keeping with
agricultural character of surrounding area.

23

The Applicant seeks to develop the site and retain ownership. The nature and scale
of the proposed units are reflective of those required in the logistics sectors and it is
proposed that the units will operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The ownership
of the site will, however, provide consistency in terms of long term management
and, a Management Company will be established in order to provide the
responsibility for the day -to -day running.

24

The scheme proposed is to be delivered over a four year period, although this is
dependant on Market buoyancy. However, timescales have been assumed for the
purposes of the ES and it is considered that following the Reserved Matters
permissions and discharge of conditions, work will start on site in 2022, with a
proposed completion by Mid 2025.
Site and Surroundings:

25

The application relates to a parcel of land that is located to the east of the Town of
Morley and south of the main urban area of Leeds. Approximately 7km from the city
centre, the site is off Junction 28 of the M62 Motorway and approximately 1 km from
Morley Town Centre. The site also links with the M1, which is situated approximately
5 km to the east of Junction 28 of the M62.

26

The site is set north of the M62, which runs along an east/ west axis and links the
major ports of Liverpool and Hull, via the large cities of Manchester and Leeds. The
site is also served by the M621 Motorway, which is a local strategic motorway
providing direct access through to central Leeds and is sited approximately 3.5 km
to the west of the site. The A6110 ring road and the M621 motorway are also
accessible from the A653 Dewsbury Road.

27

The site is accessed primarily from the A653 Dewsbury Road, although a further
access via Topcliffe Lane to the southeast of the site is used. The access to the site
passes through the existing Capitol Park East and West developments. These sites
abut the proposed site to the south and east and are occupied by various large
employment units that range in architectural style and end uses. Some of the
buildings are used for light industrial purposes, whilst others are office space.
Occupants of these sites include offices associated with the NHS, Carlsberg/ Tetley,
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Barratt Homes, large scale used car dealership (Available Cars), Hotel Village and
DePuy UK. The existing Capitol Park developments are situated on land that is
relatively flat with undulations across the site, but mostly inconspicuous from the
surrounding residential estates to the west and north.
28

The site is currently occupied by Topcliffe Farm, associated buildings and
surrounding arable land. The site comprises of mostly previously undeveloped land.
The land has been classified as being a mix of Grade 2, 3a and 3b land. Although
the site is agricultural in nature, there are small clusters of trees within the northern
area of the Site, a large buffer of trees along the eastern boundary of the site
associated with the existing Capitol Park development, and various hedgerows
which demarcate field boundaries and the PROW which number: Morley 65 and
Morley 70.

29

The land varies in terms of its topography and the portion of the land closest to the
existing developments of the Capitol Park East and West, is atop of a plateau set at
approximately 135- 138 AOD, before falling away to towards the north and north
western boundaries. Along these boundaries the site meets Topcliffe Brook at a low
point of 104 AOD at the north eastern extent of the site and 119 AOD at the north
western extent. Beyond Topcliffe Grange Farm, to the north eastern boundaries the
land falls away to a low point of approximately 75 AOD.

30

The site is bound by residential estates that are situated along the northern
boundaries, beyond Topcliffe Beck. These houses range in terms of architectural
styles, sizes and age. Predominantly built in brick and tile, the properties strongly
characterise the outer edges of Morley Town.
History of Negotiations

31

A pre-application enquiry was submitted in 2018 referenced (PREAPP/18/). The
enquiry sought to engage with the Local Planning Authority and the Local Highways
Authority to ascertain what the pertinent policies issues are in relation to a scheme
of this scale and nature. Owing to the scale and siting of the proposed scheme,
various complex highways issues needed to be understood from the outset of
preparing a detailed planning submission. The discussions sought to understand
what strategic approach was to be taken with regards to mitigating the impact of the
proposal upon the local and national highway infrastructure. The pre-application
discussions sought to understand the wider cumulative impacts upon the highways
network and the expectations of Leeds City Council’s highways authority, Kirklees
Highways Authority and those of Highways England (now National Highways).

32

The discussions also outlined a range of technical matters to be investigated further
prior to the submission of a planning application. The range of matters discussed
included:
•
•
•
•
•

Outlining general policy issues;
Climate change impact and mitigation;
Amenity issues (noise, air quality and general residential amenity);
Design and layout;
Landscaping and ecology

Relevant Planning History:
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33

The site has been the subject of various planning application over the past 39 years.
The following planning history is considered to be most pertinent to the
determination of this application.
•

H23/9/82/ - Outline application to erect industrial development, to vacant site. (Site
area 49.27ha) - Withdrawn November 1982

•

23/165/96/OT - Outline application to layout access and erect warehouses light
industrial units and offices -Approved May 1997

•

23/256/98/FU - Variation of condition no 33 of application no 23/165/96/OT (access
works) -Approved 1998

•

23/30/99/FU - Variation of condition no 31 of application no 23/165/96/OT (limit to
size of floor space) -Approved April 1999

•

23/222/01/FU - Part two storey and part single storey pet care centre with veterinary
surgery cattery and kennels Topcliffe Lane, Morley - Approved January 2003 – Part
of neighbouring site

•

08/01132/OT - Outline application to erect office development with access and
landscaping Capitol Park East Phase 4, Land Adjacent To Topcliffe Lane, Morley,
Leeds WF3 - Approved October 2012

•

08/01133/FU - Full application for 3 storey office unit Capitol Park East Phase 4,
Land Adjacent To Topcliffe Lane, Morley, Leeds WF3 - Approved October 2012

34

An application referenced 23/222/01/FU relates to a neighbouring site, but it is pertinent to
the determination of this application as it relates to a parcel of land that is within the blue
edged boundary of this submitted site plan. Reference is made here, due to the restrictive
covenants that are within a S106 legal agreement of the application 23/222/01/FU, which
also affects the land that is the subject of this application.

35

It is also noted that the ES has assessed a range of major developments within the wider
area (also within neighbouring Local Authority’s) that are pertinent to the assessment of the
cumulative impacts of this Development in respect of the impact of development upon the
highway networks.

36

Consultations:
Statutory

37

National Highways (formerly Highways England) – Work has been carried out to
agree the traffic impact of this development on both the strategic and local road
networks and to identify a suitable highway mitigate scheme to offset the impact of
this development. This has also considered the cumulative impacts of other
developments such as Haigh Moor Road and a large mixed-use cross boundary
development in Kirklees known as Chidswell.

38

National Highways have issued a temporary non-determination recommendation
(NHPR21 – National Highways Planning Response) which is effective until 28
January 2022 and will remain in place until such time as the scheme has been
agreed and the necessary Rod Safety Audit and safety checks have been
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undertaken and signed off and the phasing elements of the scheme have been
agreed by all parties.
39

National Highways and LCC have outstanding matters to resolve in relation to the
Framework Travel Plan, but these are likely to be resolved over the next week or so.
Subject to parties agreeing on the principle of the phasing we would be seeking to
condition the Capitol Park elements of the scheme to be delivered and be fully
operational to traffic prior to first use or occupation of the site. In addition, due to the
sites close proximity to the Strategic Highways Network (SRN) National Highways
will be seeking a construction traffic management plan that shall include but is not
limited to: no HGV/delivery movements to and from site via the SRN during peak
hours unless these are abnormal load movements or continuous concrete pours
both of which, shall be subject to 6 weeks prior approval; and adequate wheel
washing and road cleaning facilities are provided on site to ensure mud/debris is not
carried wider than the site.
Non-Statutory

40

Local Highways Authority – Following the receipt of further information and
revisions, no objections are raised. In particular, the proposed access arrangements
are acceptable, as it the impact on the local and strategic highway network (in
consultation with National Highways), and the level of car parking proposed. The
proposal also makes provision for and improvement for pedestrians and cyclists.
The proposal is considered to be acceptable, subject to the imposition of conditions
and the completing of a s106 Agreement to secure a number of off-site highway
mitigation and improvements works. See appraisal for more detailed commentary
and analysis.

41

Public Rights of Way – A public footpath diversion order (in relation to public
footpath no. 65 Morley) and a public footpath creation order will be required. The
proposal creates two new footpaths around the retention ponds and the proposal
does improve connectivity across the wider area. No objections to the general
principle of the development, but consideration would need to be given to long term
maintenance of all proposed footpaths.

42

Environmental Studies Transport Strategy – No objection in terms of transportation
noise.

43

Influencing Travel Behaviour – Further information sought regarding highways
mitigation and improvements. A Travel Plan and Section 106 Agreement, together
with conditions, are required

44

Cycle Officer – The developer should improve walking and cycling links to the site,
inclusion along Dewsbury Road and Morley town centre. Paths within the proposed
development should be over 3.5m wide to allow cycling and signage should be
provided. Cycling parking provision should provide facilities for employees and
visitors with shower and changing facilities.

45

Nature Team – Further information including a Metric Calculations should be
provided to satisfy original concerns. (A full biodiversity assessment has been
provided).
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46

Landscape Team – Further clarification is required with regard to the lagoons. The
public right of way is also an important issue. Detailed tree surveys will be required.

47

Conservation Team – The assessment in the Cultural Heritage and Archaeology
report notes that there would be no direct impacts and no indirect impacts that would
cause harm to the significance of any designated heritage asset, and this Is
considered to be accurate. Topcliffe Farm should be considered to be a nondesignated heritage asset and such in accordance with paragraph 203 of the NPPF,
the effect of the application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset
should be taken into account in determining the application.

48

Land Contamination – Technical advice has been provided with regarded to the
submitted Phase 1 Desk Study report and Phase 2 Ground Investigation Report. No
objections in principle, subject to the imposition of conditions.

49

Flood Risk Management (Lead Local Flood Authority) – The site is located within
Flood Zone 1 and there have been no records of any recent flooding within the site
or adjacent areas. There are also no other known flood risks which require
mitigation and would impact upon the development. The submitted drainage
strategy and Flood Risk Assessment is acceptable and will form the basis for future
Reserved Matters submissions. Further technical information is required with regard
to the earthworks and site platforms as well as details of the temporary drainage
measures.

50

Environment Agency – The Environment Agency have reviewed the information,
including the revised information and note that the site lies within Flood Zone 1 (low
probability zone). The Environment Agency have no objection to the proposal.

51

Yorkshire Water – No objections subject to the imposition of a number of conditions.

52

West Yorkshire Archaeological Service – An extensive programme of archaeological
evaluation has been carried out to determine the site’s archaeological potential and
significance. A further programme of archaeological excavation has been designed
to mitigate the negative impacts of the proposed development.

53

Natural England – No specific comments provided at Natural England are unable to
comment. The lack of detailed advice from Natural England does not imply that
there are no impacts on the natural environment, and it is for the local authority to
determine whether or not the proposal is consistent with national and local
environmental policies. Generic advice is provided in their response.

54

Ramblers Association – The Ramblers Association remain unhappy with the
proposals for FP Leeds 65. It is proposed to divert this PF to the footway of the
access road through the site. No mention is made to separate this from the
carriageway.

55

Environmental Studies – Noise and Vibration – Recommend approval subject to the
considerate location of operational plant and equipment and this would be provided
at the Reserved Matters stage.
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56

West Yorkshire Police Architectural Liaison Officer – A number of observations are
made with regard to out of hours access, CCTV, cycle storage and boundary
treatments.
Public/Local Response:

57

The application was publicised by site notices initially on the 27th January 2021, and
subsequently when amended information was received on the 1st October 2021.
The site notices were posted adjacent to the site and on PROWs close/ through the
subject site. The application was also advertised in the Yorkshire Evening Post on
27th January 2021, and then more recently on 30th September 2021. To date, 393
representations have been received, together with 5 letters of support. The objection
representations can be summarised as raising the following material planning
concerns:
Policy – Need
• The removal of greenspace undermines the communities options for healthier
lifestyles due to the loss of a location that supports local leisure;
• The site is not needed as there are many empty industrial units across Morley
on Capitol Park, at Howley Park and Industrial Estates at Gildersome and
adjacent to junction 27 near Drighlington;
• The re-use of existing employment sites should be promoted;
• Topcliffe Farm is a working farm and should be saved;
• The site was designated a ‘brown field’ site due to the historic gasworks that
were situation on it;
• The proposal will not provide high quality jobs for the area;
• The farm is a working farm which provides local employment and local
produce;
• The number of empty local commercial premises suggest that there is not a
demand for this employment space;
• Other large scale developments within the wider Wakefield and Kirklees
areas exist;
• The site, if forced to be developed, should be a park and ride;
• The use of the site cuts Morley Town off further from open space;
• One of the last Green Belt areas in Morley;
• This proposal does not meet the objectives of the Council’s Best Council Plan
Climate Change and Climate Emergency Declaration
• The greenfield sites plays a positive role in supporting Leeds City Council
Climate Change Emergency Declaration. The industrial development will
undermine the commitment made;
• The proposal will lead to complete climate degradation;
• The proposal is a complete contravention of the Climate Change Emergency
Declaration;
• Additional vehicles will create carbon emissions and air pollution, which is the
opposite direction to the carbon neutral direction Leeds City Council is
promoting;
• The World Health Organisation has concluded that there is no safe limit for
pm2.5 particles which can penetrate deep into the human body;
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•
•

The present greenfield site plays a positive role in supporting Leeds City
Councils Climate Change Emergency Declaration;

Highways Impact
• The impact on local roads and especially junction 28 of the M62 has not been
fully considered;
• Highways England already have significant concerns about the impact of
other applications – from both around Leeds and Kirklees areas;
• The large Chidswell Housing and Industrial Sites and Haigh Wood housing
schemes will have a cumulative impact on the motorway network;
• The cumulative impact on traffic in the local area due to the wide spread
developments will be overwhelming;
• Significant increase in traffic at peak hours, especially of large haulage
vehicles;
• The proposal will increase traffic and cause chaos and accidents;
• Junction 28 already has a high accident rate and this will give rise to safety
concerns;
• The A653 already floods being problematic to the wider area and already
dangerous;
• The safe movement of traffic should be taken into consideration;
• The traffic on the A653 gets easily congested with any accident on the M62,
congestion and tailbacks extend for miles back and complete gridlock on
many of the roads in and out of Leeds occurs;
• The proposal would dangerously overload the highway network;
• The gridlock and congestion on the roads will increase air and noise pollution;
• Further congestion in Morley will follow as people use it to cut through and
bypass junctions 27 and 28 of the M62;
• Major network upgrades would be required;
• Access is horrendous and the traffic is at a standstill at peak times;
• The local infrastructure is not capable of accepting more developments;
• Highways England’s recommendation is in line with the doubts raised that the
A653 and the M62 can accommodate the extra traffic;
• No proposal exists to increase capacity at the M62 junction;
• Transport assessment was carried out during the Covid crisis;
• The using of a set of traffic lights so close to the roundabout will lead to
obvious delays during rush hour;
• With parking spaces for over 1,300 vehicles the developers are obviously
expecting a great deal of traffic to be generated;
• Traffic currently is lower than it would be in 'normal' times
Amenity
• The scale, location and massing of the proposed buildings will have a
significant negative impact on residential amenity and reduce the quality of
life of local residents;
• Noise impact of operations when the units are occupied will have a significant
negative impact on residential amenity;
• The industrial uses will increase pollution;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The lighting of this industrial estate will have a significant negative impact on
residential amenity;
Light pollution is already apparent with the TK Maxx warehouse that operates
within close proximity of the site;
The area is so important to peoples well being and was especially important
during Covid restrictions requiring local travel only;
The existing Capitol Park site is visible because it is not properly shielded and
this emits light pollution, which will be exacerbated;
The service yards are large and abut the public footpaths near the SUDs and
green spaces, these spaces will intensify the noise pollution;
The earthworks proposed between the residential estates and Unit 5 service
yard will not be sufficient to reduce noise;
The lighting is visible from James Latham and Trade Team premises, and are
throughout the night already;
Since the pandemic the amount of people using the footpaths and wider area
has increased significantly. The wildlife and green space is a valuable
resource, which is needed by everyone;
The proposal will have significant pollution including dust, noise and light
pollution during the construction phase;
The warehousing is likely to be used 24/7 and the noise and light pollution
will be relentless;
The recreational space/ rights of way during the construction will not be
accessible:
Unit 5 will have a height of 21 metres and poses a threat to natural light to
local residents on Topcliffe Lane, Grove and Fold;
Loading and unloading without an effective noise barrier will be so disruptive;
Vibration issues caused by commercial uses;
The buildings are tall and on top of a hill and consideration needs to be given
to the vortex effect, such as that at Bridgewater Place;

Design, Heritage and Visual Impact
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some of the units dwarf everything currently on Capitol Park and would be
very visible for miles around;
The proposed development is set on a hill (approx. 50 metres higher than the
surrounding residential areas) and highly visible from all around;
The scale overbears significantly upon the Bird and Glen Estates;
The farm on the hill dominates the skyline from the surrounding residential
estates, so the proposal will be visible from the Council offices and Leeds
Bradford Airport;
The proposal will impact upon the skyline and is not in keeping with the
surrounding area;
No views from residential views have been produced;
Images deliberately omit details to mislead the planning process;
The existing PROW provide good access and routes to Morley Town Centre
which reduces local traffic, this should not change;
The development is on a historical building;
The units will be ugly metal buildings;
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•
•
•
•
•

The height and scale are of concern;
Issues are raised regarding the archaeology of the site and this needs further
investigation;
The buildings in and around Topcliffe Farm are Non-Designated Heritage
Assets and require developers to justify their demolition;
A full exploration of Topcliffes history is overdue and this development will
destroy that history;
Security and maintenance of the buildings to prevent graffiti and litter should
be considered;

Drainage
• The proposal will cause more flooding and problems with Topcliffe Beck;
• There is a high risk of flooding as that is what happened before with these
units;
• The plan to strip the soil and build sandstone bases will increase water on
Wide Lane and Magpie Lane;
• The beck will flood and become blocked with rubbish;
• Footpaths will flood with surface water;
• Yorkshire Water share concerns regarding drainage;
• The safety of the ponds needs to be considered;
Landscaping
• The provision of additional trees and balancing ponds will not replace the loss
of an environmentally diverse greenfield site and will also have a negative
impact on local wildlife
• The landscape of trees will not shield the proposed development properly
and residents will fully view the buildings;
• The PROW will be affected during construction;
• The views shown on the amended submission give a false impression of
what an immediate post – development site will look like;
• Landscaping proposed on previous developments on this wider site have
never been completed;
Ecology
• Red kites and many other birds live in this area;
• The area is a haven for all sorts of wildlife, including foxes, hedgehogs, red
kites, thrushes, skylarks, yellowhammers and grey partridge;
• Raptors have been seen flying in the area;
• Bats and other protected species are present within the site and may not
survive;
• The farmland is home to many species of birds and other animals that rely on
the agricultural space;
• Skylarks nest on the fields;
• Protected species are present on the site under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981;
• Stag have also been seen and there have been many sightings of Muntjac
Deer;
General Comments
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
58

Lack of public consultation - There has not been sufficient consultation with
the public and key stakeholders on the proposals;
Complete madness to even be considered
Once again you are going against the wishes of many residents who do not
want this development;
Enough is enough;
At least some of the development space should be set aside for community
recreational use to the benefit of all existing residents;
The resubmission of documents does not address the concerns of local
residents and largely ignores numerous objections;
The costs of the development do not outweigh the benefits;
There has effectively been no consultation with local stakeholders and the
consultation carried out has been minimal and residents feel completely
ignored;
If the buildings do not get occupied there may be an increase in crime;
Currently a beautiful and peaceful location;
This is yet another B8 storage and distribution application within Morley
Some structural retaining walls are already collapsing around the wider site;

Five letters of support have also been received in connection with this proposal and
they can be summarised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The farm has not been fully functioning in over 20 years and surrounded by existing
developments and housing estates;
The proposed additional works to the local highways network are welcomed;
There is a desperate need for employment space and jobs and this will provide 2000
jobs;
This will boost the local and city economy;
This is an ideal location and the improvements clearly show a large amount of green
space for local residents;
Views towards Leeds will not be lost with the green space improvements;
The proposal is made with a commitment for carbon neutrality from the developer;
This is a huge employment market that will secure the employment prospects in the
future;
Storage facilities and other hybrid commercial spaces are very sought after and will
be even more so in the future;
The landscaping will improve land which is more of a hazard as farm land and the
improvements to landscaping will improve the habitats of the animals here;
The land is currently a dog walking facility, but the proposal is a sustainable and
gives a wide range of opportunities to the local community;
Not every young person goes to University and these facilities do provide a
significant range of job opportunities for local people;
The long term advantage outweighs the short term goal for residents to have a dog
walking facility;
The local residents should help influence how the green spaces proposed are to be
created;
Although one supports this planning application, I must stress, better access needs
to be made at the roundabout junction of Wide Lane and Dewsbury Road, I propose
traffic lights instead of a roundabout;
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•

•

59

Morley Town Council cry loud about "losing our heritage" but under their control we
have seen the loss and partial loss off much heritage in Morley- The Pavilion, St
Mary's Church, Elmfield School all graded buildings lost;
residents in Morley are more than happy to live a modern life by way of receiving
deliveries from amazon etc but they are not willing to accept the facilities which
make this modern life possible

Ward Members: No comments received.
Planning Policies:

60

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
applications should be determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

61

It is noted that Leeds City Council has made a declaration of a Climate Emergency
and, that the overall aim of the Local Planning Authority’s Development Plan seeks
to support this statement of intent. The Core Strategy and Unitary Development Plan
seek to ensure that all development is sustainable and that wherever possible, a
development minimises its impact upon global warming.
Leeds Development Plan:

62

The Development Plan for Leeds currently comprises of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Leeds Core Strategy (as amended 2019)
Saved Unitary Development Plan (UDPR) Policies (2006)
The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan (NRWLP, Adopted January
2013) including revised policies Minerals 13 and 14 (Adopted September
2015).
Any Neighbourhood Plan, once made
The Aire Valley Leeds Area Action Plan (adopted 2017)
The Site Allocations Plan (adopted in July 2019). Following a statutory
challenge, Policy HG2, so far as it relates to sites which immediately before
the adoption of the SAP were within the green belt, has been remitted to the
Secretary of State and is to be treated as not adopted. All other policies
within the SAP remain adopted and should be afforded full weight.

63

The application site is allocated in the SAP as site EG2-19 for employment use, it
also includes site EG1-60 identified in the SAP for employment use. The site
contributes towards the employment growth targets outlined in the Core Strategy. A
parcel of land to the northwest of the allocated site is to be re- landscaped to
provide ancillary drainage facilities and additional public footpaths and, this section
of land is designated as Green Belt.

64

Core Strategy Policies:
SP1:
SP8:
SP9:
SP10:

Location of Development
Economic Development Priorities
Provision of Offices, Industry and Warehousing, Employment Land and
Premises
Green Belt
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65

SP13:
EC1:

Strategic Green Infrastructure
General Employment Land

EN1:
EN2:
EN4:
EN5:
EN8:
T1:
T2:
P10:
P11:
P12:
G1:
G9:
ID2:

Climate Change
Sustainable Design and Construction
Direct Heating
Flood Risk Management
Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Transport management
Accessibility Requirements and New Development
Design
Conservation
Landscape
Enhancing and Extending Green Infrastructure
Biodiversity
Planning Obligations and Developer Contributions

Unitary Development Plan Review (2006) saved policies:
Policy N32: Refers to the Green Belt
Policy N33: refers to approval in the Green Belt shall only be given for certain
developments unless very special circumstances.
Policy GP5: refers to development proposals should seek to avoid loss of amenity.

66

The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan
General policy 1 – Sustainable development
Air 1 – Management of Air Quality
Water 1 – Water Efficiency
Water 2 – Protection of Water Quality
Water 6 – Flood Risk Assessments
Water 7 – Surface Water Run-off
Land 1 – Land Contamination
Land 2 – Development and Trees

67

Relevant supplementary guidance –
Leeds Street Design Guide - gives advice on design of roads and parking layouts.
Parking SPD
Travel Plans SPD
Greening the Built Edge SPG
Building for Tomorrow Today: Sustainable Design and Construction
Public Transport Improvements and Developer Contributions
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

68

The NPPF sets out the Governments planning policies for England and provides a
framework for Local Planning Authorities to follow when preparing their local plans.
The framework must be taken into consideration in the preparation of local plans
and is, therefore, a material planning consideration in determining planning
applications.
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69

The aforementioned Leeds Local Plan documents have been found to be sound
following Local Plan Examination in Public.

70

The NPPF promotes sustainable development and in order to achieve this, breaks
down the role of the planning system into three overarching objectives. The NPPF
seeks to ensure that sustainable development promote economic, social and
environmental objectives.

71

At the heart of the NPPF there is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development. This means for determining planning applications, development which
accords with an up-to date development plan should be approved without delay.

72

Further to the core aim of the NPPF, which is the delivery of sustainable
development, is the need to reduce and support the transition to a low carbon future
and placing climate change at the forefront of the planning assessment. Chapter 14
is particularly relevant in this respect

73

The NPPF seeks to build a strong and competitive economy and states that local
planning policies should help create conditions in which businesses can invest,
expand and adapt. Paragraph 81 further states the need to give weight to
supporting economic growth by taking into account local businesses needs and
wider opportunities for development. It is also outlined within this chapter that local
policies should enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.

74

At paragraph 83, the NPPF recognizes that specific locational requirements are
necessary for different employment sectors. It states that provision for storage and
distribution operations at a variety of scales should be catered for in suitably
accessible locations.

75

The promotion of sustainable transport is outlined within Chapter 9 of the NPPF.
The thrust of this chapter is to promote sustainable transport and locate significant
development in places that are, or can be made, sustainable through limiting the
need to travel and offering genuine choice of transport modes.

76

In considering development proposals in respect of the impact upon the highways
network, the NPPF at paragraph 110 makes it clear that any application must
ensure that safe and suitable access to the site is achieved and any significant
impacts from the development is cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree.
Paragraph 111 goes on to state that only where there is a severe residual
cumulative impact, or an unacceptable impact upon highway safety, must a proposal
be refused consent.

77

Part of this hybrid planning consent relates to necessary ancillary works/
landscaping that are development within designated Green Belt land. Accordingly,
therefore paragraphs 147 to 151 are particularly relevant to ascertain whether the
principle of development is acceptable.

78

The proposal involves significant landscaping and earthworks and Chapter 15 is
significant in terms of outlining how the proposal will mitigate its impact upon the
natural environment. Issues relating to biodiversity, ground conditions and pollution
are addressed in this chapter. Most pertinent to this application is the requirement
for biodiversity net gains (paragraph 180 (d)) and the reduction and mitigation
against pollution (paragraph 185).
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79

Although the hybrid application does not seek consent for the individual buildings,
the proposal has outlined parameter plans and a masterplan that does set out how
the general scale and layout of the scheme in relation to the wider area.
Accordingly, paragraphs relating to design and appearance (at paragraphs 129 –
136). Furthermore, as there are buildings within the site that are non-designated
heritage assets, the proposal is required to be assessed in relation to Chapter 16. In
particular, the development is required to be assessed against paragraphs 203 to
206.
MAIN ISSUES
1. Principle of Development and Policy
2. Climate change
3. Economic and Social Benefits
4. Highway and Transport Impacts
5. Design, Layout and Heritage
6. Landscaping and Ecology
7. Amenity
8. Environmental Impact Assessment
9. Representations
10. Summary
Principle of Development and Policy

80

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
applications must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise. The majority of the site is either an
allocated site or identified site within the SAP for employment use, however, the
application includes a parcel of land to the north which is within the designated
Green Belt.

81

Leeds City Council has made a declaration of a Climate Emergency. The overall
aim and objective of the Local Planning Authority’s Development Plan is to seek to
support this statement of intent by aiding the delivery of sustainable development.
The Core Strategy and Unitary Development Plan seek to ensure that all
development is sustainable and that wherever possible, a development minimises
its impact upon global warming. Although specific policy issues relating to climate
change are discussed further in the subsequent report, the overall principle of
development, as it will be explained further, is considered to be sustainable and
acceptable when viewed in the wider context of the Climate Declaration.

82

The long-term ambition of the Core Strategy, in relation to employment and
economic growth is to maintain and strengthen Leeds’ position as the economic hub
of the wider region. The Employment Land Review (ELR) outlines the Council’s
economic and investment strategies, which in turn is a key consideration when
assessing proposals for the development of employment sites.

83

The majority of site has been allocated or identified for employment through the
adoption process of the SAP, which was which involved extensive scrutiny through
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various rounds of public consultation and the Local Plan Examination The
Examination in Public (EiP) concluded that the sites brought forward were
sustainable and sequentially preferable to be developed through the life of the
Development Plan. The EiP assessed the SAP against the NPPF and all relevant
Government guidance. The SAP was adopted on the 10th July 2019, a High Court

challenged followed, however, the allocations within the application site were not subject to
the challenge and therefore remain fully adopted and carry full weight.

The site is allocated within the SAP as EG2-19 (employment allocation) and (EG160) identified employment site. EG1-60 is the small parcel of land proposed to have
Unit 1 on it and this parcel of land is allocated for employment use in the UDP.
84

85

Site EG2-19 was found to be sound subject to the following Site Requirements:
•

Local Highways Network - There is a direct impact upon M62 Junction 28
Tingley roundabout from this development. To mitigate this impact a
contribution will be required towards any improvements as agreed with
Highways England, taking into account the cumulative impact of other
allocated sites in the area. There is also a direct impact upon the A6110 and
a contribution will be required towards planned improvement schemes. In
addition, there is also likely to be a cumulative impact upon the A650 / Rein
Rd junction and contributions will be required towards mitigating measures.
The proposed development is also likely to impact on congested parts of the
A653 including within the district of Kirklees. The development will be
required to assess impacts taking into account the cumulative impact of other
allocated sites in the area and fund appropriate mitigation measures including
road and junction improvements.

•

Heritage - Some buildings at Topcliffe Farm at end of Topcliffe Lane are NonDesignated Heritage Assets based upon the existing buildings’ age and local
architectural and vernacular character, and their loss through demolition
would require justification.

The SAP allocation, underwent an adoption process, which found the site to be a
sustainable contribution to the employment land supply across the city, subject to
specific site requirements. The site requirements outlined highways improvements
required and the justification of various existing buildings that are non-designated
heritage assets. The following highways impacts, for which mitigation measures are
needed, are:
•
•
•
•

86

A direct impact upon the M62 for which mitigation measures need to be
agreed with National Highways and the district of Kirklees;
A direct impact upon the A6110;
Cumulative impact upon the A650/ Rein Road;
Impact upon congested parts of the A653, including the district of Kirklees

The proposed requirements outlined in the SAP are to be discussed further in the
following report, however, it should be noted that at the head of this report proposed
conditions and mitigation measures are outlined, including contributions towards
highways mitigation works, which are proposed to be secured through a Section 106
Agreement. This approach to securing mitigation measures are appropriate and
justified to make the proposal acceptable with regards to the requirements of
allocation EG2 – 19.
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87

Similar to the above, although issues relating to conservation and heritage are
covered further in the subsequent report, it is of note here that the proposal is
considered able to comply with the site requirement of the allocation EG2-19, in so
far as it can therefore be considered that in line with the SAP allocation the principle
of development is in accordance with the SAP.

88

The site is located within Morley, which is a major settlement. The Core Strategy
seeks to concentrate the largest amount of development within such areas. In
looking at development within such locations, however, the settlements size,
function and sustainability need to be considered. The allocated site has been
recognised within its allocation through the SAP as being a sustainable infill site for
which its strengths are the surrounding highway infrastructure and proximity to the
Main Urban area of Morley. The general location of the proposed development
therefore fully accords with Spatial Policy 1.

89

Policy EC1 of the Core Strategy commits Leeds City Council to identifying the
quantity of general employment land required by strategic land policy SP9. The
Core Strategy seeks to encourage growth of a range of employment sectors and
seeks to ensure provision is made for employment uses that fall within the classes
B1(a, b and c), B2 General Industrial and B8 Storage and Distribution.

90

The site, allocated as EG2- 19 is a 26.8 hectare employment site, which contributes
to the LPA’s minimum requirement for the provision of 493 hectares of general
employment land for the period of 2012 – 2028. The development of the 26.8
hectare employment site with a mixed use scheme comprising the construction of
employment floorspace for up to 102,890 sqm of B2 and B8 Uses with ancillary
office, is considered to be acceptable in principle, and in the context of the
conclusions drawn by the Planning Inspectorate through the adoption of the SAP
and in particular site allocation EG2 – 19. In additional, the small parcel of land
identified for employment under EG1-60, also contributes to the employment supply
and therefore in conjunction with the allocated site, is acceptable.
Green Belt

91

The proposed scheme relates primarily to the development of the site allocated in
the SAP as EG2 – 19, however to the north of the application site (north of Topcliffe
Lane Public Right of Way No. 70), is an area of land that stretches north towards the
fringe of the existing residential areas. This parcel of land is sited within designated
Green Belt.

92

Saved UDPR Policy N32 (alongside those amendments identified in the Site
Allocations Plan) defines the Green Belt boundary within Leeds. Saved UDPR
Policy N33 sets out that unless very special circumstances exist development in the
Green Belt will be resisted; in this respect the policy N33 is wholly consistent with
the NPPF. However, the list of exceptions in N33 is inconsistent with those listed in
the NPPF and therefore the exceptions listed in policy N33 should only be afforded
limited weight as required by the NPPF at Annex 1 paragraph 219.

93

The NPPF (2021) attaches great importance to Green Belts noting that the
fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land
permanently open, noting that the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their
openness and permanence.
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94

The NPPF identifies at paragraph 138 five purposes which Green Belt serves (1) to
check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; (2) to prevent neighbouring
towns merging into one another; (3) to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment; (4) to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns;
and (5) to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and
other urban land.

95

At paragraph 147 of the NPPF, it states that inappropriate development is, by
definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very
special circumstances. Paragraph 148 goes on to state that very special
circumstances for inappropriate development in the Green Belt will not exist unless
the potential harm to the Green Belt and any other harm is ‘clearly outweighed’ by
other considerations.

96

At paragraph 150 it is stated that a local planning authority should regard other
forms of development, other than the construction of new buildings, as inappropriate
in the Green Belt unless it is one of a number of exceptions. Paragraph 150 states
that other forms of development are not inappropriate development within the Green
Belt provided they preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of
including land within it.

97

As outlined within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the essential
characteristics of Green Belt are its openness and its permanence. There is a
presumption against development within the Green Belt except within certain
circumstances.
Establishing Whether the Proposal is Appropriate Development

98

Paragraphs 149 and 150 of the NPPF outlines the circumstances in which
development within the Green Belt might be considered appropriate.

99

At paragraph 150 of the NPPF, development of engineering works are considered to
be appropriate. The formation of strategic landscaped areas and drainage facilities
are considered to be appropriate, given that the aspects of the works constituting
development as defined in Section 55 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(drainage facilities) are engineering works as per section b) of paragraph 150 of the
NPPF. The landscaping and drainage works to this part of the site are only
considered appropriate if they preserve the openness of the Green Belt and do not
conflict with the purposes of including land within it.

100

It is acknowledged in guidance from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government, that assessing the impact of this proposal on the openness of
the Green Belt is subject to judgement based on the circumstances of the case.

101

The Government guidance states that:
• openness is capable of having both spatial and visual aspects – in other words,
the visual impact of the proposal may be relevant, as could its volume;
• the duration of the development, and its remediability – taking into account any
provisions to return land to its original state or to an equivalent (or improved)
state of openness; and
• the degree of activity likely to be generated, such as traffic generation.
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102

The landscaping and drainage works to be carried out in the parcel of land
designated as Green Belt, includes the creation of drainage ponds and additional
footpaths, together with landscaping designed to disrupt skylines and camouflage
views of the commercial buildings. The land is currently agricultural land varying in
quality, but devoid of physical structures and significant mature landscaping. The
proposed changes to the area designated as Green Belt will have a visual impact
upon the character of the existing landscape; however, the degree of impact is
considered to be small and the openness of the Green Belt is considered to be
preserved.

103

The landscaping, footpaths and drainage ponds within the parcel of land designated
as Green Belt do not alter the openness in terms of its spatial presence. The area of
Green Belt is not eroded in size and in a spatial capacity, the openness is
preserved. Furthermore, although the works will visually alter the space, the
increased landscaping, drainage works and biodiversity improvements to the land
will allow the openness to be preserved, and the visual impact to be kept to a
minimal. Therefore, this part of the proposal will not be inappropriate in the Green
Belt as it will preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of
including land within in it, as per paragraph 150 of the NPPF.

104

In summary, the proposed development within the Green Belt designation is not
considered to be inappropriate, and is therefore acceptable in relation to the
requirements of paragraphs 138 and 150 of the NPPF.
Summary of the Principle of Development

105

The principle of developing the proposed site is acceptable and will deliver a 26.8
hectare employment site, which contributes to the LPA’s minimum requirement for
the provision of 493 hectares of general employment land for the period of 2012 –
2028. As outlined above, the proposal is essential to the delivery of wider
regeneration and growth initiatives for the City as a whole and, the immediate
surrounding Morley area. The proposal will have a range of socio-economic benefits
that are covered in more detail in the subsequent report, which are core to the
inclusion of the site within the adoption of the SAP. The principle of developing the
site is essential to underpin the delivery of the provision of general employment land
across the city and in this case, it is very relevant given that the site is available and
deliverable.

106

The proposal is considered to comply with all other policies relating to the strategic
green infrastructure, landscaping, design, conservation and transport management.
These issues are covered comprehensively in the subsequent report. However, the
development of the 26.8 hectare employment site with a mixed use scheme
comprising the construction of employment floorspace for up to 102,890 sqm of B2
and B8 Uses with ancillary office, is considered to be acceptable in principle, and in
the context of the conclusions drawn by the Planning Inspectorate through the
adoption of the SAP, and in particular site allocation EG2 – 19 and UDP allocation
(identified site EG1- 60).
Climate Change
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107

The Council declared a climate emergency on the 27th March 2019 in response to
the UN’s report on Climate Change.

108

The Planning Act 2008, alongside the Climate Change Act 2008, sets out that
climate mitigation and adaptation are central principles of plan-making. The NPPF
makes clear that the planning system should help to shape places in ways that
contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in line with the
objectives of the Climate Change Act 2008.

109

As part of the Council’s Best Council Plan 2019/20 to 2020/21, the Council seeks to
promote a less wasteful, low carbon economy. The Council’s Development Plan
includes a number of planning policies which seek to meet this aim, as does the
NPPF. These are material planning considerations in determining planning
applications.

110

The applicant has submitted a Technical Paper regarding Climate Change and the
impact of the proposal as part of the ES and in line with the EIA regulations. The
papers have looked at the direct and indirect emissions resultant of the Proposed
Development and measures to ensure that the proposal is adaptable to Climate
Change.

111

Local policies EN1 and EN2 consider ways to reduce carbon and energy use. Whilst
EN1 relates to the reduction of carbon and emissions, EN2 seeks to ensure that
development is of a sustainable design and construction.

112

The proposal has addressed within a supplementary statement and the ES, the
ways in which the proposal will improve energy efficiency of the proposed buildings.
At this stage, the design of the buildings is subject to a Reserved Matters application
and details of the buildings specifications have not been outlined. However, the
strategy has been proposed for achieving ‘Zero Carbon’ and the proposal is to fully
comply with policies EN1 and EN2 requirements. The proposal is to achieve
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating and provision of a minimum of 10% of energy demand is
to be from renewable/ low carbon energy systems.

113

The applicant has recognised the Council’s position in relation to reducing the
carbon emissions and any proposal will be subject to conditions, ensuring that the
proposal is compliant with Core Strategy policies EN1, EN2 and EN8. Such
conditions are also complemented with the proposal’s provision of extensive new
tree planting and landscaping, and enhancements to the wider green infrastructure.
Furthermore, beyond the proposed commitments in relation to the above policies,
the siting is considered to be a sustainable location for such employment uses and
the Proposed Development seeks to implement a Travel Plan and Employment
Strategy that will attract local employees, and enable a wider sustainable transport
strategy to be implemented. The above commitments will result in measurable
benefits in respect of climate change matters.

114

Economic and Social Benefits

115

The Proposed Development, through the provision of 104,783sqm of employment
space is expected to generate various socio-economic impacts, both at the
construction and operational stages. As part of the ES, a socio-economic Technical
Paper has been produced and submitted in support of the Proposed Development.
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116

The NPPF outlines three overarching objectives to facilitate sustainable
development. It states that economic, social and environmental objectives need to
be pursued in a mutually supportive way securing net gains across each of the
different objectives. The NPPF seeks to promote proactive working with applicants
to secure development that improves the economic, social and environmental
conditions of an area.

117

The site was brought forward in the SAP to facilitate the economic growth across
the city by contributing towards the employment land supply requirements. The site
location, close to strong transportation links and existing employment/ labour
markets, favoured the site and played an important role in its allocation through the
SAP adoption process.

118

The Government has committed to ‘levelling up’ the North, and the Northern
Powerhouse forms part of the Government’s industrial strategy to build upon the
existing economy of the north. The Northern Powerhouse is the promotion of
investment in skills, innovation, transport and culture, amongst others. It is predicted
that the logistic sector will grow by 83% between 2013 and 2035, and this sector is
considered to be an enabling capability to support the growth of the Northern
Economy. The delivery of this proposal will help deliver the aspirations and
ambitions of both Government and the Council.

119

The Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan (May 2016) (SEP) establishes an
aim to deliver 35,700 additional jobs by 2036. Advanced Manufacturing and logistics
are to be one of the City’s assets, alongside financial and professional services.
Furthermore, Leeds Inclusive Growth Strategy 2018 -2023, sets out the aims and
ambitions of the City to grow the economy and ensure that everyone can benefit
from it. A close thread to this, which is strongly supported by this proposal, is the
creation of jobs close to communities.

120

The applicant has submitted an employment strategy, which seeks to deliver where
possible, jobs to those residing locally. This commitment will be secured through the
S106 obligations and this mechanism will ensure that the employment gains link to
the SEP and the Inclusive Growth Strategy.

121

The SAP and Core Strategy recognizes the overarching strategies outlined above
and plays a key role in delivering development that accords with the wider aims.

122

The ES looks at a range of social and economic factors over the short, medium and
long term periods. Such factors include amongst others, employment rates,
deprivation, quality of life, travel to work patterns and social factors, such as
education and health care provision. The ES has assessed, as required by the EIA
regulations, the likely evolution in the absence of the Proposed Development. The
immediate and wider area impact is considered to be no further growth potential of
this scale in the Morley area. No comparable sites in the immediate area also
reduces the potential for the growth of the logistic sector within the immediate
Morley/ south of the city area, and across the City. Accordingly, to not deliver this
allocated site, does have a significant impact upon the local economy, but also the
wider economy, including the ambitions of Government in ‘levelling up’ the north.

123

Although the impact of Covid 19 upon employment rates is unknown, the return to
past economic growth rates is expected to be set over the medium/ long term. The
failure to deliver the employment sites across the city will limit the recovery of the
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local economy. Furthermore, whilst the logistic sectors were envisaged to growth
significantly prior to the pandemic, the impact of Covid 19 has accelerated the need
for large scale logistic development opportunities. To ensure that the changes that
have occurred to working practices through the pandemic can be sustained, the
delivery of this scheme is considered to be very important.
124

The site is situated South of Leeds City centre and within an area identified as a
priority area for regeneration within Spatial Policy 4 of the Core Strategy. The
Proposed Development is anticipated to bring significant socio-economic benefits,
which can be summarised as:

125

Construction Phase
• Construction of the Proposed Development would support around 175
temporary jobs (person years) per annum over a 4 year build period, in
construction, the supply chain and local services;
• Generating circa £9.35million per annum;
• The construction phase could generate 34 FTE apprenticeships/training
opportunities over the lifetime of the build;
• The effects of the construction phase on local services and facilities are
considered to be negligible;
• The effects on wider socio economic factors are considered to be of minor
benefit/negligible;
• On their own each of the impacts are not considered to be significant in
EIA terms,in combination the effects are considered to be potentially
significant beneficial.

126

Operational Phase
• Once developed and occupied the proposed employment floorspace and
facilities would create approximately 1,890 gross direct, indirect and
induced FTE’s, equating to circa 1,276 net full time equivalent jobs
(allowing for leakage and displacement);
• The Proposed Development would lead to a range of wider benefits
including GVA creation amounting to £75.5 million per annum;
• Business rates could amount to £2.2 million per annum;
• The effect of increased access to employment;
• The increase in economic output is anticipated to have wider benefits
relating to improvement in the perception of the area, addressing
deprivation with associated impacts on health and wellbeing
• The impacts on commuting and migration; and
• The effects on local services considered to be neutral/negligible impact.

127

Although individually the impacts present small benefits, collectively the proposal is
considered to be significantly beneficial to employment, labour markets and local
economic growth. In terms of the scope of the ES, the potential for adverse impacts
upon local facilities have been assessed and, it is considered that as the proposal
does not result in any additional dwellings, it will not lead to a worsening of the local
services to the extent that the effects are considered to be severe. In conclusion,
and on balance, the Proposed Development would deliver significant economic and
social benefits, that as it will be further discussed in the following report, do not lead
to significant environmental impacts.
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Highway and Transport Impact
Means of Access
128

With reference to the Development Plan, Core Strategy Policy T2 requires
development to be in accessible locations and with safe and secure access for
pedestrians, cyclists, and people with impaired mobility, ensuring adequate parking
is also provided. Appendix 3 of the Core Strategy also sets out accessibility
standards for development.

129

The proposed access is shown in drawing no. ITM10127 - GA - 007 Rev B Topcliffe
Lane Improvements and includes a reconfigured Topcliffe Lane/ A653 Dewsbury
Road signal-controlled junction. Improvements at the signal-controlled junction
include for widening to provide two lanes turning right on to M62 Junction 28
including narrowing of the existing pedestrian island and relocation of an island from
A653 Dewsbury Road with existing signal heads. Swept path analysis has been
undertaken at the signal-controlled junction and is acceptable.

130

The site access arrangements include the delivery of the southbound bus gate/bus
lane on A653 Dewsbury Road. The developer is required to make a contribution to
enable delivery of the bus gate / bus lane works north of the motorway, which will
improve bus frequency in the southbound direction for future occupants of the site
arriving from the north or departures to the south, as the more frequent services
202/203 will now be accessed by future occupants as these services would be able
to call at the bus stop. The contribution of £700, 000 will be secured via a S106
Agreement.

131

In addition, alterations are proposed to Topcliffe Lane to serve the proposed
industrial units as indicated in drawing no. 4843-JPG-SW-00-DR-D-1650-S2-P05
Means of Access Plan. The proposals include for a minimum 7.3m wide
carriageway, resurfacing, realignment of the existing estate road including the
internal roundabout and improvement of the shared footway/cycleway running along
Topcliffe Labe from Topcliffe Close up to public footpath 70. The footpath strategy
indicates the shared facility for pedestrians and cyclists at Topcliffe Lane will be
widened to 3m width minimum on the eastern edge of the carriageway and a 2m
wide footway on the other edge.

132

A road safety audit of the site access highway works at Topcliffe Lane has been
undertaken and reviewed by the local authority as an overseeing organisation. The
designer’s response to comments made by the local authority resulted in a revised
access arrangement drawing being submitted (ref. ITM10127-GA-007 Rev B), which
was considered acceptable.

133

In order to deliver the works within the highway, a S278 Agreement will be required,
which will also cover the need for the applicant to meet the cost of Traffic Regulation
Orders along Topcliffe Lane to prevent on-street parking; stopping up of redundant
highway as result of the realignment; and dedication of land to highway.

134

Highway officers are therefore satisfied that the proposed access arrangements are
acceptable
Accessibility
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135

Regarding accessibility, Core Strategy Policy T2 refers to Accessibility Standards,
which are set out at Appendix 3 of the Adopted Core Strategy. They are based
upon an average walking speed of 3 miles per hour.

136

Public footpath Morley 65 runs along Topcliffe Lane in a north-south direction and
continues in a north direction connecting A653 Dewsbury Road to public footpath 60
and 70 and Bantam Grove in Morley. Public footpath 65 Morley commences at
Dewsbury Road proceeding in a westerly direction along Peter Lane to Rydal
Crescent then recommencing at Wide Lane and proceeding in a southerly direction
via Bantam Grove Lane, Watering Meadow, along the Topcliffe Beck, Topcliffe Lane
up to its junction with A653 Dewsbury Road and to Tingley roundabout. Along the
existing Topcliffe Lane, public footpath 65 Morley is signed as a shared-use
pedestrian and cycle path.

137

Public footpath 70 runs east - west through the site and links A653 Dewsbury Road
to residential areas west of the site. Public footpath 70 Morley runs along Topcliffe
Lane commencing at its junction with Glen Road and proceeding in a north easterly
direction crossing Public footpath 65 Morley and continuing eastward to A653
Dewsbury Road.

138

Public footpath 60 intersects public footpath 65 and 70 north linking the footpath at
Peacock Green and subsequently the residential properties north of the site to the
industrial estate road. Additional footpaths are proposed through the proposed
retention ponds in the northern part of the site, these link to other footpaths and
subsequently link to Morley. Dropped kerbs and tactile paving will be required at
junctions.

139

The revised Footpath Strategy drawing no. 0348-RFM-XX-00-DR-L-0004 Rev PL05
indicates proposed improvements to public footpath 60, 65 and 70. Public footpath
65 will be realigned and planting provided to separate the public footpath from the
carriageway, thereby enhancing the route for non-motorised users from Topcliffe
Close in a northwards direction up to where the footpath meets public footpath 70. A
3m wide footway/cycleway will be built to adoptable standards. Similarly, the
section of public footpath 65 that lies between public footpath 70 and the permissive
footpath located north will see additional planting to separate it from the
carriageway.

140

Regarding public footpath 70 within the site, this route will be widened and
improved.

141

Public footpath 60 will also be upgraded with self-binding gravel surface.

142

The footpath strategy also indicates existing permissive footpaths that link the site
west and north and additional footpaths are proposed to the proposed retention
pond margins, which enhances amenity for future occupants and residents in
surrounding areas. Signage providing destinations and distances are proposed
along the public footpaths.

143

The Landscape Strategy indicates street trees along the access road to separate
the public footpath from the carriageway. Any indicative landscaping proposals in
the adopted highway will be agreed as part of the S278 Agreement.
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144

Public footpath 65 Morley links to the continuous footway provision west of A653
Dewsbury Road. The cycleway terminates at the northbound bus layby, while the
footway continues between M62 Junction 28 and A643 Elland Road. The width of
the continuous footway is generally around 1.2m, which is substandard. Kirklees
Council, Leeds City Council and in partnership with West Yorkshire Combined
Authority have developed an improvement scheme to provide segregated cycle
routes along A653 Dewsbury Road to White Rose Centre and on to Tingley. The
developer is to contribute towards the improvement scheme to provide a shared-use
pedestrian and cycle path of minimum width 3m between Topcliffe Lane and B6123
Wide Lane. The contribution of £146,750 will be secured via S106 Agreement.
Transport Assessment and Mitigation

145

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan Background Paper which is appended to the Site
Allocations Plan (SAP) identifies the following junctions as ‘Congestion Hotspots’:
A643 Elland Road/A6110 Ring Road/Manor Mill Lane
A650 Tingley Common/A6029 Rein Road/B6127 Bridge Street; and
M62 Junction 28/A653 Tingley.

146

The SAP requirements under EG2-19 identify that the there is a direct impact upon
M62 Junction 28 Tingley roundabout from development of allocation EG2 - 19.
There is also a direct impact upon the A6110 and in addition, there is also likely to
be a cumulative impact upon the A650 Tingley Common/A6029 Rein Road/B6127
Bridge Street junction. The proposed development is also likely to impact on
congested parts of the A653 including within the district of Kirklees.

147

The application includes the submission of a Transport Assessment (TA) to consider
the highway impact of the proposed industrial development comprising 102,890sq m
of B2/B8 use with ancillary offices. Using the TRICS database and trip rates of
consented similar developments the forecast trip generation from the site has been
evaluated. It is estimated that the site would generate up to 355 two-way trips in the
AM peak hour and 330 two-way in the PM peak hour. On departing from the site,
77% of the trips turn right out of Topcliffe Lane on to A653 Dewsbury Road
southbound to M62 Junction 28, whilst 23% turn left on to A653 Dewsbury Road
northbound.

148

Traffic surveys were undertaken at 15 junctions within the study area, which were
the basis of the baseline traffic flows on the highway network and assuming traffic
growth the future year forecast traffic flows were determined. Committed
developments within Leeds and Kirklees district have been agreed and the
development traffic flows from the corresponding TA submitted for the development
were obtained and included in the junction assessment for this proposed
development.

149

Junction assessment has been undertaken at junctions on the local road network
within the study area to determine the impact of the proposed development at the
key junctions within the study area. The assessment scenarios in the TA include the
baseline, base plus committed development and the base plus committed
development plus the proposed development scenarios. In addition, the assessment
includes future year 2033 plus committed development; the 2033 forecast year plus
committed development plus the proposed development; and the 2033 forecast year
plus committed development plus cumulative sites within the Leeds and Kirklees
District local plan and the proposed development.
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150

Junction output for priority-controlled junction assessment is given in queues and
the ratio of flow to capacity (RFC). A RFC of 0.85 or lower is regarded as operating
within practical capacity, a RFC of between 0.85 and 1.0 is regarded as operating
above practical capacity but below absolute capacity (where the junction or arm of
junction will struggle), and a RFC above 1.0 is above absolute capacity where
significant delay and queues can be expected. To assess a network of traffic
signals TRANSYT output is given in Mean Max Queue and the degree of saturation
(DoS). A DoS of 90% or lower is regarded as operating within practical capacity, a
DoS of between 90% and 100% is regarded as operating above practical capacity
but below absolute capacity (where the junction or arm of junction will struggle), and
a DoS above 100% is above absolute capacity where significant delay and queues
can be expected. Similarly, LINSIG output model results indicate the DOS for the
junction arms and the values should be no more than 90%; and the practical reserve
capacity (PRC) is a measure of the junction performance, which indicates the spare
capacity in the junction and a value of 5% or more would be desirable, a negative
value shows that the junction is over capacity.

151

The improved Topcliffe Lane/A653 Dewsbury Road junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be well within the capacity
during the AM peak and significantly over the absolute capacity in the PM peak, with
extensive queuing. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is
expected to well within capacity during both the AM and PM peak periods. As such
the mitigation is anticipated to deliver improved operation of the proposed site
access and is therefore considered robust.

152

The TA provides the percentage impact of the development at various junctions
within the study area and provides the estimated number of development trips at the
junction. The Core Strategy refers to the expectation that funding due to cumulative
impacts will be sought towards mitigation schemes. Where a development yields 10
or more peak hour trips through a congested junction as identified in the SAP
infrastructure background paper (and does not warrant funding direct mitigation in
its own right) then a proportion of the cost of appropriate mitigation will be sought.

153

In light of the above, contributions have been sought for the following junctions
towards the delivery of the proposed improvements at the congestion hotspots
below:
•
•

A6110 Ring Road/A643 Elland Road/Manor Mill Lane - £224,140
A650 Tingley Common/Rein Road/Shire Road/Bridge Street - £54,750

154

The contributions will be secured via S106 Agreement.

155

In addition, following review of the modelling outputs that indicated increases in
queues and delay at the A650/Rein Road/Bridge Street junction, the A650 junctions
with Common Lane and with A654 Thorpe Lane/Smithy Lane as a result of the
proposed development. A contribution towards upgrades at the signal controlled
junctions, including implementation of MOVA control and bus priority as an effective
way of offsetting the increased queues and delay to public transport; which would
reduce the time the junctions see peak traffic levels thereby providing benefit to all
users. A contribution of £50,000 will be secured by S106 Agreement.
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156

Beyond the site access, the key constraint on the highway network is the M62
Junction 28 on the Strategic Road Network. The developer’s highway consultant
together with the Chidswell developer’s highway consultant have undertaken
junction assessment at the junction. The Chidswell site is allocated for mixed-use
development comprising residential, employment and ancillary land uses, and a new
primary school, in the Kirklees Council (KC) adopted Local Plan (2019) (KC Local
Plan site ID: MXS7). As both the proposed development and the Chidswell site
would have an impact M62 Junction 28, the Highway Authorities together with
National Highways required the developers to work collaboratively when considering
the combined potential impacts of the respective developments and subsequently
propose a combined mitigation scheme which is anticipated to mitigate the impacts
of the proposed developments.

157

For the TRANSYT assessment of cumulative impact at M62 Junction 28 the traffic
flows collected in 2019 have been considered to 2033, the end of the Leeds local
plan period. The future year base scenario has been obtained 2033 + Committed
developments. This has been compared with the 2033 + Committed Developments
+ Proposed Developments + Proposed mitigation scheme to demonstrate that nil
detriment can be achieved or close to nil detriment. In addition, the proposed
mitigation was tested with the 2019 base + Committed developments + Proposed
developments to investigate if nil detriment or close to it can be achieved.

158

Drawing no. A13398-T-146-D indicates the proposed mitigation scheme at M62
Junction 28 including: • Improved Topcliffe Lane/A653 Dewsbury Lane
• LCC Mirfield-Dewsbury-Leeds northbound bus gate
• New crossings and pedestrian routes to central island
• Removal of pedestrian routes from the peripheral of the roundabout
• Lane reconfiguration to M62 Eastbound off slip to provide safer access to
A653 Dewsbury Road (N)
• Additional lane capacity to the northern circulatory area
• Additional lane capacity to M62 Eastbound on-slip exit
• Additional lane capacity to south-eastern circulatory area
• Additional lane capacity to A653 Dewsbury Road (S)

159

The mitigation scheme requires a supplementary Independent Stage 1 Road Safety
Audit (RSA1) as a final check before the works can be formally accepted. The RSA
should be in accordance with GG119 and the audit brief first agreed with LCC. LCC
would act as the Overseeing Organisation. The RSA1 together with any designer’s
response must then be submitted by the applicant for consideration/approval by the
Local Highway Authority. Planning permission must not be issued until the proposed
works have been deemed to be acceptable (by the Local Highway Authority) and
the Local Highway Authority have confirmed that the RSA1 and any designer’s
response is acceptable.

160

The A653 Dewsbury Road southbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be well within the capacity
during the AM peak and above practical capacity but within the absolute capacity
during the PM peak. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is
expected to well within capacity during both the AM and PM peak periods. As such
the mitigation is anticipated to deliver improved operation of this arm.
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161

The A650 Bradford Road westbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the
absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak the
arm is above the practical capacity but within the absolute capacity. In the ‘with
development, with mitigation’ scenario the arm is expected to be significantly over
the absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak
the arm is above the practical capacity but within the absolute capacity. Therefore,
the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver clear benefits at this arm during the AM
peak, however, the additional 15 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.

162

The A653 Dewsbury Road northbound arm of the junction in the ‘without
development, no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the
absolute capacity in the AM peak with extensive queueing and in the PM peak the
arm is well within capacity. In the ‘with development, with mitigation’ scenario the
arm is expected to be significantly over the absolute capacity in the AM peak with
extensive queueing and in the PM peak the arm is above the practical capacity but
within the absolute capacity. Therefore, the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver
clear benefits at this arm during the AM peak, equally there is no disadvantage as
the additional 3 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.

163

The A650 Bradford Road eastbound arm of the junction in the ‘without development,
no mitigation’ scenario is anticipated to be significantly over the absolute capacity in
both the AM and PM peak periods with queueing. In the ‘with development, with
mitigation’ scenario the arm is expected to be significantly over the absolute
capacity in both the AM and PM peak periods with extensive queueing. Therefore,
the mitigation is not anticipated to deliver clear benefits at this arm during both the
AM and PM peak periods, equally there is no disadvantage as the additional circa
15 -24 pcu are not considered to result in severe impact.

164

Given the above comparison of the ‘with’ and ‘without’ development scenarios, on
balance the mitigation scheme with improved provision for pedestrians, cyclists and
bus priority at and already congested location is considered acceptable.

165

It is intended that the highway works comprising the mitigation scheme are secured
by a planning condition with a standard S278 Agreement being required, where the
Council designs and delivers the highway works and the three developers (Capitol
Park, Chidswell and Haigh Moor Road) would pay for the works broadly related to
the contribution of development trips through junction. The highway works will be
phased, with the details of the phasing to be considered.
Highways Conclusion

166

Overall, it is concluded that the proposal is acceptable in highway terms. Subject to
relevant conditions and the requirements of the Section 106 Legal Agreement, and
the RSA1 for the mitigation scheme, it is anticipated that the proposed development
will provide a safe and secure access for pedestrians, cyclists and people with
impaired mobility with appropriate parking provision such that the means of access
is acceptable. On this basis, the development is also not considered to result in a
severe residual cumulative highway impact to warrant a refusal such that it must be
concluded that the proposed means of access is acceptable and the development is
in accordance with Policy T2 of the Core Strategy and guidance within the NPPF.
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Design, Layout and Heritage
167

As previously set out, this proposal is a hybrid application with some matters being
submitted in detail that seek full approval and other matters which are for the
purposes of outline consent and for which further details are to be supplied at the
Reserved Matters stage. At this stage, no detailed designs have been developed for
the buildings, however, a series of parameter plans have been provided to guide the
detailed phases of development including the development plots, scale and building
heights, landscaping within the built areas, permeability and drainage.

168

An indicative masterplan has been submitted which shows how the Proposed
Development can be accommodated within the site. Access to the site is taken from
Topcliffe Lane and improvements are proposed to the existing round about; all other
internal access are to be approved at Reserved Matters stage.

169

The proposed parameter plans indicate three Character Zones, including the parcel
of land to the north of the site that is to be utilized for Green Infrastructure, including
the drainage ponds. The land to the north of the allocated SAP site is separated by
an existing PROW, no 70, and PROW no.65 runs from north to south, making a
logical separation between Character Zones 1 and 2.

170

The site is of a scale that development will be phased, and accordingly, the land has
been divided into 3 parcels of land. Of the five units, Unit 1 is located on parcel 1;
Units 2 and 3 are situated on parcel 2; Units 4 and 5 are located on parcel 3.Units 5
and 2 are the largest units with Units 1, 3 and 4 being small to medium sized
buildings. Further to the Masterplan, the Parameter Plan outlines overall heights of
proposed buildings. Development Parcel one restricts heights of buildings to 14.1
metres; Development Parcel 2 restricts heights of buildings up to 20.6 metres, and;
Development Parcel 3 restricts heights of buildings up to 22.4 metres. To the north
of Character Zone 2, the overall building heights will be restricted to 5 metres.

171

Although no detailed designs have been confirmed, the Design and Access
Statement that accompanies the planning application has outlined a design
approach that the Reserved Matters applications will follow. The suggested
materials indicate a palette of materials that will complement those used within the
wider existing commercial estate. The suggested palette of materials and potential
applications are outlined below, however, any approval will secure high quality
materials through the imposition of conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

172

Silver, metallic or grey colour cladding
Profiled or flat metal cladding
Large format window or curtain walling systems
Feature building elements in strong colours or accent materials
Standing seam or single ply membrane roofs
Graduated cladding colours to reduce visual impact of large
buildings
Translucent glazing, poly carbonates or membrane technology

The masterplan shows the main access routes through the site and arrangements
for servicing and car parking. A ratio of car park to building equates to 1.2 spaces
per thousand square feet. Service yards allow for 25m turning circles for HGVs and
car parking is accessible and close to the main entrances, reducing conflict between
pedestrian routes and service yards. The car parking and servicing has been laid
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out as far as practicable to ensure that the buildings are set back into the site and
close to the existing built forms of the Capitol Park Estate.
Topography and Earthworks
173

The site is elevated at a level of circa 136.00m AOD and is of a similar level to the
existing Capitol Park business park to the south. Various earthworks are proposed
to facilitate the development, including development platforms, earthwork bunds to
help mitigate visual and noise impacts. The works will alter the landscape and be
visible from various aspects, including the residential areas to the north and west.
The context of the wider area, although close to areas of residential properties, is a
mixture of uses that are significantly defined by existing commercial and industrial
units and the wider strategic highways networks. The impact of the re-modelling of
land is mitigated to a significant degree by the proposed landscaping earth bunds
and other boundary treatments, such as acoustic fencing.
Layout and Equality

174

Although the detailed design of buildings and access have yet to be submitted for
approval, it is considered that the access arrangements shall be inclusive and allow
for level accesses, disabled parking bays and legible and easily navigated roads
and footpaths throughout the site. The indicative design layout is efficiently designed
to segregate heavy goods traffic from pedestrians.

175

The proposal includes upgrades to sections of existing PROW, and the creation of
two new PROWs circumnavigating the drainage pond and linking Topcliffe Lane
with the Topcliffe Beck. The upgrades will improve surfaces to allow for inclusive
access and a wide segregated cycle/pedestrian route through the site from north to
south will improve the connectivity of the site to the wider residential areas.
Crime and surveillance

176

As detailed design of buildings have yet to be confirmed details such as boundary
specifications, CCTV and cycle storage provisions have yet to be provided. West
Yorkshire Police have commented on the proposal however the detail required are
to be dealt with through the Reserved Matters applications.

177

It is noted that the proposal does have a layout whereby the boundaries of the units
have wide landscaped buffers that provide a degree of visual relief, but also the
opportunity to plant landscaping that can encourage security, (the use of hawthorn
hedges etc.) The layout also outlines wide segregated public footpaths/cycle routes
that although set in between landscaped areas, are indicated to have a variety of
planting that range in height so as not to create claustrophobic spaces that are dark
and unusable at night. The width and layout of the footpaths through the built estate
are considered to be acceptable in this respect, subject to conditions.

178

The indicative building layout shows units that are to be spread out across the site
and interspersed with car parking and servicing areas. The buildings are not close
together and this is considered to facilitate good security across the overall site.
Heritage and Archaeology
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179

The site falls outside of Morley Town Centre Conservation Area approximately 600
metres to the north-west of the site. Furthermore, the site is not occupied by any
Listed buildings. There are, however, various non-designated heritage assets within
the site that require significant justification before their loss can be approved.

180

Some of the buildings at Topcliffe Farm are non-designated heritage assets based
upon the existing buildings’ age and local architecture and vernacular. The ES
outlines no-designed heritage assets and also recorded the remaining buildings on
site. The NPPF requires that the effect of an application on the significance of a
non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the
application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designed
heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of
any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset. It is considered that in
line with the Technical Paper produced in relation to the Heritage Assets
significance, that the buildings proposed to be demolished and the setting of the
wider heritage assets are of Low significance.

181

The applicant has worked closely with the West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory
Service (WYAAS) to secure a good understanding of the site’s archaeological
potential and WYAAS have commended the work carried out to date.

182

Based on the results of the archaeological evaluation the WYAAS are content that
the application site’s archaeological significance can be secured and preserved by
record. Public benefit can be achieved through this work and the final publication of
the results. The necessary mitigation works are considered to be best secured by a
condition imposed on any approval, which would involve a written scheme of
investigation to be agreed. Subject to the imposition of a condition requiring such
works, the proposal in this respect is considered to be acceptable.

183

The impact on the non- heritage assets within the site are also taken into
consideration, together with the impact of the proposal upon the setting of wider
heritage assets, such as local Conseravtion Areas of Listed buildings. The impact
on the setting of the wider heritage assets is considered to be Low given the scale
of the buildings to be demolished. Furthermore, on balance, the significance of the
non-designated heritage assets is considered to be Low, but sufficient work has
been carried out to preserve by record.

184

At paragraph 202 of the NPPF it is stated that where any harm to a heritage asset is
less than substantial (in this case the impact of the setting of the wider heritage
assets), the harm should be weighed against the public benefit. In this case the
impact is considered to be low given the siting and landscaping of the proposed
units, and on balance this is outweighed by the significant economic and social
benefits that the proposal will create.

185

Further to the above paragraph, at paragraph 203 of the NPPF it is considered that
a balanced judgement is necessary having regard to the scale of the harm or loss
and the significance of the non-designated heritage asset. On balance, the proposal
is considered to have mitigated against the impact upon any non-designated
heritage asset and the loss of the existing buildings is considered to be acceptable.
Visual Impact
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186

The proposed buildings will create a marked change to the existing landscape and
views of the site from various locations have been assessed as part of the ES. The
design parameters of the site have been arrived at and the layout has been
organized to ensure that built form has a small an impact upon the landscape as
possible. The topography of the site and the need to create development platforms,
does increase the prominence of the buildings within the wider Capitol Park site,
however, the landscaping proposed, together with the heights and massing of the
buildings at the northern edges being restricted in height, do minimise the views into
the site and the overall visual impact.

187

Landscaping, earthworks/ bunds and the natural topography of the site and wider
residential areas, means that the visual impact of the site when in relatively close
proximity will be of an acceptable level. Although more of the buildings in theory will
be seen from vistas further afield, these distances, together with the use of a range
of cladding materials and innovative design detailing, will ensure that the impact is
not significant to the degree that would warrant a refusal of consent.

188

The proposal has considered in the ES the potential impacts upon the local climate.
It is acknowledged that the Proposed Development is located on land that
undulates, and that the buildings are large in scale and situated on high ground.
However, the proposal has incorporated drainage schemes and landscaping that
will help the proposal to be accepted into the landscape without adversely impacting
upon the local micro climate. Furthermore, the detailed design of the buildings will
form the Reserved Matters applications and further consideration of the impact of
each building will be carried out at that stage.
Land Contamination and Drainage

189

A Phase 1 Desk Study Report and Phase 2 Ground Investigation Report have been
submitted and these are considered to be acceptable. With regards to the ground
conditions and future remediation measures that may be necessary, it is considered
that the proposal is acceptable in this regard, subject to conditions.

190

The site is indicated to fall within Flood Zone 1 which comprises land assessed as at
a low risk of flooding from watercourse and/or sea with less than a 1:1000 annual
probability of river or sea flooding.

191

The proposed surface water drainage deign aims to mimic and reduce existing run
off by restricting discharge to the identified exiting green field run off rate (4.57 litres/
per second), for all storms up to and including the 1 in 100-year storm event plus
40% climate change allowance. To mitigate storms above the greenfield run off rate
storage will be provided in a series of dry detention basins.

192

A drainage strategy has been submitted and although further details are considered
to be necessary, in principle the drainage scheme is considered to be satisfactory
and compliant with policy EN5. Any approval should be subject to a condition
relating to the full details being provided regarding the drainage scheme.
Landscaping and Ecology
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193

The application is supported by a strategic landscaping scheme for the areas set out
to the north of the allocated site. Further to this, although indicative landscaping
through the parameter plans is shown, further details and approval will be required
at the Reserved Matters stage.

194

The landscaping will include a variety of planting to function in different ways. The
key elements of the strategy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Native Street tree planting to a minimum of 20-25cm girth
Standard Tree planting within native structure planting, to create taller screen
against development parcel 2 and 3.
Species rich meadow, enhances ecological value of pasture to the north of the
Site, between Proposed Development and Morley. This will create additional
amenity.
Marginal and aquatic planting around the attenuation areas (ponds), to
enhance ecological value and create new habitat.
New hedgerow to southern side of PROW no. 70 (east –west) to create
separation between route and Proposed Development. Structure planting to
the northern side of the route to provide screening from Morley.
Re-surfacing of existing Pubic Right of Way Morley 70 (east –west) from earth
track to self-binding gravel with timber post and rail fencing in keeping with
agricultural character of surrounding area.

195

The overall strategic landscaping to the north of the site is the foundation of the
details to be approved in full at this stage. Further landscaping of the internal areas
of the site will be subject to scrutiny further at the Reserved Matters stage and
through conditions, but ultimately, the overall strategy is considered to be
acceptable and the approach across the entire site is deemed to be acceptable.

196

The overall strategy for the landscaping across the site informs the biodiversity
assessment that has been carried out and, for which, it is considered that a
biodiversity net gain of 12.22% will be achieved. The landscaping and planting
within the site will be extensive. Furthermore, in line with the policy, the assessment
considers that the existing wildlife habitats and areas for development will improve
opportunities for wildlife and not impact upon the integrity and connectivity of the
Leeds Habitat Network.

197

A Biodiversity Enhancement Management Plan will be produced and agreed with
Leeds City Council to include the details of the landscape and habitat creation,
management and subsequent monitoring of the strategic landscaped areas, habitat
areas and attenuation ponds. This will seek a net gain of at least 10%. The
management and maintenance of these areas will be undertaken by a Management
Company established by the Applicant and secured through conditions and a
Section 106 Agreement.

198

Overall, the landscaping benefits of the site will be acceptable in terms of the
biodiversity improvements and in terms of the visual and spatial impact the proposal
will have on the openness of the Green Belt and the wider area. It is considered that
the proposal is well designed and as such, is in accordance with local and national
planning policy.
Amenity Impact
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199

The design details of the buildings are to be considered at the Reserved Matters
stage. However, the parameters plan has indicated a layout that will minimise the
scale of the development at the northern periphery of the site. The proposed
development is distanced from residential properties to the extent that the proposed
works will have minimal impact upon the neighbouring properties in terms of
overbearing/ overshadowing and loss of natural light. Similarly, distances and
boundary treatments will negate any privacy issues or immediate impact upon living
conditions or working environments of neighbouring properties/ buildings.
Noise and Vibration

200

The impact of noise and vibration will be considered in greater detail in the
submissions of Reserved Matters applications. However, the ES has outlined the
potential impacts and as part of the details proposed in full, earthworks/ bunds and
strategic landscaping are to be created/ planted to provide barriers to noise to
receptors, such as local residential properties and the PROWs.

201

A Noise and Vibration Assessment has been undertaken, which considers the
potential effects of noise and vibration and this has taken into account both the
circumstances of the construction and operational phases.

202

Conditions will be imposed relating to construction practices such as hours and the
implementation of temporary screening acoustic measures. Furthermore, acoustic
screening to the operational buildings will be the subject of conditions and further
details to be submitted as part of the Reserved Matters applications. The
assessment of the potential noise and vibration issues can be mitigated through
measures that can be secured by conditions and, accordingly, the proposal in this
respect is considered to be acceptable with regards to all local and national planning
policies.
Lighting

203

An assessment of the site has been carried out examining the existing lighting
environment and the potential for adverse obtrusive light effects resulting from the
proposal. Although the site itself has minimal lighting at present, the surrounding
area is notably lit and associated with obtrusive light.

204

It is proposed to mitigate against excessive light spill through mitigation measures to
be addressed further in the Reserved Matters stage. However, conditions will be
imposed at this stage. Measures proposed, which will be evolved further through the
Reserved Matters applications, include reduced column heights and tilting and
strategic positioning of lights away from the receptor locations. Subject to
conditions, the proposed lighting can be controlled in a way that will not worsen the
current light levels, or be a source of obtrusive light conditions. Accordingly, in this
respect the proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of local and national
planning policies.
Air Quality

205

The site is not within an Air Quality Management Area, but the ES has assessed
fully the implications of the proposal upon air quality. A detailed assessment has
been undertaken and this has outlined the impact upon air quality during the
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operational phase of the development. It is considered that the impact of the
proposal in air quality terms will be negligible, and all predicted pollutant
concentrations will be well below the relevant Air Quality Objectives.
206

A Dust Management Plan will be prepared for the Site as part of the Construction
Environmental Management Plan, and will set out mitigation measures for dust and
fine particulate matters. These will include measures such as ensuring bunded
aggregates are kept wet, re-vegetating earthworks and soil stockpiles as soon as
practicable, and wheel washing systems and dust sweepers.

207

It is not considered likely that the development will introduce any new odour or
industrial emission sources, either in the construction or operational phases. A
condition can be imposed and therefore no impact on existing areas, such as
nearby residential properties, employment sites or PROWs.

208

The proposal is considered to be acceptable in terms of Policies P10 of the Core
Strategy and paragraphs 185 and 186 of the NPPF.
Representations

209

The representations that have been received raised a variety of concerns regarding
the proposal, of which, those which are material planning considerations have been
addressed in the report above. However, the following representations are covered
here which are either non material considered that can be given significant weight,
or because they are not covered above.

210

Concerns were raised regarding the impact upon values of local residential
properties. Various factors influence house values and as such, it is not a material
planning consideration that can be given weight in the assessment of this
application.

211

The comments raise concerns with the public consultation process for the
application. The application has been publicized in accordance with both local and
national requirements and the applicant has engaged with the local community in a
positive and meaningful way. Furthermore, in respect of the principle of the use this
was subject to extensive public consultation as part of the SAP adoption process.
Planning Balance

212

The NPPF requires a planning balance to be concluded in respect of the impact of
development upon the heritage value of the site and wider area, against any public
benefit. Although this is outlined in the above report, the following section of this
report clearly outlines the Planning Balance in this respect. Furthermore, the
strategic landscaping, engineering works and drainage ponds within the designated
Green Belt are considered to be appropriate in respect of Paragraph 150.
Heritage

213

The proposed scheme has considered the impacts of development upon both the
non-designated heritage assets within the site and the wider impact upon Listed
buildings and Conservation Areas in the wider area. A balanced judgement, based
upon the scale and extent of demolition has been made and the impacts are
considered to be low and means of preserving and recording the heritage value of
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the site have been carried out where possible, and will be the subject of a condition.
The public benefits of the scheme are numerous in terms of socio -economic
benefits, together with improved landscaping and biodiversity improvements across
the allocated employment site and the parcel of land designated as Green Belt.
Green Belt
214

With regards to the Green Belt, the landscaping and drainage works to be carried
out in the parcel of land designated as Green Belt, will have a visual impact upon
the skylines and from views around the site. However, the works to be carried out
further enhance the biodiversity of the site, improve the landscaping and
accessibility of the area through the further creation of public footpaths. The area of
Green Belt is not eroded in size and in a spatial capacity, the openness is therefore
considered to be preserved. Furthermore, although the works will visually alter the
space, the increased landscaping, drainage works, biodiversity improvements and
public footpaths allow the openness to be preserved, and the visual impact to be
kept to a minimal. The increased biodiversity improvements on this Green Belt land
enhance its purpose and the reasoning for it being included as Green Belt.
Summary of Planning Balance

215

In summary, the public benefits of the proposal both in terms of impact upon the
cultural heritage of the site and any impact upon wider heritage assets, together with
the impact upon the Green Belt, are considered to be acceptable.
Summary

216

The application site comprises two employment allocations within the development
plan). The site offers an opportunity to provide large scale units, close to a highways
network capable of accommodating logistic and distribution centres, which are
required to reflect economic and social changes of recent years.

217

The application proposed is a hybrid application, which has outlined the strategic
earthworks, highway improvements (wider improvements to junction 28 of the M62
and improvements to the entrance from Dewsbury Road) drainage strategy and
strategic landscaping proposed to deliver 102,890sqm of employment space.
Reserved Matters relate to the development of the buildings, car parking, servicing,
landscaping around the internal site and other associated infrastructure.

218

The principle of developing the proposed site, allocated as EG2- 19 and the
identified site (Ref. EG1-60), will deliver a 26.8 hectare employment site, which
contributes to the LPA’s minimum requirement for the provision of 493 hectares of
general employment land for the period of 2012 – 2028. The proposal will have a
range of socio-economic benefits through the provision of significant investment into
the area, and region as a whole; such investment will result in job opportunities and
a more competitive local economy through the provision of a range of commercial
buildings that are sustainably located and suitable to current, and forecasted,
market trends for the logistics sectors.

219

This application has comprehensively assessed the environmental impacts of the
proposal, including the impact upon and those relating to residential amenity, visual
impact and impact upon climate change. The proposal has sought to demonstrate
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that on balance the public benefits outweighs the impacts of development upon the
local heritage assets and non-designated heritage assets, and where necessary
records of the cultural heritage have been made. The proposal is considered to
impact upon the character of the area and undoubtedly will alter the landscape
when compared to the existing characteristics of the site. However, the proposal
includes mitigation measures to improve the biodiversity of the landscape and
minimise the visual/ potential residential impacts (noise, vibration, light and air
pollution) to an acceptable level.
220

Further to the above, it is also recognized that the proposal will have an impact upon
the existing highways infrastructure, given the scale of the Proposed Development,
but also due to the end use which is foreseen to be for the logistics sector. However,
as outlined above, significant mitigation measures are proposed, both through works
to be carried out to the immediate highways network at the entrance to the Capitol
Park Estate, but also to junction 28 of the M62. The mitigation measures, including
the physical proposed changes and contributions towards such, are considered to
not only be sufficient to mitigate against the proposals impacts, but also provide a
foundation for wider connectivity improvements (increased footpath and cycle
routes, in and around the immediate site) to promote sustainable travel.

221

When the wider social, economic and environmental impacts are considered and
balanced against the significant benefits offered by the Proposed Development
(employment, large scale investment, long term sustainable location and the
enhancement and improvement of landscaping and biodiversity) the proposal is
considered to be acceptable. The Proposed Development is considered to meet the
aims and objectives of both national guidance and Leeds Local Plan l and is a
sustainable development.

222

With consideration being given to all other matters, it is considered that this proposal
is compliant with the policies of the Core Strategy, Unitary Development Plan and
the National Planning Policy Framework. As such, the application is considered
acceptable and is recommended for approval subject to conditions and a Section
106 Agreement.
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Agenda Item 8
Originator:

Sarah McMahon

Report of the Chief Planning Officer
CITY PLANS PANEL
Date: 14 July 2022
Subject: Planning Application 22/00361/FU for a multi-level residential development
(Class C3) with associated hard and soft landscaping and rooftop amenity space at a
site on Land Off Water Lane, Holbeck, Leeds.
APPLICANT
McLaren (Water Lane) Limited
DATE VALID
18 January 2022

Electoral Wards Affected:

TARGET DATE
15 July 2022

Specific Implications For:

Equality and Diversity
Beeston & Holbeck

Community Cohesion
Narrowing the Gap

RECOMMENDATION: Defer and Delegate to the Chief Planning Officer for approval,
subject to the conditions at Appendix 2 (and any amendment to or addition of others
which the Chief Planning Officer considers appropriate, subject to resolving the
outstanding concerns of the Health and Safety Executive and subject to the
completion of a Section 106 agreement to secure the following:
1. Employment and training of local people
2. Publicly accessible areas
3. Affordable housing provision which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to
10.7 below and Appendix 1)
4. Travel Plan Review fee which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7
below and Appendix 1)
5. The provision of two Leeds City Council Car Club provider parking spaces
6. The provision of a Residential Travel Plan Fund which is subject to viability (see
paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 below and Appendix 1)
7. A contribution towards pedestrian and cycle improvements in the area which is
subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 below and Appendix 1)
8. A Traffic Regulation Orders affecting resident’s on street parking, within an 800m
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radius of the site which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 below and
Appendix 1)
9. A green space contribution which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7
below and Appendix 1)
10. A management fee.
In the circumstances where the Section 106 has not been completed within 3 months
of the Panel resolution to grant planning permission, the final determination of the
applications shall be delegated to the Chief Planning Officer.
Conditions
A list of draft Conditions for the application is provided in the Appendix 2 of this
report.
1.0

INTRODUCTION:

1.1

The proposal is put before City Plans Panel as the development involves the
creation of a number of new dwellings, upon which the Applicant seeks to justify a
viability case, requesting that the normal policy requirement for affordable housing
and the other above listed planning obligations be set aside. The development
involves a significant investment in an important site which is located at an area to
the south side of the City Centre.

1.2

The Applicant’s team presented the emerging pre-application proposals to City
Plans Panel on 30 September 2021. At the meeting Members stated that they
required the scheme to be policy complaint in respect of the mix of accommodation,
that there was support for the emerging mass and scale, but more details of the
design were required as well as provision of balconies and parking for taxis, visitors
and deliveries. Member’s comments from the City Plans Panel minutes are set out
below in paragraph 5.2.

2.0

PROPOSAL:

2.1

The proposals seek to create a multi-level development of residential apartments,
ranging from 2 up to 26 storeys (including ground floor), set within a landscaped
area, with undercroft car parking. The scheme would bring forward 375 apartments,
with these being in the following mix;
200 one bedroomed apartments (ranging from 39 to 50 m2) 53%
144 two bedroomed apartments (61 to 70 m2) 37%
36 three bedroomed apartments (74 to 95 m2) 10%.

2.2

In addition, the proposal would include three internal communal amenity spaces
totalling some 700 m2 and four external landscaped communal spaces totalling
975m2. Part of the external space would be a raised podium to the centre of the site,
alongside roof terraced areas at the 9th and 14th floors, as well as the wider ground
floor surface greened landscaping.

2.3

A total of 46 car parking spaces (including 3 disabled spaces and 2 car club spaces)
are proposed in an undercroft parking area, as well as 164 long stay spaces (112
double stacked and 52 via Sheffield stands) and 4 motorcycle spaces.

3.0

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS:

3.1

The site is some 0.61 hectares and is laid out as surfaced car park (although
currently not in use) and is surrounded by a number of historical former industrial
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foundry buildings and abuts the early 1800 Grade II listed building - Midland Mills,
as well as being set within Holbeck Conservation Area, and Holbeck Urban Village.
To the east sits the Grade I listed building – Temple Works and the Grade II listed
buildings – Marshalls Mill, Round Foundry, Matthew Murray House, 99, 101, 103
and 105 Water Lane, 12 to 14 Foundry Street and the former Joiners Shop and
Saw Mill to the former foundry at Foundry Street and Sawmill Yard. In addition, the
site is adjacent to a redundant railway viaduct and a working railway viaduct.
3.2

The Holbeck Conservation Area is considered to be an area of local, national, and
international importance in respect of the historical significance and architectural
merits of its buildings, as well as for the potential archaeological discoveries that the
area could elicit. The area is considered to be the foundation of the Industrial
Revolution in Leeds.

3.3

The site is also within Flood Zones 2 and 3 and is allocated under reference HG2195 in the Site Allocations Plan as being for housing use. The site is close to, but
outside of, the boundary of the Holbeck Neighbourhood Plan.

4.0

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY:

4.1

Approval was granted for redevelopment of the adjacent site for the refurbishment of
Midland Mills and the construction of a 32 storey tower comprising a total of 306No.
apartments; flexible commercial space (class uses A1/A2/A3/A4/B1), the creation of
a public realm at Midland Mills, Silver Street, Holbeck Leeds, under applications
18/04579/FU and 18/04580/LI on 18 September 2019. Some minor internal
configurations and a small change in height (an increase of 2.1 metres was
approved under a Non Material Amendment application referenced
21/9/00226/MOD on 21 September 2021. Development has yet to commence on
this approved scheme.

5.0

HISTORY OF NEGOTIATIONS:

5.1

The proposals have been the subject of pre-application discussions between the
Developer, their Architects, and Local Authority Officers since June 2021. These
discussions have focused on the proposed uses, the design, the height, positions
and massing of the blocks, heritage matters including the relationships to the nearby
listed Midland Mills, key views, car and cycle parking, servicing, sustainability and
opportunities for greened landscaping in the external communal spaces.

5.2

The preapplication proposals were presented to City Plan Panel on 30 September
2021. Members made the following comments;
- Members wanted the development to be policy compliant and would welcome
information on the research undertaken.
- Clarification was required in relation to 1 bedroomed 1 person apartments and 1
bedroomed 2 person apartments.
- Clarification was required on demand for 3 bedroomed units in the area.
- Developers were requested to note the comments provided by Members during
their discussions on landscaping.
- Members were of the view that they were unable to comment on the detailed
design of the buildings as they had not seen detailed graphics to be able to
comment on. However, there was support for the emerging mass and scale across
the site with the lower buildings towards the Water Lane frontage and the taller
element towards Bath Road.
- Members wished to see provision of more balconies.
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- Members were concerned that parking in this location was already problematic.
Members were of the view that parking should be made available for taxis, visitors
and deliveries.
6.0

PUBLIC/LOCAL RESPONSE:

6.1

One objection received from Leeds Civic Trust stating they object on the basis that
their main concerns relate to the impact of the development on the Midland Mill, the
quality of the public spaces and how possible access to the viaduct could be
"designed in" for the future. To this end they state that in their view;
1) The massing of the buildings is such that the central public amenity space will be
in shadow throughout the year except on very rare occasions at midday during high
summer. We do not believe that this space could host soft landscape.
2) The proposal does not incorporate an outdoor environment that is truly family
friendly. The nearest large green space in the vicinity is Holbeck Moor. This could be
accessible along Water Lane/Bridge Road, where the Holbeck NP proposes a
strategic green corridor which could reinforce the link. The application needs to
address these opportunities.
3) The relationship with the nearby Midland Mills is not properly addressed: the
massing of this development is at its highest at the point where it abuts the mill.
Another tower block is already planned on the other side. The proposals will result in
severe dwarfing of the listed building to the point that the scheme would look of
place.
4) It is unclear from the submission whether Council policy on affordable housing
and the provision of three bed accommodation will be adhered to.
5) Whilst possible future connection to the disused viaduct are mentioned, the layout
appears to preclude any direct links from common parts of the building, or the
podium-top garden. Whilst we appreciate that this is not in the applicant's ownership
there should be a more pro-active approach to links to the Midland Mills scheme, the
viaduct and Bath Road.
Responses: These points are addressed in the appraisal below.

7.0

CONSULTATION RESPONSES:

7.1.

Network Rail state that they have no objection in principle to the development, but
that Conditions and Informatives are required to cover the relationship to the rail line
in respect of the construction methodology, drainage, boundary treatments,
landscape and lighting, railway noise and glint and glare.
Response: Such Planning Conditions and Informatives will be applied.

7.2

Environment Agency state that there are no objections subject to a Condition
requiring the scheme to accord with the flood risk assessment and that the
sequential and exceptions tests are applied.
Responses; Such a Planning Condition will be applied and the sequential and
exceptions tests were already undertaken for this site under Site Allocations Plan
and as such there is no requirement to repeat these tests.

7.3

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) have objected and requested revisions to the
scheme in respect of distances of route and the internal layouts as follows:
- A dry riser for the second firefighting shaft location needs to be amended such that
the protected corridor to access it does not exceed 18m in length and a horizontal
pipe from the inlet fire main to the vertical part of a dry fire main is of a maximum
18m in length, to ensure these elements accord with the fire safety standards
- A proposed corridor needs to be amended such that it is no longer than 18m, to
ensure it accords with the fire safety standards.
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- Access from the stair and car parking lobbies into amenity areas in the north tower
need to be amended, such that the access is removed here, to ensure accordance
with the fire safety standards.
Response: To allow further time for these matters to be resolved to the satisfaction
of the HSE Officers request that Plans Panel Members agree to defer and delegate,
subject to resolving these outstanding concerns of the HSE. Officers will verbally
update on any further progress on these details at Plans Panel.
7.4

Yorkshire Water state that If planning permission is to be granted, then Conditions
to cover surface run off, foul and surface drainage will be required.
Response: Such Planning Conditions will be applied.

7.5

District Valuer state that it is their view that the scheme can support one of the
following three options;
Option 1
The scheme can support 3.2% affordable apartments (12 Units) at discount market
rents (DMR) and support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and no section 106 costs.
Option 2
The scheme can support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and a contribution of
£408,750 towards section 106 costs.
Option 3
That the scheme can support the inclusion of 2.1% affordable apartments (8 Units)
at discount market rents (DMR) but can also support a CIL contribution of £179,234
and a contribution of £93,750 towards a Sustainable Travel Fund. In addition, there
is a surplus of £36,000 which can be contributed to other section 106 costs.
Response: Please see the appraisal below and full report at Appendix 1.

7.6

Highways have requested revisions to address a setback to provide a 5m vehicular
area, and the layby to be 2.2m wide with a 3m wide footway adjacent. They also
state the cycle space numbers are too low and requires a condition to control their
details as well as that of an on-site cycle hire scheme and conditions to cover a
parking beat survey and a service and deliveries management plan.
Response:. The required Planning Conditions will be applied.

7.7

Influencing Travel Behaviour state that there is a requirement for the following
obligations;
-A Travel Plan Review fee of £3,278 (subject to a 3% increase annually on 1st April)
- The provision of two Leeds City Council Car Club provider parking spaces
- The provision of a Residential Travel Plan Fund of £95,906.25, £30,125 of which is
to be expended on Leeds City Council Car Club free trial membership and usage
package.
Responses; These obligations will be addressed via the required S106 legal
agreement.

7.8

Flood Risk Management require a condition to cover ensure the development is
implemented in accordance with the agreed drainage details submitted on the
application.
Response; Such a Planning Condition will be applied.

7.9

West Yorkshire Archaeological Service state that an archaeological evaluation on
the site and ideally this would be done before determination of the application
however if the Local Planning Authority is minded to grant approval without the
upfront evolution, then this matter must be condition.
Response; Such a Planning Condition will be applied.
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7.10

West Yorkshire Police state that they have no comments.

7.11

Environmental Studies - Transport Strategy state that the submitted Noise
Impact Assessment (NIA) details on-site noise measurements together with a
proposed glazing and ventilation strategy such that acceptable noise levels are
achieved throughout the development and that they are able to agree with the
methodology and findings of the NIA in relation to transportation noise.

7.12

Environmental Health Services (Pollution Control) no response received.

7.13

District Heating Network Team state that the site is not close to the current Leeds
PIPES heat network, or any installed heat networks. It is likely the Leeds PIPES
network will be available in the area in the next c3-5 years. The sustainability
statement makes no mention of policy EN4, but should the network be available at a
convenient time then it is possible this would be a viable connection.

7.14

Landscape Team state that the details of the landscape scheme need to be
addressed via Conditions
Response; Such relevant Conditions will be applied

7.15

Nature Team no response received.

7.16

Ramblers Association no response received.

7.17

Health Partnerships no response received.

7.18

Employment And Skills no response received.

7.19

Access Officer requires details of accessibility across the site and final details of
accessible housing via Conditions
Response: such Planning Conditions will be applied

7.20

Contaminated Land Team state that Conditions to cover the submission of a
Phase II Site Investigation Report, a Remediation Strategy and a Verification Report
are required.
Response: such Planning Conditions will be applied.

7.21

Wind consultant states that the Applicant’s wind study has shown that there is
potential for the proposed development to generate uncomfortable and unsafe wind
conditions, onsite and offsite, despite the relatively sheltered ground level location
for the site and that mitigation schemes have been assessed as part of this study
and the said mitigation removes all but one wind safety issue, and all of the wind
comfort issues.
The remaining wind safety issue is extremely small in size but is in a location where
pedestrians are expected to pass, and so needs justification if it is to be accepted.
No justification is provided in the report, but the following are noted:
a) Comparison of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results against the wind
tunnel (WT) results, for the unmitigated scenarios, suggests that the CFD results
are more conservative than the WT modelling. Furthermore, the winter comfort
results predict that conditions are “suitable for walking” in this location, i.e. are
not rated as “uncomfortable”. Hence, it is expected that the safety exceedance is
extremely marginal.
b) This is further confirmed by the “time exceedance” plots in the Addendum report
that was provided by the Applicant, which shows that the wind acceleration at
this location only occurs for a relatively narrow range of wind angles (245 to
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265º), with the majority of the acceleration occurring in the roadway. Hence, the
fact that only a tiny slice of this acceleration exceeds the Lawson criterion is
further proof that the exceedance is very minor.
As a result, it is judged by the Council’s wind consultant that the safety exceedance
in the existing surrounds scenario is not significant (in size or time duration) and can
be ignored and the Applicant’s wind study conclusions are accepted.
7.22

Local Plans state that a greenspace obligation of £452,676.45 is required.
Response: this would be addressed via a S106 Legal Agreement and is subject to
the submitted Financial Viability Appraisal.

7.23

Climate Change and Energy Officer states that the submitted Energy Strategy
states its intent to comply with the Leeds Core Strategy Policies EN1 (i) & (ii), EN2 &
EN4. EN1(i), but that compliance is not met with the existing carbon factors of the
building regulations part L 2013. However, it is also acknowledged that if the
existing carbon factors in Standard Assessment Procedure - SAP 10.1 are applied
then carbon emissions are much lower (a 74.1% betterment over a gas boiler use
and the Building Regulations Part L baseline is stated in the application
submission). The document does not specify the site layout, building design and
passive measures chosen to minimise the CO2 emissions, insulate and address the
risk of overheating and as such details of these need to come forward at the more
detailed design stages. This needs to demonstrate how EN1(ii) is met in respect of
solar energy, how EN2 is met in terms of monitoring methods while the building is in
use for the water use of below 110L/person/ day, how waste is managed during
construction and the subsequent use of the development to address Policy EN6 and
the detailed design for the electric vehicle charging to address Policy EN8.
Response; to allow these matters to be addressed fully at the appropriate design
stage/s these matters will be controlled via Planning Conditions.

8.0

RELEVANT PLANNING POLICIES:

8.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires the
application to be determined in accordance with the development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

8.2

For the purposes of this site the Development Plan for Leeds currently comprises
the following documents:
1.
Core Strategy 2014 (as amended by the Core Strategy Selective Review
2019)
2.
Saved Leeds Unitary Development Plan Policies (Reviewed 2006),
included as Appendix 1 of the Core Strategy
3.
The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan (NRWLP, Adopted January
2013) including revised policies Minerals 13 and 14 (Adopted September 2015).
4.
Leeds Site Allocation Plan 2019
5.
The Holbeck Neighbourhood Plan

8.3

Core Strategy

8.4

The Core Strategy sets out strategic level policies and vision to guide the delivery of
development investment decisions and the overall future of the district. Relevant
Core Strategy policies will include those outlined below.

8.5

Spatial Policy 1: Location of Development states that;
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(i) The majority of new development should be concentrated within urban areas
taking advantage of existing services, high levels of accessibility and priorities for
urban regeneration and an appropriate balance of brownfield and greenfield land.
(ii) Redevelopment of previously developed land is to be prioritized in a way that
respects and enhances the local character and identity of places and
neighbourhoods
8.6

Spatial Policy 3: Role of Leeds City Centre states that the importance of the City
Centre as an economic driver for the District and City Region will be maintained and
enhanced by:
(iv) Comprehensively planning the redevelopment and re-use of vacant and underused sites and buildings for mixed use development and new areas of public space

8.7

Spatial Policy 11: Transport Infrastructure Investment Priorities states that the
delivery of an integrated transport strategy for Leeds will be supported, which takes
account of:
(iv) Expansion of the Leeds Core Cycle Network to improve local connectivity;
(v) Improved facilities for pedestrians to promote safety and accessibility, particularly
connectivity between the ‘Rim’ and the City Centre;
(vi) Measures to deliver safer roads;
(vii) The provision of infrastructure to serve new development
(xi) Provision for people with impaired mobility to improve accessibility.

8.8

Policy CC1: City Centre Development outlines the planned growth within the City
Centre. Part B states that residential development is to be encouraged providing
that it does not prejudice town centre functions and provides a reasonable level of
amenity for occupiers;
(iii) 10,200 dwellings.
b) Encouraging residential development including new buildings and changes of use
of existing providing that it does not prejudice the town centre functions of the City
Centre and that it provides a reasonable level of amenity for occupiers.

8.9

Policy CC2: City Centre South;
The north and south halves of Leeds City Centre are to be more effectively
integrated and better connected. The areas of development opportunity south of the
river will be prioritised for town centre uses (see list in Policy P2), particularly largescale office development, delivery of a new park, residential, cultural and leisure
uses,

8.10

Policy EN1: Climate Change – Carbon Dioxide Reduction states that all
developments of over 1,000 square metres of floorspace, (including conversion
where feasible) whether new-build or conversion, will be required to:
(i) Reduce total predicted carbon dioxide emissions to achieve 20% less than the
Building Regulations Target Emission Rate and,
(ii) Provide a minimum of 10% of the predicted energy needs of the development
from low carbon energy.

8.11

Policy EN2: Sustainable Design and Construction states that to require
developments of 1,000 or more square metres or 10 or more dwellings (including
conversion) where feasible) to meet at least the standard set by BREEAM or Code
for Sustainable Homes as shown in the table below. A post construction review
certificate will be required prior to occupation.

8.12

Policy EN4: Where technically viable, appropriate for the development, and in areas
with sufficient existing or potential heat density, developments of 1,000 sqm or more
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or 10 dwellings or more (including conversions where feasible) should propose
heating systems
8.13

Policy EN5: Managing Flood Risk states that the Council will manage and mitigate
flood risk by:
Avoiding development in flood risk areas, where possible, by applying the sequential
approach and where this is not possible by mitigating measures, in line with the
NPPF, both in the allocation of sites for development and in the determination of
planning applications.

8.14

Policy EN6: Strategic Waste Management
Waste in Leeds will be managed by application of the waste hierarchy in the
following way:
(i) Development will be required to demonstrate measures to reduce and re-use
waste both during construction and throughout the life of the development; and
(ii) Sufficient space will be provided within all new developments (including
conversions) to enable separation, storage, and collection of recyclable materials to
take place.

8.15

POLICY EN8: Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure states;
All applications for new development which include provision of parking spaces will
be required to meet the minimum standard of provision of electric vehicle charging
points. This requires:
i)
Residential: 1 charging point per parking space and 1 charging point per 10
visitor spaces

8.16

Policy G5: Open Space Provision in the City Centre states:
Within the City Centre, open space provision will be sought for sites over 0.5
hectares as follows:
(ii) Residential development to provide a minimum of 0.41 hectares of open space
per 1,000 population.

8.17

Policy H4: Housing Mix states:
Developments should include an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes to
address needs measured over the long term taking into account the nature of the
development and character of the location.
Type*
Max %
Min %
Target %
Houses
90
50
75
Flats
50
10
25
Size*
Max %
Min %
Target %
1 bed
50
0
10
2 bed
80
30
50
3 bed
70
20
30
4 bed+
50
0
10

*Type is applicable outside of City Centre and town centres; Size is applicable in all parts of
Leeds

8.18

Policy H5 Affordable housing:
On major housing developments, affordable housing provision should be provided
onsite at the target levels specified in the following zones:
Zone Minimum Target 1 35%, 2 15%, 3 7%, 4 7%
The mix of affordable housing should be designed to meet the identified needs of
households as follows:
• 40% affordable housing for Intermediate or equivalent affordable tenures
• 60% affordable housing for Social Rented or equivalent affordable tenures
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Build-to-rent developments shall provide either:
i) on-site, according to national policy advice, currently 20% Affordable Private Rent
dwellings at 80% of local market rents administered by a management company
with appropriate arrangements for identifying households in need, including city
council nomination rights, which apply in perpetuity, or
ii) on-site, the percentage of affordable housing specified for zones 1-4 and mix of
Intermediate and Social Rented types of affordable housing set out in the first
paragraphs of this Policy, or
iii) a commuted sum in lieu of on-site provision of affordable housing of option ii).
8.19

Policy H9 – Minimum Space Standards states:
All new dwellings must comply with the minimum space standards.

8.20

Policy H10 Accessible Housing Standards states:
New build residential developments should include the following proportions of
accessible dwellings:
• 30% of dwellings meet the requirements of M4(2) ‘accessible and adaptable
dwellings’ of Part M Volume 1 of the Building Regulations.
• 2% dwellings meet the requirement of M4 (3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’, of Part M
Volume 1 of the Building Regulations.

8.21

Policy P10: Design states that:
New development for buildings and spaces, and alterations to existing, should be
based on a thorough contextual analysis to provide good design appropriate to its
scale and function.
New development will be expected to deliver high quality innovative design that has
evolved, where appropriate, through community consultation and which respects
and enhances the variety of existing landscapes, streets, spaces and buildings
according to the particular local distinctiveness and wider setting of the place,
contributing positively towards place making and quality of life and be accessible to
all.

8.22

Policy P11: Conservation states that development proposals will be expected to
demonstrate a full understanding of historic assets affected. Heritage statements
assessing the significance of assets, the impact of proposals and mitigation
measures will be required to be submitted by developers to accompany
development proposals.

8.23

Policy P12: Landscape states that;
The character, quality and biodiversity of Leeds’ townscapes and landscapes,
including their historical and cultural significance, will be conserved and enhanced to
protect their distinctiveness through stewardship and the planning process

8.24

Policy T1: Transport Management Policy
States that support will be given to the following management priorities:
(i) Develop and provide tailored, interactive, readily available information and
support that encourages and incentivises more sustainable travel choices on a
regular basis.
(ii) Sustainable travel proposals including travel planning measures for employers.
c) To support wider transport strategy objectives for sustainable travel and to
minimise congestion during peak periods.

8.25

Policy T2: Accessibility Requirements and New Development states that new
development should be located in accessible locations that are adequately served
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by existing or programmed highways, by public transport and with safe and secure
access for pedestrians, cyclists and people with impaired mobility.
8.26

Leeds Unitary Development Plan Review Retained Policies
Policy GP5 (All planning considerations)
Policy BD4 (Mechanical plant and servicing for new developments)
Policy BD5 (Residential amenity)

8.27

The Site Allocations Plan

8.28

The Site Allocations Plan was adopted in July 2019. Following a statutory challenge,
Policy HG2, so far as it relates to sites which immediately before the adoption of the
SAP were within the green belt, has been remitted to the Secretary of State and is
to be treated as not adopted. All other policies within the SAP remain adopted and
should be afforded full weight. The majority of the site is designated as site HG2195 (2019) in the Plan and is identified as housing land.

8.29

Leeds Natural Resources and Waste DPD 2013 including revised policies Minerals
13 and 14 (Adopted September 2015).

8.30

The Natural Resources and Waste Local Plan was adopted by Leeds City Council
on 16th January 2013. The Natural Resources and Waste Development Plan
Document (Local Plan) is part of the Local Development Framework. The plan sets
out where land is needed to enable the City to manage resources, like trees,
minerals, energy, waste and water over the next 15 years, and identifies specific
actions which will help use natural resources in a more efficient way. Relevant
policies include:
Air 1: Management of air quality through new development
Water 1: Water efficiency
Water 7: Surface water run-off and SUDS
Land 1: Contaminated land

8.31

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

8.32

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) ) was revised in 2021 and sets out
the Government’s planning policies for England and how these should be applied

8.33

Paragraph 11 of the NPPF states that plans and decisions should apply a
presumption in favour of sustainable development.

8.34

Paragraph 110 of the NPPF states NPPF states that priority should be given to
pedestrian and cycle movements; the needs of people with disabilities and reduced
mobility addressed; creation of safe, secure and attractive spaces; allow for the
efficient delivery of goods; and be designed to enable use by sustainable vehicles.

8.35

Paragraph 124 of the NPPF states that the creation of high quality buildings and
places is fundamental to what the planning and development process should
achieve. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better
places in which to live and work and helps make development acceptable to
communities. Being clear about design expectations, and how these will be tested,
is essential for achieving this. So too is effective engagement between applicants,
communities, local planning authorities and other interests throughout the process
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8.36

The NPPF clearly identifies the importance of well-designed places and the need for
a consistent and high quality standard of design. Paragraph 127 states that
decisions should ensure that developments:
a) Will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short
term but over the lifetime of the development;
b) Are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and
effective landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging
appropriate innovation or change (such as increased densities);
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets,
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive
places to live, work and visit;
e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate
amount and mix of development (including green and other public space) and
support local facilities and transport networks; and
f) Create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health
and well-being, with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users and
where crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life
or community cohesion and resilience...

8.37

Chapter 14 identifies the approach to meeting the climate change challenge. New
development should avoid increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising
from climate change and should be planned so as to help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, such as through its location, orientation and design (paragraph 150)..

8.38

Paragraph 190 of the NPPF states that plans should set out a positive strategy for
the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment, including heritage
assets most at risk through neglect, decay or other threats. This strategy should
take into account:
(a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets,
and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
(b) the wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits that conservation
of the historic environment can bring;
(c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness; and
(d) opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic environment to the
character of a place.

8.39

Paragraph 195 of the NPPF states that Local planning authorities should identify
and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by
a proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking
account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take
this into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to
avoid or minimise any conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any
aspect of the proposal.

8.40

Paragraph 197 of the NPPF states that In determining applications, local planning
authorities should take account of:
(a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets
and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
(b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and
(c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness.
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8.41

Paragraph 199 of the NPPF states that when considering the impact of a proposed
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should
be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater
the weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to
substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance.

8.42

Paragraph 200 of the NPPF states that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a
designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development
within its setting), should require clear and convincing justification.

8.43

Paragraph 202 of the NPPF states that where a development proposal will lead to
less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this
harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.

8.44

Supplementary Planning Documents

8.45

Holbeck, South Bank Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) June 2016

8.46

Tall Buildings Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document (Spring 2010)

8.47

Parking Policies and Guidelines Supplementary Planning Document (January 2016)

8.48

Street Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document (August 2009)

8.49

Travel Plans Supplementary Planning Document (February 2015)

8.50

Accessible Leeds Supplementary Planning Document adopted November 2016

8.51

Neighbourhood Plans

8.52

Holbeck Neighbourhood Plan (the site is close to, but outside of, the boundary for
the plan area.)

8.53

Other Legislation

8.54

S66 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the “Listed
Buildings Act”) provides:
“In considering whether to grant planning permission [ or permission in principle] for
development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority
or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the
desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special
architectural or historic interest which it possesses.”

8.55

S72 of the Listed Buildings Act provides:
“In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area…
special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of that area.”

9.0

MAIN ISSUES
1. Principle of the proposed use
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2. Affordable Housing
3. The impact on the character and appearance of the host buildings, street scene
and conservation area
4. Residential amenity
5. Landscape proposals
6. Sustainable Transport and Travel Planning
7. Sustainability and Climate Change
8. Wind impact
9. Access and Inclusion
10. Safety and Security
11. S106 legal agreement
10.0

APPRAISAL

10.1

Principle of the proposed use

10.2

The proposal is for a fully residential Build to Rent scheme of 375 apartments, set in
stepped blocks of 2 up to 26 storeys (including ground floor levels). The
development would involve the regeneration of a brownfield site, which has most
recently been used as a surface car park, but that is currently vacant.

10.3

The site is allocated for housing under reference HG2-195 in the Site Allocation
Plan. The National Planning Policy Framework, Core Strategy, Leeds Unitary
Development Plan Review retained policies, and the Holbeck South Bank
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) all support the principle of residential use
within this defined area. These polices also encourage a mix of uses in the Holbeck
South Bank SPD area to ensure a wide range of activities are present at all times of
the day. The proposed residential use would contribute to the ongoing mix and the
creation of a vibrant community in the Holbeck South Bank SPD area.

10.4

Affordable Housing

10.5

Leeds Civic Trust have questioned whether or not policy complaint levels of
affordable housing will be provided. Core Strategy Policy H5 states that the council
will seek affordable housing provision equating to 7% of the total provision on major
residential developments in this part of the city. In this case this would equate to 26
affordable unit. This policy also identifies that applicants may choose to submit
individual viability appraisals to verify that the affordable housing target cannot be
met. In such cases affordable housing provision may be reduced accordingly

10.6

The applicant has submitted a viability appraisal which has been independently
reviewed by the District Valuer (DV). The DV has provided a report (see Appendix 1)
which reviewed the scheme and have stated it is their view that the scheme can
support one of the following three options;
Option 1
The scheme can support 3.2% affordable apartments (12 Units) at discount market
rents (DMR) and support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and no section 106 costs.
Option 2
The scheme can support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and a contribution of
£408,750 towards section 106 costs.
Option 3
That the scheme can support the inclusion of 2.1% affordable apartments (8 Units)
at discount market rents (DMR) but can also support a CIL contribution of £179,234
and a contribution of £93,750 towards a Sustainable Travel Fund. In addition, there
is a surplus of £36,000 which can be contributed to other section 106 costs.
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10.7

Whilst the provision of affordable housing cannot be delivered it is clear from Policy
H5 and also government guidance that where a viability case is verified, affordable
housing provision can be reduced, and accordingly the DV’s conclusions should be
accepted. Due to the fact that this is a high density residential scheme, with low
levels of car parking, Officers preference would be for option 3, as this allows for
some affordable housing provision as well as providing some contributions towards
important travel planning related contributions as well as a surplus to be put part
way towards other contributions.

10.8

The impact on the character and appearance of the host buildings, street scene and
conservation area

10.9

Leeds Civic Trust have objected to the proposals in respect of the impact of its
height on the adjacent listed Midland Mills. As identified above, the proposals seek
to create 375 residential apartments, within a series of differing level blocks, that
would span across the site. To this end, the proposals would be contemporary
stepped buildings, with the tallest part acting like a bookend to the approved
Midland Mills tower (approved under Planning Applications 18/04579/FU and
18/04580/LI), that is yet to be constructed. The new blocks would be orientated to
reflect the former historic street pattern of this area. The 10-storey shoulder of Block
B tower is set away from the southern gable of Midland Mills and set down from the
26-storey tower section. To the north of Midland Mills, the approved Midland Mills
tower will sit some 9m from the gable of Midland Mill sand is joined by a link building
following the footprint of an existing redundant structure. Due to this approved
arrangement, the current proposal is designed such that the two towers would frame
Midland Mills, creating the aforementioned bookend effect.

10.10

The applicant has provided key views of the proposed scale of development from
the north on the canal and river paths, from the west looking across the railway
viaduct, from the east along Sweet Street and adjacent to The Grove public house
on Back Row, as well as within views where the listed Temple Works and Marshalls
Mills in the foreground. These demonstrate that the form of the tallest element would
appear as a point of height rather than a slab block and would not unduly dominate
the skyline. The wider area has a number of existing and consented tall buildings
and towers (including the consented Midland Mills tower) and the proposals would
be viewed predominantly in this context, in longer views across the area. Within the
closer view setting of some listed buildings and existing and potential future towers,
the positioning would mean that there would be visual separation in these key
views, from the said nearby heritage assets, ensuring that their special characters
and visual status, were not adversely affected.

10.11

The site is surrounded by a number of historical former industrial foundry buildings
and abuts the early 1800 Grade II listed building Midland Mills, as well as being set
within Holbeck Conservation Area. As such the proposal has the potential to cause
a minor degree of harm to the significance of the Holbeck Conservation Area as a
result of the loss of evidential value tied to the removal of the former external walls
of Midland Junction Foundry. The harm must logically extend to the setting of
Midland Mills. The level of harm to the overall significance of the listed building and
the Conservation Area are considered to be a very limited form of ‘less than
substantial harm’ in the context of planning policy. The heritage impact assessment
undertaken by the Applicant has, in Officer’s opinion, correctly identified those public
benefits which paragraph 202 of the NPPF requires to be weighed against the harm.
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10.12

The public benefits put forward by the Applicant are;
- The enhancement of the aesthetic value and significance of the Holbeck
Conservation Area;
-The significant enhancement of a key part of the immediate setting of Grade II
listed Midland Mills and improvement in our ability to appreciate the significance of
the designated heritage asset;
- The further enhancements to the settings of Grade II and II* listed Tower Works
and the non-designated Farnley & Wortley Viaduct.

10.13

In this heritage rich setting the scheme aims to respond to its surroundings in terms
of its detailing and materials. As a result, the proposals are predominantly brick
buildings, with strong expressed frames to the facades, arranged vertically. Large
glazed windows in a mill/warehouse styling, would be recessed within a strong grid
with deep reveals. Regularly positioned balconies would be positioned on the
blocks, the details of which are yet to be determined. Subtle changes in brick tone
are proposed to different parts of the development to prevent a visually
homogenous appearance, whilst giving a limited degree of variance.

10.14

Officers consider that the proposals would be sensitive to the special character of
the nearby listed Midland Mills and the wider setting of other listed buildings and the
Holbeck Conservation Area. The proposals would be of a high quality design, with
detailing and materials that would be appropriate to the historic context,
complementing rather than competing with the character and appearance of these
heritage assets. In addition, the proposed footprint, height, and massing of the
structure would not unduly dominate the setting of nearby heritage assets.

10.15

Residential amenity

10.16

Leeds Civic Trust have questioned whether or not the scheme will provide a policy
complaint mix of housing in respect of 3 bedroomed accommodation. The proposal
seeks to provide a mix of 200 one bedroomed apartments (ranging from 39 to 50 sq
metres) 53%, 139 two bedroomed apartments (61 to 70 sq metres) 37% and 36
three bedroomed apartments (74 to 95 sq metres) 10%. The number of 3
bedroomed apartments proposed is lower than the percentage aimed for under
Policy H4, however, Policy H4 does allow for local character, demand and need to
be taken into account, in such a justification. The Applicant has provided a Housing
Needs Assessment which states that the proposed mix aims to address the
demographic of the area, which is one of high numbers of younger people in rented
accommodation and that evidence (based on market advice) indicates that there is
a high proportion of people aged 20-30 currently living in the City Centre (c. 61%).
They also state that sales and letting evidence shows a higher demand for 1 and 2
bed apartments, with a low demand for 3 bed apartments and that the proposed
10% for 3 bed units is significantly higher than the existing city centre provision. On
this basis, Officer consider the proposed mix to be acceptable in this case.

10.17

The proposed apartments would all accord with the requirements of the adopted
space standards, as set out in Core Strategy Policy H9 and the accessible housing
requirements of Core Strategy Policy H10.

10.18

The scheme provides 700 m2 of internal communal spaces in multiple locations,
these being a gym and lobby at ground floor level, a first floor amenity spaces and a
9th floor amenity space. Externally, four landscaped communal spaces totalling 975
m2 are proposed. These would be landscaped areas at ground floor, a landscaped
podium deck, a roof terrace at level 9 in Block A and a roof terrace at level 14 of
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Block B. In addition, 94 units would benefit from private balconies.
10.19

Landscape proposals and biodiversity

10.20

Leeds Civic Trust have objected on the grounds that the main landscaped amenity
space will be in shade most of the time and as such green landscaping will not
flourish and it will not be a used family friendly space. The scheme involves the
creation of ground level green landscaped areas. A greened, raised podium level
courtyard, above undercroft car parking, as well as private roof terraces. This means
that there will be different garden terraces across different levels, that offer different
aspects, views and micro-climates. The podium space, although partially shaded,
will provides respite from over-heating and is space that can be used throughout the
daytime and evening. The level 9 terrace will have direct sunlight for a large
proportion of time during the year. In winter months, it will be in shadow during the
morning. This terrace will be a flexible space with opportunity for family friendly
activities. The level 14 terrace is to be a more intimate space, which has direct
sunlight from approximately midday onwards. This scale of space offers a more
passive activity zone (eg; reading, yoga or lounging).as such there is a variety of
external amenity spaces available to the residents of the development where either
shade or sun can be sought based on the users preference.

10.21

A variety of planting will be involved, including environment and setting appropriate
species and specimen sizes of trees, shrubs, grasses, wildflowers and border
plants, to ensure an attractive, colourful landscape scheme is achieved. Although
some mature trees will be removed from the scheme to facilitate the development,
those that can be retained, will be. These retained trees will be supplemented by 61
new trees, giving a replacement ratio of 8 to 1 in respect of the lost trees.

10.22

Shade tolerant plants will be used on the podium. Seating will be provided at
appropriate locations where residents are likely to wish to dwell. In addition, the site
will be managed and the emerging design and layout offer natural surveillance of
the external landscaped areas. Full details of all soft and hard landscape proposals
and their maintenance will be required to come forward under Planning Conditions.

10.23

A biodiversity study has been undertaken, which demonstrated that the existing site
low conservation value, with no features deemed likely of supporting protected
species, other than nesting birds. The proposals will create some 180m² of neutral
grassland, 811 m² of amenity shrub beds, 267m² of native mixed scrub and the
planting of 60 mixed trees. Brown roofs measuring 680m² and extensive green roofs
measuring 233m² are also proposed. The Biodiversity Metric 3.0 has calculated a
total net percentage increase in Habitat Units of 395.18%.

10.24

Leeds Civic Trust also raise concerns that, in respect of, future connection to the
disused viaduct, the layout appears to preclude any direct links from common parts
of the building, or the podium-top garden. The Applicant has stated that they have
been “actively engaged with the Holbeck Viaduct Project team and will continue to
explore possibilities to support this exciting vision. It is not possible to commit to any
connections at this stage but as with the adjacent Midland Mills development, the
scheme does not preclude future potential connections and respects the emerging
vision.” The proposal to connect this site to the Midland Mill public route that
accesses Bath Road below, will also provide opportunity to connect to potential
future links to the viaduct from Bath Road.

10.25

Sustainable Transport and Travel Planning
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10.26

The site is in a sustainable location, close to the city centre and major transport
links. As such a low level of car parking is proposed with of 46 car parking spaces
(including 3 disabled spaces and 2 car club spaces). In addition, 4 motorcycle
spaces, 156 long stay secure cycle parking spaces are proposed. All car parking
spaces will be required to have electric vehicle charging point access, to accord with
the requirement of Core Strategy Policy EN8. A new pedestrian route (a “green
street”) will be created through the site, with this having the potential to create a new
walking connection between Water Lane and Bath Road via the adjacent Midland
Mills site. The Applicant has commenced discussions with the developers for the
Midland Mills site about creating such a through connection.

10.27

Due to the low level of car parking a contribution will be required, by way of a
Section 106 legal agreement obligation, towards addressing any short fall in Traffic
Regulation Orders affecting resident’s on street parking, within an 800m radius of
the site. This will come forward via the S106 legal agreement.

10.28

Cycling parking is lower than the aimed for 1 per flat, with 164 long stay spaces (112
double stacked and 52 via Sheffield stands) proposed. The Applicant states that this
is the case due to constraints of space at the site, principally, as result of fire safety
requirements (as required by the HSE), which have also led to reduced car parking
spaces numbers. The Applicant states that they will endeavour to provide the best
possible provision when discharging the relevant cycle storage condition and that
the cycle parking provision could be monitored as part of the Travel Plan. In
addition, the Applicant has offered a cycle hire scheme to address the low provision.
This will be referenced in the cycle parking Planning Condition.

10.29

The development is required to be complaint with Policy EN8 in respect of the
provision of electric vehicle charging. The Applicant has stated that they wish to do
in a phased manner such that 20% of bays would be fitted with chargers upon
construction of the site, and there would be an increase of 20% every year.
Highways Officers have stated that this is acceptable to them subject to the details
being conditioned. As such, a Planning Conditioned will be applied to address the
details of this provision

10.30

Servicing and deliveries are proposed to operate via a layby on Water Lane, with a
smaller servicing area within the site, for smaller drop offs. Internal bin stores are
proposed, with an external holding area for bins to be moved to and from on
collection days.

10.31

Sustainability and Climate Change

10.32

Members will be aware that the Council has declared a Climate Emergency.
Existing planning policies seek to address the issue of climate change by ensuring
that development proposals incorporate measures to reduce the impact of nonrenewable resources.

10.33

The proposals as submitted are stated to achieve a 11.1% betterment over the
requirements of Building Regulations Part L (2013) when using the Part L 2013
carbon factors. This means that the scheme does not initially comply with the
performance requirements of EN1 (i). However, the Applicant states that when
adjusting the CO2 factors to ensure they closely reflect those that are being
experienced at present, then the simulated building has significantly lower CO2
emissions. Using Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) 10.1 carbon factors, the
development achieves a 74.1% betterment over a gas boiler use and the Building
Regulations Part L baseline. To achieve this the energy strategy proposes to use an
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all-electric solution to provide heating for domestic hot water with high performance
Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery (MVHR) systems providing ventilation
for the apartments. . The Council’s Sustainability Officer has accepted this position.
10.34

in respect of Policy EN1 (ii) solar Photovoltaic panels are proposed to generate at
least 90,000 kWh/annum. This system would provide 10.35% of the development’s
regulated energy needs therefore complying with LCC Policy EN (ii). The proposals
will also comply with Policy EN2 in achieving a maximum daily water consumption of
no more than 110 litres per person.

10.35

The sustainability measures for the scheme will include:
- The use of water efficient devices (taps, showerheads, dual flush ECs, etc)
- Rainwater run-off attenuation has been considered, partially through communal
landscaped areas
- The specification of low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) paints, varnishes and
all other internal finishes.
- Good levels of indoor air quality will be considered, including mechanical plant
selection that seeks to minimise NOx and particulate emissions.
- A Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)/Resource Management Plan (RMP) will
be prepared during construction to monitor, sort and recycle waste. The contractor
will be required to follow good practice site management techniques.
- The specification of materials that have an A or A+ Green Guide for Specification
rating will be given preference where possible.
− Re-use of spoil / aggregates will be considered where possible.
− Opportunities for utilising materials that are locally, responsibly and sustainably
sourced with a high recycled and/or recyclable content are encouraged to be
explored throughout the design and construction phases.
Full details of all measures that will be employed to address sustainability will come
forward as part of a Planning Condition, such that sustainability measures will be
integrated into the detailed design

10.36

Wind impact

10.37

A wind study was submitted as part of the application which considers the impact on
the prevailing winds as a result of the development and any creation of localised
wind focused micro-climates. The Lawson distress criteria is an industry standard
and as such this has been employed in the wind study. This criteria states that a
wind speed greater than 15 metres-per-second occurring for more than two hours
per year is classified as unsuitable for the general public and represents a wind
speed with the potential to destabilise the less able members of the public such as
the elderly, cyclists and children. Able-bodied users are those determined to
experience distress when the wind speed exceeds 20 metres-per-second for two
hours per year.

10.38

The wind study assessed wind patterns at locations covering the full site. The wind
study considered the current baseline conditions (the site without development, the
impact of the proposals on wind conditions and the impact of the proposal plus the
cumulative impacts of other planned developments (including the consented tower
at Midland Mills). The results demonstrate that upon construction of the proposed
development with the current surrounds, a number of wind accelerations are
generated by the new buildings, leading to safety exceedances to the east and north
of the site, including at some offsite locations. It is considered that construction of
the cumulative surrounds, including the adjacent 32 storey Midland Mills tower,
would have very little impact on the above results. The predicted wind conditions are
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reliant on suitable mitigation measures being implemented as part of the scheme to
address any shortfall in comfort.
10.39

The Applicant’s wind study states that the “wind mitigation measures observe the
principle that soft landscaping (trees and hedges) are not implemented in cases
where a breach of safety criteria is noted. All safety criteria breaches are mitigated
through screening and massing adjustments such as the inclusion of balconies with
full height side screening”.
The required mitigation is stated to be as follows:
50% porous screens
50% porous parapets/railings
0.9m heigh sold parapets
Hedges ranging from 1.5 to 1.8m in height (none of which are related to any wind
conditions on highways land)
Trees ranging from 2 to 6m in height (none of which are related to any wind
conditions on highways land)

10.40

The wind study has been peer reviewed and is considered to be robust and of a
suitable quality and to provide realistic result, consistent with the reviewer’s
expectations. The peer review also advises that the mitigation measures as detailed
above are considered by the reviewer to be essential to address any wind issues
that occur as a result of the siting of the proposed buildings at this location and that
these identified mitigation measures would adequately resolve the wind issues in
the three identified on and off site areas.

10.41

Accessibility and Inclusion

10.42

The Developer has confirmed that accessible accommodation will be provided in
accordance with Core Strategy H10 requirements. In addition, accessible entrances
will be created and lift access is to be retained to all floors.

10.43

Safety and Security

10.44

The Applicant has provided the following statement on safety and security;
“The Water Lane proposals incorporate access and security principles designed to
reduce the opportunity for crime to be committed and to ensure the safety of
residents and visitors. The developer has set out to create a safe and accessible
environment where fear of crime does not undermine the quality of community
cohesion.
Secured by design (SBD) principles have been adopted from arrival at site through
to access into each individual residence. A legible and well-lit entrance is visible
from the pedestrian and vehicular access point off Water Lane. There will be soft
surveillance from reception, which is strategically placed on the Ground floor of the
North gable of block A.
Lighting and CCTV is being designed to the relevant BS for all external areas. All
CCTV will be recorded and designed to identify persons at strategic locations, with
the remainder utilised for observation purposes.
There will be a member of staff on site 24/7 as well as the considerable CCTV
coverage both externally and internally.
Landscaping will be regularly maintained to avoid hiding places and gates and
fences are discreetly accommodated to maintain privacy and provide a level of
security to the less public areas. These private spaces are to the West, South and
East of the site and accessible to residents only.
A ground floor car park for 46 cars and 4 motorcycles is provided and accessed via
a “green street” from Water Lane. Three delivery points are positioned opposite
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reception with good levels of soft surveillance for security on day-to-day deliveries
and for when new members of the community move into the development. Car
parking areas to include CCTV provision and lighting will mitigate shadowing and
dark corners.
To comply with Part Q of the Building Regulations sequential CCTV monitoring of
persons using the premises are to be included on the principle that persons can be
identified at key entry points to the development and inside the development to
reduce the risk of any illegal access to an apartment or other nefarious act.
Multiple lines of access control are to be provided to avoid tailgaters. This will
include security at main entrance doors before arrivals pass reception and a secure
access to vertical circulation. There will be CCTV in the reception, cores and all lifts.
In combination with all appropriate doors, windows and ironmongery being to PAS
24 and Secure by Design principles.”
10.45

S106 legal agreement

10.46

A legal test for the imposition of planning obligations was introduced by the
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. These provide that a planning
obligation may only constitute a reason for granting planning permission for the
development if the obligation is (a) Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms,
(b) Directly related to the development; and
(c) Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

10.47

There is a requirement for the following obligations;
1. Employment and training of local people
2. Publicly accessible areas
3. Affordable housing provision which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to
10.7 above and Appendix 1)
4. Travel Plan Review fee which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7
above and Appendix 1)
5. The provision of two Leeds City Council Car Club provider parking spaces
6. The provision of a Residential Travel Plan Fund which is subject to viability (see
paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 above and Appendix 1)
7. A contribution towards pedestrian and cycle improvements in the area which is
subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 above and Appendix 1)
8. A Traffic Regulation Orders affecting resident’s on street parking, within an 800m
radius of the site which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 above
and Appendix 1)
9. A green space contribution which is subject to viability (see paragraphs 10.4 to
10.7 above and Appendix 1)
10. A management fee.
These obligations have been subject to a financial viability appraisal as set out
above in paragraphs 10.4 to 10.7 and in the report in Appendix 1.

10.48

The development is Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) liable and is estimated to
be in the region of £178,030.19. CIL is generally payable on the commencement of
development. The payment of CIL is not material to the determination of the
planning application. Accordingly, this information is presented simply for Members’
information only.

11.0

CONCLUSION

11.1

In conclusion it is considered that the proposals are appropriate in respect of the
use and the scale, design and style of the bult form. The resulting scheme would be
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a high quality, appropriate development, which would contribute to the provision of
housing and would add to the vibrancy and vitality to the area and furthering its
regeneration. Although the full policy requirement for affordable housing cannot be
met, the reduced amount has been justified by a financial viability assessment and
three options have been put forward by the District Valuer to ensure the maximum
provision possible is achieved for affordable housing and travel planning obligations.
11.2

Therefore, the proposal is considered to be in accordance with the Development
Plan and is considered to be acceptable and is recommended for approval, subject
to the conditions set out in Appendix 2.

Background Papers:
22/00361/FU
PREAPP/21/00259
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Appendix 1

Viability Review Report for
375 PRS Apartments
Water Lane
Leeds

Report for:
Sarah McMahon
Leeds City Council
Prepared by:
Brian Maguire MRICS
Principal Surveyor
RICS Registered Valuer
DVS
Tel: 03000 503008
Mobile: 07919 001703
brian.maguire@voa.gov.uk

Case Number: 1792027
Client Reference: EX000000/22/00361/FU
Date: 4th July 2022
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1.0

Executive Summary

1.1

Proposed Development Details
This report provides an independent review of a viability assessment in connection
with:
Proposed Development
Subject of Assessment:
Planning Application Reference:
Applicant / Developer:
Applicant's Viability Advisor:

1.2

A PRS build to rent scheme comprising 375
1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Site at Water Lane, Leeds
22/00361/FU
McLaren (Water Lane), Limited
Cushman and Wakefield

Instruction
In connection with the above application Leeds City Council Planning Department
require an independent review of the viability conclusion provided by the applicant
in terms of the extent to which the accompanying appraisal is fair and reasonable
and whether the assumptions made can be relied upon to determine the viability of
the scheme.
A site-specific viability assessment review has been undertaken, the inputs
adopted herein are unique to this site and scheme and may not be applicable to
other viability assessments undertaken or reviewed by DVS.

1.3

Viability Conclusion
It is my considered and independent opinion that:
The above scheme assessed with regards to full planning policy requirement
comprising 7% affordable housing, S.106 contributions of £831,426 and CIL
contributions of £178,030.19 is not viable.

level the scheme can viably provide affordable housing, CIL and section 106 costs.
As part of my review I have adopted three scenarios to inform the planning
committees decision to grant planning consent:
Option 1
The scheme can support 3.2% affordable apartments (12 Units) at discount market
rents (DMR) and support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and no section 106 costs.

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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Option 2
The scheme can support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and a contribution of
£408,750 towards section 106 costs.
Option 3
That the scheme can support the inclusion of 2.1% affordable apartments (8 Units)
at discount market rents (DMR) but can also support a CIL contribution of
£179,234 and a contribution of £93,750 towards a Sustainable Travel Fund. In
addition there is a surplus of £36,000 which can be contributed to other section
106 costs.

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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1.4
Non-Technical Summary of Viability Assessment Inputs including a 10.02% build
cost inflation allowance:

Policy Compliant
Inputs

Agent

DVS Viability
Conclusion of a sub
policy compliant
scheme (Option 3*)

Agreed
(Y/N)

Assessment Date

10 February 2022

4th July 2022

No

Scheme, Gross
Internal Area, Site
Area

28,494 sq m
1.5 acres

28,826m2
1.5 acres

Yes

Development Period

3 months
pre-construction,
32 month build
period

3 months pre
construction, 32 month
build period

Yes

£71,232,632

£84,333,562

No

£69,982,106

£81,049 ,468

No

Affordable Housing

£Nil

£1,414,094

No

Car parking

£1,250,000

£1,870,000

No

Other GDV

£Nil

Nil

Yes

CIL/Planning Policy /
S.106
Total.

£103,778
£138,750

£178,030.19
£129,750.00

No

£65,345,676

£65,345,676

Yes

8%

Yes

2.5%

Yes

6% - £4,368,223

5% - £4,067,828

No

1.50%
10.00%
0.75%
2.50%

Nil
Nil
0.5
Nil

No
No
No
No

24.78%

23.5%

No

0.25%
£Nil
8.00% profit on cost

0.25
£51,676 (SDLT +1.5%)
8.00% profit on cost

No
No
Yes

Gross Development
Value
Market Housing GDV

Total Development
Cost (excludes policy;
land and fees; profit)
Professional Fees %
Contingency %

8%
2½%

risk allowance)
Finance Interest and
Sum
Other Fees
Marketing Fees
Letting Agency Fees
Sales / Agency Fees
Letting Legal Fees
Gross to Net Rental
Adjustment
Sales Legal Fees
Land Acquiring Costs
Profit Target %

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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Benchmark Land Value

£1,080,000

1,080,000

Yes

EUV

£900,000

£900,000

Yes

Premium

£180,000

£180,000

Yes

Purchase Price

Not stated

Not Stated

No

Alternative Use Value
Viability Conclusion
Full Policy Scheme

Not stated

Not Stated

N/A

Not Viable

Not Viable

Yes

No Affordable

8 Affordable
Housing Units
(2.1%) and
£129,750 Section
106 costs &
£178,030 CIL

No

Deliverable Scheme

I refer you to the section of this report entitled 14.0 Recommendations which
provides additional commentary on scenario testing and the application of rental
value inflation. The table above summarises option 3 which comprises 8 affordable
units and £129,750 for section 106 costs and £178,030 CIL
A site-specific viability assessment review has been undertaken, the inputs
adopted herein are unique to this site and scheme and may not be applicable to
other viability assessments undertaken or reviewed by DVS.

2.0

Instruction and Terms

5.6

The Client is Leeds City Council.

2.2

The Subject of the Assessment is a proposed scheme of 375; 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments, which will be offered as build to rent apartments on a site of
approximately 1.5 acres.

2.3

The date of viability assessment is 12 May 2022. Please note that values change
over time and that a viability assessment provided on a particular date may not be
valid at a later date.

2.4

Instructions were received on 9 March 2022. It is understood that Leeds
City Council require an independent opinion on the viability information provided
by Cushman and Wakefield, in terms of the extent to which the accompanying
appraisal is fair and reasonable and whether the assumptions made are
acceptable and can be relied upon to determine the viability of the scheme.
Specifically, DVS have been appointed to:
Assess the Viability Assessment submitted on behalf of the planning applicant
/ developer, taking in to account the planning proposals as supplied by you or
available from your authority s planning website.

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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Advise Leeds City Council in writing on those areas of the applicant s Viability
Assessment which are agreed and those which are considered unsupported or
incorrect, including stating the basis for this opinion, together with evidence. If
y conclusion is
incorrect, this report will advise on the cumulative viability impact of the
changes and in particular whether any additional affordable housing and / or
s106 contributions might be provided without adversely affecting the overall
viability of the development.
2.5

Conflict of Interest Statement In accordance with the requirements of RICS
Professional Standards, DVS has checked that no conflict of interest arises before
accepting this instruction. It is confirmed that DVS are unaware of any previous
conflicting material involvement and is satisfied that no conflict of interest exists.

2.6

Inspection

2.7

DVS/ VOA Terms of Engagement were issued on 9 March 2022, a redacted
version is attached at Appendix (iv)

3.0

Guidance and Status of Valuer

5.6

Authoritative Requirements

As agreed, the site has been inspected from the roadside

The DVS viability assessment review will be prepared in accordance with the following
statutory and other authoritative mandatory requirements:
The National Planning Policy Framework , which states that all viability
assessments should reflect the recommended approach in the National
Planning Practice Guidance on Viability . This document is recognised as
by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS).
RICS Professional Statement Financial viability in planning: conduct and
reporting (effective from 1 September 2019) which provides the mandatory
requirements for the conduct and reporting of valuations in the viability
assessment and has been written to reflect the requirements of the PPG.

RICS Professional Standards PS1 and PS2 of the RICS Valuation
Standards .
3.2

Global

Professional Guidance
Regard will be made to applicable RICS Guidance Notes, principally the best practice
guidance as set out in RICS GN Assessing viability in planning under the National
(effective 1 July 2021).

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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Other RICS guidance notes will be referenced in the report and include RICS GN
Valuation of Development Property and RICS GN Comparable Evidence in Real
Estate Valuation .
Valuation advice (see Note 1) will be prepared in accordance with the professional
standards of the
RICS Valuation
and the
, which taken together are commonly known as the RICS Red Book.
Compliance with the RICS Professional Standards and Valuation Practice Statements
(VPS) gives assurance also of compliance with the International Valuations Standards
(IVS).
Whilst professional opinions may be expressed in relation to the appraisal inputs
adopted, this consultancy advice is to assist you with your decision making for
planning purposes and is not formal valuation advice such as for acquisition or
disposal purposes. It is, however, understood that our review assessment and
conclusion may be used by you as part of a negotiation.
The RICS Red Book professional standards are applicable to our undertaking of
your case instruction, with PS1 and PS 2 mandatory. While compliance with the
technical and performance standards at VPS1 to VPS 5 are not mandatory (as per
PS 1 para 5.4) in the context of your instruction, they are considered best practice
and have been applied to the extent not precluded by your specific requirement.
3.3

RICS Financial Viability in Planning Conduct and Reporting
In accordance with the above RICS Professional Statement it is confirmed that:
a)

In carrying out this viability assessment review the valuer has acted with
objectivity, impartiality, without interference and with reference to all
appropriate sources of information.

b)

The professional fee for this report is not performance related and contingent
fees are not applicable.

c)

DVS are not currently engaged in advising this local planning authority in
relation to area wide viability assessments in connection with the formulation
of future policy.

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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3.4

d)

The appointed valuer, Brian Maguire MRICS is not currently engaged in
advising this local planning authority in relation to area wide viability
assessments in connection with the formulation of future policy.

e)

Neither the appointed valuer, nor DVS advised this local planning authority in
connection with the area wide viability assessments which supports the
existing planning policy.

f)

The DVS viability review assessment has been carried out with due diligence
and in accordance with section 4 of this professional statement

g)

The signatory and all other contributors to this report, as referred to herein,
has complied with RICS requirements.

Most Effective and Efficient Development
It is a mandatory requirement of the RICS
Professional Statement for the member or member firm
to assess the viability of the most effective and most efficient development.
a scheme comprising
375 apartments and has assessed the viability based upon a sale of the entire
development to an investor. Having considered the size and location of the
development,
is considered to be reasonable. The DVS
valuer agrees that the scheme is an efficient and effective development.

3.5

Signatory
a)

It is confirmed that the viability assessment has been carried out by
Brian Maguire BSc (Hons) MRICS, Registered Valuer, acting in the capacity of
an external valuer, who has the appropriate knowledge, skills and
understanding necessary to undertake the viability assessment competently
and is in a position to provide an objective and unbiased review.

b)

As part of the DVS Quality Control procedure, this report and the appraisal has
been formally reviewed by Simon Croft MRICS, Registered Valuer, who also
has the appropriate knowledge, skills and understanding necessary to
complete this task.

c)

Other Contributors As part of my viability review I have relied on professional
opinions provided by Rex Procter and Partners (Andrew Cooper). Rex Procter
and Partners have been independently appointed by Leeds City Council and
have provided me with advice relating to build costs.

LDG31 (04.22)

Private and Confidential
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d)

3.6

DVS has provided viability assessment reviews for Leeds City Council for a
number of years.

Bases of Value
The bases of value referred to herein are defined in the TOE and are sourced as
follows:
Benchmark Land Value is defined at Paragraph 014 of the NPPG.
Existing Use Value is defined at Paragraph 015 of the NPPG.
Market Value is defined at VPS 4 of RICS Valuation Global Standards
Market Rent is defined at VPS 4 of RICS Valuation Global Standards (delete as
appropriate)
Gross Development Value is defined in the Glossary of the RICS GN Valuation of
Development Property (February 2020).

4.0

Assumptions, and Limitations

5.6

Special Assumptions
As stated in the terms the following special assumptions have been agreed and will
be applied:
That your council s planning policy, or emerging policy, for affordable housing
is up to date.
There are no abnormal development costs in addition to those which the
applicant has identified, and (for cases with no sq. review) the applicant s
abnormal costs, where supported, are to be relied upon to determine the
viability of the scheme, unless otherwise stated in our report.
That the development as proposed is complete on the date of assessment in
the market conditions prevailing on the date.

4.2

General Assumptions
The site has been inspected on a partial basis from the roadside. The below
assumptions are subject to the statement regarding the limitations on the extent of
our investigations, survey restrictions and assumptions, as expressed in the terms
of engagement.
a)

Tenure A report on Title has not been provided. The review assessment
assumes that the site is held Freehold with vacant possession.

LDG31 (04.22)
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b)

Easements / Title restrictions A report on Title has not been provided. The
advice is provided on the basis the title is available on an unencumbered
freehold or long leasehold basis with the benefit of vacant possession. It is
assumed the title is unencumbered and will not occasion any extraordinary
costs over and above those identified by the applicant and considered as part
of abnormal costs.

c)

Access / highways Comment on access / highways issues. It is assumed
the site is readily accessible by public highway and will not occasion any
extraordinary costs over and above those identified by the applicant and
considered as part of abnormal costs.

d)

Mains Services

e)

Mineral Stability This assessment has been made in accordance with the
terms of the agreement in which you have instructed the Agency to assume
that the property is not affected by any mining subsidence, and that the site is
stable and would not occasion any extraordinary costs with regard to Mining
Subsidence.

f)

Environmental Factors Observed or Identified It is assumed the site will not
occasion any extraordinary costs relating to environmental factors over and
above those identified by the applicant and considered as part of abnormal
costs.

g)

Comment on availability or otherwise of mains services and/
. It is assumed the site is or can be connected to all
mains services will not occasion any extraordinary costs over and above those
identified by the applicant and considered as part of abnormal costs.

Flood Risk

The applicant has not specifically included abnormal development

Flooding
Zone 2 and subject to a flood risk as indicated by the plan below.

LDG31 (04.22)
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Source: Flood Map for Planning

h)

Asbestos - It is assumed any asbestos will not occasion any extraordinary costs
over and above those identified by the applicant and considered as part of
abnormal costs.

5.0

Proposed Development

5.1

Location / Situation
The subject site is situated to the south of Water Lane, between its junctions with
Bath Road and Holbeck Lane.
It is situated within the Southbank regeneration area and lies around half a mile
from Leeds train station and the city centre.
The site is surrounded by a mixture of commercial uses including the former
Midland Mills, a Grade II Listed building, which lies immediately to the east. It is
also situated within the Holbeck Conservation area.
The site is located to the east of a railway line and a short distance to the south of
the River Ayr and Liverpool/Leeds Canal.
The site benefits from ease of access to the city centre and close to the main
arterial routes serving the M621, M62 and M1.

5.2

Description
The subject site is irregular in shape and currently operates as a temporary pay
and display car park. The site enjoys a broadly level topography and is abutted by
Water Lane to its north, a railway line to its west and a redundant railway line to
the east. The former Midland Mills building abuts the east boundary and is served
by Silver Street, which leads south from Water Lane.

5.3

Site Area
Approximately 1.5 acres/0.607 hectares.

5.4

Schedule of Accommodation/ Scheme Floor Areas
The proposed scheme comprises a residential scheme delivering 375 build to rent
apartments across a mix of studios, 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, comprising
954 bed spaces.

LDG31 (04.22)
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The scheme extends to a maximum of 25 storeys. The proposed development
comprises two blocks, situated parallel to the Midlands Mill building and connected
to provide a broadly L-shaped block served via a single vehicular access from
Water Lane.
The scheme includes external and undercroft car parking and is interspersed with
landscaped areas and public open space. The applicant has originally set out in
their viability assessment that the schemes Gross Internal Area (GIA) equates to
304,855 sq ft.
consultants,
RBA (Richard Boothroyd Associates) the scheme is marginally bigger extending to
a gross internal area of 310,292 sq ft (28,826m2). I refer you to a summary of
areas below
illustrating the size and total number of apartments within the scheme expressed
as the net internal areas:

Source: Cushman and Wakefield

Measurements stated are in accordance with the RICS Professional Statement
'RICS Property Measurement' (2 nd Edition) and, where relevant, the RICS Code
of Measuring Practice (6th Edition).
As agreed in the terms, any office or residential property presented has been
reported upon using a measurement standard other than IPMS, and specifically
Gross Internal Area has been used. Such a measurement is an agreed departure
nd

I understand that you requested this variation because this measurement standard
is how the applicant has presented their data, is common and accepted practice in
the construction/ residential industry, and it has been both necessary and
expedient to analyse the comparable data on a like with like basis.
5.5

Planning
a)

Local Plan:
Core Strategy (2014) where the remaining policies onto the Unitary
Development (2006), including the proposals map.

10 July 2019. The subject site is allocated for housing with a provision of
LDG31 (04.22)
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179 units under Reference HG2-195. The site lies adjacent to the preferred
area for tall buildings but is adjacent to the consented Midlands Mill tower
scheme, which extends to 32 storeys and therefore the principle of the taller
building in the area has been established in the opinion of the applicant. As
referred to earlier, the site is situated within the Holbeck Conservation area
and is adjacent to the Grade II Listed Midland Mills.

5.6

b)

The Local Authority viability study sets out that a scheme in this location
should provide 7% affordable housing.

c)

Developments are expected to meet the policy provision as prescribed in the
Plan. DVS have not been made aware of why this scheme has been accepted
for site specific viability assessment.

Policy Requirements for the Scheme
Further to your confirmation my review assessment includes the following Local
plan policy requirements:
Sustainable Travel Fund £250 per dwelling equating to
Traffic Regulation Order Works
TP Monitoring Fee
Pedestrian and Cycle Connectivity Improvement
Public Open Space
Community Infrastructure Levy

£ 93,750
£ 10,000
£ 5,000
£250,000
£452,676
£178,030.19

some different costs which departed from policy namely:
CIL
Traffic Regulation Order Works
Car Club Provision

£103,778.00
£10,000.00
£20,000.00

Planning policy requirements should be factual and agreed between the LPA and
the applicant. If the review assessment adopts an incorrect figure and/or a
(significantly) different figure is later agreed the viability conclusion should be
referred back to DVS.

6.0
6.1

Report Reference
DVS refer to the Financial Viability Assessment prepared by Cushman and
Wakefield dated 10 February 2022, and their appraisal therein. The surveyor and
firm are noted to be an RICS member and the member firm of the RICS and the
report states that they have followed mandatory and best practice professional
statement and guidance of the RICS.
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6.2

Appraisal
In summar
appraisal has been produced using Argus
Developer software and follows established residual methodology. This is where
the Gross Development Value less the Total Development Costs Less Profit,
equals the Residual Land Value, and the Residual Land Value is then compared to
the Benchmark Land Value as defined in the Planning Practice Guidance, to
establish viability.
The applicant outlines in their report the following:
The proposed scheme with 7% Affordable Housing and the required
Section 106 Policy contributions is unviable;
The Benchmark Land Value, is £1,080,000. The Benchmark Land Value is
based upon an EUV+ approach where the EUV is £900,000 and the premium
is £180,000;
A residual land value deficit of minus £8,905,286 is below their opinion of
Benchmark Land Value and therefore the applicant seeks to demonstrate that
no additional Affordable Housing / financial planning contributions are viable.
of no affordable housing with
section 106 costs is unviable. Notwithstanding the significant shortfalls
identified, it is understood the applicant intends to deliver this scheme.
To review the reasonableness of this conclusion, the reasonableness of the
applicant's appraisal inputs is considered in the next sections.

7.0

Development Period/ Programme

7.1

The development period adopted by
comprising:
3 months pre-construction
32 months for construction

is three months

The completed scheme will be sold in its entirety at practical completion of the
construction phase.
7.2

This is considered reasonable and I have adopted the same development period
and programme.

8.0

Gross Development Value (GDV)Costs
I set out below the GDV for the scheme
The applicants viability surveyor have adopted a GDV of £71,232,632 this
comprises:
Market Housing GDV

£69,982,106
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Affordable Housing GDV
Car Parking

£NIL
£1,250,526

I have reviewed the GDV proposed with regards to RICS Guidance Notes
Assessing viability in planning under the National Planning Policy
and
my conclusions are set out below.
8.1

Market Value of Build to Rent Units
The applicants consultant has undertaken market research into new BtR
developments within the city centre and have focused on three schemes: Mustard
Wharf, Leodis Square and The Headline.
Each scheme benefits from ease of access to the city centre amenities, services
and transport links, although Mustard Wharf occupies the most superior position, 5
site amenity.
as I have agreed rents
for viability purposes at numerous other properties schemes in the city centre
including developments off Water Lane/Globe Road which have been agreed with
developers at higher rental values for 1, 2 and 3 bedroom units.
I have had regard to previous agreements with PRS/Build to rent developers when
determining rental values for this scheme as well as market evidence of
comparable PRS schemes such as Mustrad Wharf and Headline. I summarize
below evidence of previous agreements in respect of PRS/Build to rent schemes in
the City which have been anonymised but further details can be provided upon
request:
Agreed Rental Values for PRS Schemes in Leeds

In light of the above evidence and market evidence of PRS apartment lettings, I
have adopted the following gross rents for the current market value apartments
within the Water Lane Scheme:
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Net Rental Income Capitalisation Yield
The manner in which the revenue is assessed for a PRS Scheme it is essential to
consider the total rental value of the accommodation and then make an adjustment
for the running costs for the entire development. For instance, the landlord will
receive rent from tenants, however, the landlord is also required to pay for all of
the operational costs in relation to heating, cleaning, maintenance, general letting
fees and management of communal areas.
Therefore, the rental value of each apartment builds up a total gross revenue for
the development after which it is important to make a deduction to the gross rent
for the ongoing management of the property including site staff, building
operations, tenancy operational expenditure and management fees cleaning,
maintenance, utilities costs and voids/lettings these.

the scheme:
Description
BTR Operating Costs

Cost expressed as a percentage of gross revenue
24.78%

Their viability report did not include a detailed commentary justifying the
allowances adopted.
I have adopted the same percentage for calculating the net rental income of 23.5%
which is supported by agreements with other developers in Leeds where PRS
viability appraisals have been submitted for multiple buildings within a scheme.
Operation Voids

2.5%

Bad Debt

0.5%

Council Tax Voids

1%

Void Utilities

1.5%

Management Fees

9% inclusive of VAT

Operational Expenditure

9.0 %

Total

23.5%

Further evidence can be provided in due course on a confidential basis subject to
the Commissioners and Revenue Act restrictions.
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Capitalisation Yield
The applicant has adopted a Net Initial Yield (NIY) of 4.75% to the net revenue
which is considered by DVS to be incorrect, for a prime institutional grade assets of
this type in Leeds City Centre.
The applicant states anecdotal evidence for what they believe are comparable
schemes in Leeds and Manchester.
I am aware that Legal & General secured forward funding of approximately £57m to
245 BtR units - in the South Bank
regeneration area of Leeds which is relatively close to the subject site. Whilst exact
transactional details remain commercially confidential.
I refer you to a table below which contains evidence of agreed capitalisation yields,
for net income for a number of PRS schemes in Leeds city centre. The developers
were advised by a full suite of professional advisers and agreed capitalisation yields
as summarised below.

REDACTED
I can confirm that DVS prepared a viability review for Tower Works, which is a
nearby comparable scheme, and can confirm I adopted a yield of 4.5% when
appraising viability.
DVS Reasoning and Conclusion
Based on my comments above, I have given greater weight to the agreed
capitalisation yields for PRS scheme I have reviewed in Leeds City Centre. I have
therefore adopted a yield of 4.5%.
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8.2

Market Value of Affordable Housing Units (20% Discount to Market Value Rents)

By virtue of my difference of opinion regarding market value rents the Discounted Market
Rents (DMR) are higher than those adopted by the applicant. The applicant has adopted
the DMR income summarised below:

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

8.3

Market Value of Car Parking

In addition to the rental apartments the scheme incorporates 55 car parking spaces, for
which the applicants agent has assumed an additional rent of £100 pcm per space.
However, the applicants agent states 100% occupancy of the car park is unlikely
at any one time and have therefore assumed a 10% rolling void in respect of the
car park income, reducing to £59,400 per annum.
I disagree with their approach of adopting a 10% permanent void as there are 55
car parking spaces serving 375 apartments in the city centre and there is likely to
be a waiting list for spaces. Furthermore, Leeds City Council Supplementary
Planning document for parking published in 2016 refers to the Core Strategy
centre parking in the future will be at a premium.
Based on current evidence of parking spaces let in Mustard Wharf I have adopted
£1,700 per parking space. I understand from my enquiries that there is a
substantial list for parking spaces Mustard Wharf.
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8.4

Total Gross Development Value (GDV)
My total for GDV is £80,409,803 which is £9,177,171 more than the applicant.

9.0

Total Development Costs

9.1

Summary of Costs
appraisal dated 10 February 2022. The report included a cost plan dated
6 January 2022 which was prepared by Richard Boothroyd and Associates (RBA).
Rex Procter and Partners has been appointed by Leeds City Council to act as
independent cost consultants and they approached Richard Boothroyd and
Associates to confirm that their build costs were current in March 2022. The
RBA) confirmed that their costs were out of date and
resubmitted a cost plan dated 12 April 2022.
After the publication of my Stage 1 report the applicant reviewed costs for a third
time to account for construction cost inflation.
Since the initial cost plan there has been a significant increase in build costs in the
or the scheme has
increased from £63,655,049 in January 2022 to £65,345,676 on 20th June 2022.
The most recent construction cost referred to above excludes construction cost
contingency and inflation.
Rex Procter and Partners have reviewed the revised costs and can confirm they
agree with the revisions to the cost plan.
In summary Rex Proctor & Partners comments are summarized below:
Updated Cost as cost plan 5.2 dated 20th June 2022 £66,979,318.00
(including 2.5% contingency)
Number of units remains the same as before at 375Nr
Gross internal area has increased to 310,292 sqft from 306,708 sqft. This is
due to the inclusion of the cycle and refuse stores in the GIA now as
previously they were classed as external areas.
Costs are now current day as at 2Q2022. Previously an allowance for
increased costs to 1Q2024 had been included at 10.02%
Even though the headline costs between the two cost plans are very similar at
circa £66.50m, the biggest difference is the fact that the current costs are current
day and do not include the circa £6m of increased cost allowance that the previous
cost plan included the base cost therefore, excluding increased costs, has
increased by circa £6m.
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We have therefore reviewed the cost plan against our own current data and also
met with RBA as noted above to understand the current status of the project and
level of market input into the pricing.
As noted in my previous report dated April 2022, specifically points 3.06.1 and 3.8,
contractors are in the main unwilling to take on fixed price contracts over a 2 plus
year build programme given current market conditions and likely future uncertainty
in labour and materials availability but also future price increases. In discussions
with potential main contractors these points have been noted and it is for this
reason that no allowance for increased costs has been included.
In preparing the latest cost plan detailed discussions have been held with main
contractors and also major sub-contractors which have helped to inform the

Again as noted in my earlier report the experience the developer is encountering
with contractors and sub-contractors does mirror our own very recent experiences.
Contractors are unwilling to fix prices and take a view on forecast cost increases.
Also there has been a significant increase in costs over the last few months on
steel and concrete which does affect a significant number of the major subcontract packages. This is particularly relevant on this project which is a 2 year
plus build.
On the revisions to the previous cost plan attached is the e-mail I have received
from RBA which details the major revisions to the cost plan and also notes areas
of potential savings. Our review of the costs concurs with these observations and
comments.
In conclusion;
The revised cost plan does reflect our recent experiences and current
market conditions
The view on increased costs is not unreasonable given the uncertainties
that currently exist
Potential for VE on the cost plan is possible however the packages to
review (partitions, ceilings etc) will not yield huge savings
Costs reflect recent changes to the Building Regulations
Cost plan does include contractors price risk allowance ie a contractor
contingency.

9.2

Construction Cost
The base build cost proposed of £2,330.89 per sq. m. (£216.54/ sq. ft.) including
by Rex Proctor and
Partners as Leeds City Councils independent cost consultant Has reviewed the
applicant cost plan reference Nr.5.2 and dated 20th June 2022.
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Rex Proctors have commented that they have reviewed the revised costs and
confirm agreement to them following the revisions made in June 2022.

9.3

Summary of the Main Cost Inputs
The following cost inputs have been either accepted or changed in the DVS
appraisal.
Cost

Construction
Contingency
Furniture
Allowance for
apartments
Professional fees
Marketing

Agent
2.5%

NIL

8%

8%

1.50%

0.75%

Scheme sales
legal fees

0.25%

24.78%

No explicit allowance for
installation of fitted furniture
in apartments
Agreed
Nil

0.5%

DVS conclusion supported by
evidence of agreed
comparable DVS financial
viability appraisals

Agreed

23.5%

The applicants advisor has
an increased allowance and
double counted for letting and
legal fees.

10%
Nil

Letting Legal Fees

Marketing Costs including in
the gross the net rent
adjustment

0.25%

Nil
Letting Agent Fees

Comments
Contractors Price risk
Allowance

2.5%

NIL

Residential sales
agent fees

Build to rent
operational costs
expressed at
percentage of
gross rents

DVS

2.50

Fees accounted for under
allowance for DVS Build to
rent adjustment to apartment
gross rents
Fees accounted for under
allowance for DVS Build to
rent adjustment to apartment
gross rents
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Land acquisition
fees

Nil

£51,676

SDLT plus 1.5%

Finance

6%

5%

100% debt funded scheme; land
purchased in entirety at day 1.

10.0 Developer's Profit
10.1
8% profit on cost, which I fully agree with and is evidenced by previous viability
schemes in Leeds city centre.

11.0 Benchmark Land Value (BLV)
11.1
The applicant's surveyor has adopted a Benchmark Land Value of £1,080,000, this
comprises their opinion of EUV at £900,000 plus a £180,000 premium.
The evidence has been considered and the EUV, premium and BLV are
considered acceptable but not on the basis of evidence provided by the applicants
advisor who has listed 5 industrial/distribution development sites in the wider
Leeds district which I do not consider as comparable to a city centre location.
In forming my opinion of BLV I have followed the five-step process, which is detailed in
RICS GN Assessing viability in planning under the National Planning Policy
(effective 1 July 2021).
11.2

Existing Use Value (EUV)
Step one is to undertake a valuation to determine EUV.
The Applicant's EUV is £900,000 based upon adjusted land sales for employment
land with superior motorway accessibility . The interpretation of the evidence is not
accepted as reasonable.
My EUV is has been approached by reference to market evidence and previously
agreed benchmark land values for Leeds city centre build to rent schemes.

11.3

Alternative Use Value (AUV)
An Alternative Use Value approach is not considered applicable in this case.
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11.4

Cross Sector Collaboration Evidence of BLV and Premium
The RICS Guidance Note explains that Step three is to assess a premium above
available evidence informed by cross sector collaboration. which can include
benchmark land values from other viability assess

I have first considered Other Benchmark Land Values (BLV) such as those
adopted in local plan studies produced under public scrutiny to inform policy for
viability purposes or those put forward by applicants and accepted by DVs, or
those put forward by DVS and accepted by an applicant or as adopted and agreed

In terms of established benchmarks, the area study for city centre residential was
agreed at £750,000 per acre as published by Avison Young on behalf of Leeds
City Council.
I have also had regard to whether the site-specific costs would support a
benchmark land value consistent with the evidence. The residual land value of the
planning compliant scheme, based on 20% of units have discounted rents at 80%
of market value rents, is minus £2.26 million which is considerably lower than the
applicants opinion of the benchmark land value.
I have given most weight to a site where Cushman and Wakefield acted for the
applicant. The site was subject to an application for 783 Dwellings and 2,315m2 of
Commercial Uses. The site is also situated of Globe Road/Water at the junction of
the River Aire and Leeds to Liverpool Canal, and the Leeds to Manchester rail line.
The site is bounded by Globe Road and Whitehall Road with immediate road
access to the A643, M621 and wider motorway network. The subject site lies
outside the Holbeck Conservation Area but also within Flood Zones 2 and 3. The
site comprises 2 parcels of irregular shaped brownfield land.
The larger parcel extends to 1.8 hectares (4.45 acres) and lies to the south of
Globe Road, the west of Whitehall Road and to the north of the railway line. The
comparable site had been cleared of all industrial buildings and comprised
concrete slabs, retaining walls and fences and slopes around 3 metres from west
to east.
The smaller parcel extends to 0.20 hectares (0.49 acres) and is bounded by the
Leeds to Liverpool Canal to the north, and Globe Road and the railway line to the
south. It comprises a redundant showroom and lies at a lower level to the larger
site, broadly level with the canal.
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The surrounding area is occupied by a variety of established employment uses to
the south and east and new build office and retail uses to the north along Whitehall
Road and Wellington Street.
The benchmark land value agreed with Cushman and Wakefield was equivalent to
£581,983 per acre which supports the proposed BMLV of £720,000 per acre for
the subject site after an allowance for the relative locations and quantum.
I have also had regard to the agreed bench mark land value for a scheme at
Tower Works comprising erection of 245 Dwellings & Partial demolition of existing
structures and the erection of two buildings ranging from five to eleven storeys,
comprising PRS apartments.
The site extended to approximately 2.13 acres (0.86 hectares). The viability
appraisal was agreed between DVS and the applicants consultant at £843,457 per
acre.
It is my balanced and professional opinion having considered all of the above to
place greatest weight to other benchmarks, and that a fair and reasonable BLV for
this site would be £1,080,000 based on £720,000 per acre.

11.5

Residual Land Value
Step four is to determine the residual value of the site or typology, assuming actual
or emerging policy requirements, and this assessment of land value can be cross
checked against the EUV+.
Adopting the inputs described herein this report, the residual land value of the
proposed scheme with full policy requirements is minus £2,250,807.
The residual land value demonstrates that a planning compliant scheme is clearly
unviable and that the benchmark land value is potentially nil, however, a nil land
value would not sufficiently incentivise a landowner to release the site for
development.
I have considered the applicants existing use and premium evidence reported
above, and the additional evidence, reported below.
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11.6

Land Transaction Evidence
Step five is to cross-check the EUV+ approach to the determination of the BLV of
the site by reference to land transaction evidence and can also include other BLV
of compliant schemes.
Market Transaction Evidence includes:

At location D on the above plan a site on Wade Lane was sold. A planning consent
was granted for the construction of 752 student bed spaces at land at Belgrave
Gardens, Wade Lane, Leeds, LS2 8JU. I understand the site extended to 0.6
acres which included an area of public open space, however, only a small section
of the site has been redeveloped and was sold for £1,396,000. The price paid is
equivalent to £1,856 per student bed space.
Site F, is the site of the former Yorkshire Post newspaper group and has planning
consent for the construction of private rented apartments within Phase 1. The site
was originally purchased by the current owner some time ago in 2014 for
£2,125,000. For a site extending to 1.90 hectares and the sale price was
equivalent to £456,000 per acre.
Phase 1 of the regeneration project was granted consent in early 2017 and it was
reported that a block of 242 build to rent apartment units have been forward sold to
Granger, the UKs largest residential landlord and build to rent specialist. Opposite
site F there is a second site which has consent for general residential which has
not been developed.
Adjacent to location G there is a development site extending to 0.239 hectares
which has recently been developed and comprises an 11 storey 107 unit
residential development with commercial on the ground floor. The property
comprises 26 studios, 16 x 1 bedroom, 62 x 2 bedroom and 3 x 3 bedroom
LDG31 (04.22)
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apartments. The site was sold in October 2017 for £1,900,000 which is equivalent
to £17,757 per bed apartment.
I have also provided a viability review of a substantial PRS scheme at Globe Road
which comprises 783 Dwellings and 2,315m2 of Commercial Uses and
Landscaped Public Realm and an Outline Application for Associated Hub Building
in a Flexible Commercial Use.

The site extended to 4.94 acres and sold for £8,000,000 excluding VAT on 15th
June 2017. At the time of the sale planning consent had lapsed. The lapsed
consent for the site was (Ref 12/03459/FU) for a multi-level development up to 17
storeys with 609 residential apartments, commercial units (Class A1 to A5, B1, D1
and D2). The sales of the site was equivalent to £1,619,433 per acre or £10,217
per apartment (783 apartments).
11.7

Purchase Price
The NPPG on viability encourages the reporting of the purchase price to improve
transparency and accountability, however it discourages the use of a purchase
price as a barrier to viability, stating the price paid for land is not a relevant
justification for failing to accord with relevant policies in the plan. And under no
circumstances will the price paid for land be a relevant justification for failing to
accord with relevant policies in the plan.
The PPG does not, however, invalidate the use and application of a purchase
price, or a price secured under agreement, where the price enables the
development to meet the policies in the plan.
The applicant has not disclosed the price paid for the site.

11.8

Benchmark Land Value Conclusion
The reasonableness of the applicant's £1,080,000 Benchmark Land Value
(£720,000 per acre) has been considered against:
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The EUV of £600,000 per acre
The Alternative use value is not appropriate in this instance
Evidence of appropriate premium above the EUV which is £180,000 or 20%
The Residual Land Value of the planning compliant scheme minus £2,250,807
Benchmark Land Values (BLV) adopted in the local plan study for this typology
£750,000 per acre
BLV adopted and agreed between DVS
, with greatest
weight BLVs which delivered full policy.
In conclusion, as the Residual Land Value of the policy compliant scheme
produces a figure which is less than the EUV / offers an insufficient premium I
agree with the applicant's conclusion that full policy cannot be provided. Having
considered all of the above approaches, I conclude that a fair and reasonable BLV
would be £1,080,000 (£720,000 per acre) this comprises EUV £600,000 and a
premium £180,000 (20%).

12.0 DVS Viability Assessment
12.1

DVS Viability Appraisal of a Policy Compliant scheme has been produced using
Argus Developer software.
As detailed in this report, I have a difference of opinion regarding values and
professional fees. The cumulative effect of these changes is that my viability
appraisal generates a negative land value of £3,255,231 for a policy compliant
scheme which is
it results in an outcome where a policy compliant scheme is not viable.
I have therefore tested to what extent a sub policy compliant scheme is viable
which is summarised below under options 1-3.
Option 1
The scheme can support 3.2% affordable apartments (12 Units) at discount market
rents (DMR) and support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and no section 106 costs.
Option 2
The scheme can support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and a contribution of
£408,750 towards section 106 costs.
Option 3
That the scheme can support the inclusion of 2.1% affordable apartments (8 Units)
at discount market rents (DMR) but can also support a CIL contribution of
£179,234 and a contribution of £93,750 towards a Sustainable Travel Fund. In
addition there is a surplus of £36,000 which can be contributed to other section
106 costs.
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Sensitivity Analysis
13.1

Further to mandatory requirements within the RICS Professional Statement
'Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting', sensitivity tests are
included to support the robustness of the viability conclusion described above.

13.2

I have inflated the rental value of apartments which in turn leads to an increase in
the Gross Development Value. I have adjusted the rent upwards by 3.8% from the
base appraisal assumption, and the output is the residual land value which can be
compared to the benchmark land value (BLV).

13.3

Sensitivity Test
0.5% increment changes to build costs (Increases & Decreases)

13.4

The table above illustrates the impact on developers profit assuming the build
costs increase and decrease by 0.5% increments before the completion of the
construction phase. The base conclusion is shown in orange and the green cells
express the level of profit and monetary amount if costs decrease by 0.5% and
1%. Conversely, the red cells express the level of profit and monetary amount if
costs increase by 0.5% and 1%.
The sensitivity analysis demonstrates that small changes to costs can have a
significant effect on profits and the amount available to section106 costs.
For instance, if construction costs are reduced by 1% through either deflation or
value engineering the scheme will provide a monetary surplus above the base
profit of £760,867 (£7,005,040- £6,244,173 = £760,866)

13.7

If your council requires any additional or specific testing for future reports please
let me know.
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13.0 Recommendations
14.1

Viability Conclusions
You have requested I model three scenarios for the provision of section CIL,
affordable housing and section 106 costs which are summarised below and selfexplanatory:
My independent conclusion, based on my own research regarding the gross
development value and independent cost consultancy advice from Rex Proctor
and Partners, is:
Option 1
The scheme can support 3.2% affordable apartments (12 Units) at discount market
rents (DMR) and support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and no section 106 costs.
Option 2
The scheme can support a CIL contribution of £179,234 and a contribution of
£408,750 towards section 106 costs.
Option 3
That the scheme can support the inclusion of 2.1% affordable apartments (8 Units)
at discount market rents (DMR) but can also support a CIL contribution of
£179,234 and a contribution of £93,750 towards a Sustainable Travel Fund. In
addition there is a surplus of £36,000 which can be contributed to other section
106 costs.

14.0 Engagement
15.1

The DVS valuer has not conducted any discussions negotiations with the applicant
or any of their other advisors.

15.2

Should the applicant disagree with the conclusions of our initial assessment; we
would recommend that they provide further information to justify their position.
Upon receipt of further information and with your further instruction, DVS would be
willing to review the new information and reassess the schemes viability. DVS
valuer has not conducted any discussions negotiations with the applicant or any of
their other advisors.

15.3

If any of the assumptions stated herein this report and/or in the attached appraisal
are factually incorrect the matter should be referred back to DVS as a re-appraisal
may be necessary.
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15.0 Disclosure / Publication
16.1

This initial review report is not for publication

16.2

The report has been produced for Leeds City Council only. DVS permit that this
report may be shared with the applicant and their advisors Cushman and
Wakefield, as named third parties only.

16.3

The report should only be used for the stated purpose and for the sole use of your
organisation and your professional advisors and solely for the purposes of the
instruction to which it relates. Our report may not, without our specific written
consent, be used or relied upon by any third party, permitted or otherwise, even if
that third party pays all or part of our fees, directly or indirectly, or is permitted to
see a copy of our report. No responsibility whatsoever is accepted to any third
party (named or otherwise) who may seek to rely on the content of the report.

16.3

Planning Practice Guidance for viability promotes increased transparency and
accountability, and for the publication of viability reports. However, it has been
agreed that your authority, the applicant and their advisors will neither publish nor
reproduce the whole or any part of report, nor make reference to it, in any way in
any publication.

16.4

As stated in the terms, none of the VOA employees individually has a contract with
you or owes you a duty of care or personal responsibility. It is agreed that you will
not bring any claim against any such individuals personally in connection with our
services.

16.5

This report is considered Exempt Information within the terms of paragraph 9 of
Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 (section 1 and Part 1 of
Schedule 1 to the Local Government (Access to Information Act 1985) as
amended by the Local Government (access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006
and your council is expected to treat it accordingly.

given the confidential and personal data provided herein.
If the parties do not wish to discuss or contest this report, a redacted version
suitable for publication can be issued following your formal request.
I trust that the above report is satisfactory for your purposes, however, should you require
clarification of any point do not hesitate to contact me further.
Yours sincerely
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Brian Maguire MRICS
RICS Registered Valuer
Principal Surveyor
DVS
Date: 1st July 2022
Reviewed by:

Simon Croft BSc (Hons) MRICS
Principal Surveyor
RICS Registered Valuer
DVS

16.0

Appendices
(i) Appraisal 1- Option 1
(ii) Appraisal 2- Option 2
(iii) Appraisal 3- Option 3
(iii) Redacted TOE
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(i) Option 1
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(ii)

Appraisal 2- Option 2
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(iv) Appraisal 3- Option 3
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iii)

Redacted TOE

Valuation Office Agency
7 Wellington Place
Leeds
LS1 4AJ
Our Reference
: 1792027
Your Reference
:
EX000000/22/00361/FU

Sarah McMahon
Principal Planner
Central Team
Planning Services,
City Development
Leeds City Council

Please ask for : Brian Maguire
Tel
: 03000 503008
E Mail : brian.maguire@voa.gov.uk

Date

: 9th March 2022

Dear Sarah
Review of Development Viability Appraisal
Address: 375 Build to Rent Apartments, McLaren (Water Lane) Limited, Water Lane,
Leeds
I refer to your instructions dated 9th March 2022 I am pleased to confirm my Terms of
Engagement in undertaking this commission for you.
This document contains important information about the scope of the work you have
commissioned and confirms the terms and conditions under which DVS proposes to
undertake the instruction.
It is important that you read this document carefully and if you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to ask the signatory whose details are supplied above. Please contact
them immediately if you consider the terms to be incorrect in any respect.
Please note that this terms of engagement document is confidential between our client,
Leeds City Council, and the VOA. As it contains commercially sensitive and data
sensitive information, it should not be provided to the applicant or their advisor without the
explicit consent of the VOA.
LDG31 (04.22)
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1.

Client

This instruction will be undertaken for Leeds City Council and the appointing planning
officer is yourself, Sarah McMahon.
2.

Subject Property and proposed development

The land or property (properties) subject to the review is 375 Build to Rent Apartments,
McLaren (Water Lane) Limited, Water Lane, Leeds
It is understood that the development comprises a mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments.
3.

Purpose and Scope

To complete this assessment DVS will:
a) Assess the Financial Viability Appraisal (FVA) submitted by / on behalf of the
planning applicant / developer, taking in to account the planning proposals as
supplied by you or available from your authorities planning website.
b) Advise you on those areas of the appraisal which are agreed and those which are
considered unsupported or incorrect, including stating the basis for this opinion.
c)
incorrect, we will advise on the cumulative viability impact of the changes and in
particular whether any additional affordable housing and / or s106 contributions
might be provided without adversely affecting the overall viability of the
development. This will take the form of sensitivity tests.
3.1
My report to you will constitute my final report if my findings conclude that the
planning applicant / developer cannot provide more affordable housing and s106
payments than have been proposed.
3.2
However, if having completed my assessment I conclude that the planning
applicant / developer may be able to provide more affordable housing and s106 payments
than have been proposed, I understand that my findings report may only constitute stage
1 of the process as the report will enable all parties to then consider any areas of
disagreement and potential revisions to the proposal.
3.3

In such circumstances, I will where instructed by you be prepared to enter into

supporting information. Upon concluding such discussions, I will submit a new report
capturing my subsequent determination findings on the potentially revised application; for
convenience and to distinguish it, this report on a second stage assessment may be
referred to as my Stage 2 report.
LDG31 (04.22)
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4.

Date of Assessment

The date of the assessment is to be 30th May 2022
5.

Confirmation of Standards to be applied

The viability assessment will be prepared in accordance with paragraph 57 of the National
Planning Policy Framework, which states that all viability assessments should reflect the
recommended approach in the National Planning Practice Guidance on Viability, this
document was revised in May 2019.
The viability assessment review report will be prepared in accordance with the
professional statement Financial Viability in Planning: Conduct and reporting (effective
from 1st September 2019).
st

Edition

(GN 94/2012), where applicable.
Valuation advice (where applicable) will be prepared in accordance with the professional
standards of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors: RICS Valuation Global
Standards and RICS UK National Supplement, commonly known together as the Red
Book. Compliance with the RICS professional standards and valuation practice
statements gives assurance also of compliance with the International Valuations
Standards (IVS).
Measurements stated are in accordance with the RICS Professional Statement 'RICS
Property Measurement' (2nd Edition) and, where relevant, the RICS Code of
Measuring Practice (6th Edition).
6.

Agreed Departures from the RICS Professional Standards

As agreed by you, any office and/or residential property present has been reported upon
using a measurement standard other than IPMS, and specifically Net Internal Area has
been used.
Measurement (2nd
I understand that you requested this variation because this measurement standard is how
the applicant has presented their data, is common and accepted practice in the
construction/ residential industry, and it has been both necessary and expedient to
analyse the comparable data on a like with like basis
RICS Red Book professional standards PS1 and PS2 are applicable to our undertaking of
your case instruction but as our assessment may be used by you as part of a negotiation,
compliance with the technical and performance standards at VPS1 to VPS 5 is not
LDG31 (04.22)
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mandatory (PS 1 para 5.4) and they will only be applied to the extent not precluded by
your specific requirement.

7.

Basis of Value

7.1
Benchmark Land Value. Paragraph 014 of the NPPG (May 2019) states that
Benchmark land value should:
be based upon existing use value
allow for a premium to landowners (including equity resulting from those building their own
homes)
reflect the implications of abnormal costs; site-specific infrastructure costs; and
professional site fees
Viability assessments should be undertaken using benchmark land values derived in
accordance with this guidance. Existing use value should be informed by market
evidence of current uses, costs and values. Market evidence can also be used as a crosscheck of benchmark land value but should not be used in place of benchmark land value.
There may be a divergence between benchmark land values and market evidence; and
plan makers should be aware that this could be due to different assumptions and
methodologies used by individual developers, site promoters and landowners.
This evidence should be based on developments which are fully compliant with emerging
or up to date plan policies, including affordable housing requirements at the relevant
levels set out in the plan. Where this evidence is not available plan makers and
applicants should identify and evidence any adjustments to reflect the cost of policy
compliance. This is so that historic benchmark land values of non-policy compliant
developments are not used to inflate values over time.
In plan making, the landowner premium should be tested and balanced against emerging
policies. In decision making, the cost implications of all relevant policy requirements,
including planning obligations and, where relevant, any Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) charge should be taken into account.
Where viability assessment is used to inform decision making under no circumstances will
the price paid for land be a relevant justification for failing to accord with relevant policies
in the plan. Local authorities can request data on the price paid for land (or the price
expected to be paid through an option or promotion agreement).
See related policy: National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 57
Paragraph: 014 Reference ID: 10-014-20190509
Revision date: 09 05 2019
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7.2
Existing Use Value: the NPPG (May 2019) explains Existing Use Value at
para 15 as follows:
Existing use value (EUV) is the first component of calculating benchmark land value. EUV
is the value of the land in its existing use. Existing use value is not the price paid and
should disregard hope value. Existing use values will vary depending on the type of site
and development types. EUV can be established in collaboration between plan makers,
developers and landowners by assessing the value of the specific site or type of site using
published sources of information such as agricultural or industrial land values, or if
appropriate capitalised rental levels at an appropriate yield (excluding any hope value for
development).
Sources of data can include (but are not limited to): land registry records of transactions;
real estate licensed software packages; real estate market reports; real estate research;
estate agent websites; property auction results; valuation office agency data; public sector

See related policy: National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 57
Paragraph: 015 Reference ID: 10-015-20190509.
Revision date: 09 05 2019.
7.3

Gross Development Value (GDV)

GDV is the cumulative total of the market values of the entire development, as detailed in
the schedule of accommodation.
Market Value (MV) RICS VPS 4, para 4 defines MV as:
The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation
s length transaction after proper
marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without
compulsion.
On occasion, it may be agreed that a basis of value requires to be modified and a Special
Assumption added, for example where there is the possibility of Special Value attaching to
a property from its physical, functional, legal or economic association with some other
property.
Any Special Assumptions agreed with you have been captured below under the heading
Special Assumptions, in accordance with VPS 4, para 9 of the professional standards of
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors: RICS Valuation Global Standards and
RICS UK National Supplement, and will be restated in my report.
8.

Special Assumptions

The following special assumptions have been agreed and will be applied:
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that your council's planning policy, or emerging policy, for affordable
housing is up to date
There are no abnormal development costs in addition to those which the
applicant has identified, and (for cases with no QS review) the applicant's
abnormal costs, where supported, are to be relied upon to determine the
viability of the scheme, unless otherwise stated in our report.
9.
An assumption in this context is a limitation on the extent of the investigations or enquiries
that will be undertaken by the assessor.
The following agreed assumptions will apply to your instruction and be stated in my report,
reflecting restrictions to the extent of our investigations.
Such inspection of the property and investigations as the Valuer decides is
professionally adequate and possible in the particular circumstance will be
undertaken
No detailed site survey, building survey or inspection of covered,
unexposed or inaccessible parts of the property will be undertaken. The
Valuer will have regard to the apparent state of repair and condition, and
will assume that inspection of those parts that are not inspected would
neither reveal defects nor cause material alteration to the valuation, unless
the valuer becomes aware of indication to the contrary. The building
services will not be tested and it will be assumed that they are in working
order and free from defect. No responsibility can therefore be accepted for
be apparent following such a detailed survey, testing or inspection. If the
Valuer decides further investigation to be necessary, separate instructions
will be sought from you.
It will be assumed that good title can be shown and that the property is not
subject to any unusual or onerous restrictions, encumbrances or outgoings.
It will be assumed that the property and its value are unaffected by any
statutory notice or proposal or by any matters that would be revealed by a
local search and replies to the usual enquiries, and that neither the
construction of the property nor its condition, use or intended use was, is or
will be unlawful or in breach of any covenant.
It will be assumed that all factual information provided by you or the
applicant or their agent with regard to the purpose of this request and
details of tenure, tenancies, planning consents and all other relevant
LDG31 (04.22)
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information is correct. The advice will therefore be dependent on the
accuracy of this information and should it prove to be incorrect or
inadequate the basis or the accuracy of any assessment may be affected.
Valuations will include that plant that is usually considered to be an integral
part of the building or structure and essential for its effective use (for
example building services installations), but will exclude all machinery and
business assets that comprise process plant, machinery and equipment
unless otherwise stated and required.
No access audit will be undertaken to ascertain compliance with the
Equality Act 2010 and it will be assumed that the premises are compliant
unless otherwise stated by the applicant
No allowances have been made for any rights obligations or liabilities
arising from the Defective Premises Act 1972 unless identified as pertinent
by the applicant.
10.

Nature and Source of Information to be relied upon by Valuer

10.1

From the client

Information that will be provided to the VOA by the client comprises the following material,
which will be relied upon by the viability assessor without further verification.
a) The Planning application details.
b) Confirmation of S106 / S278 planning obligations triggered by the
scheme. In particular whether the applicant's assumptions on these
matters are correct, if they are incorrect then please provide the
correct details.
c) A copy of, or a link to, the relevant planning policy applicable to the
site, including current designation (and emerging designation if
applicable).
d) Details of any extant or elapsed consents relating to permitted
Alternative Use.
e) If the applicant has relied on an alternative use that is not permitted,
a statement as to whether this alternative would be an acceptable
development.
f)

If the applicant has applied vacant building credit, a statement as to
whether this is agreed by your Council, if not the appropriate figure.
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g)
Savills dated May 2021.
10.2

Information from the applicant

Site access
It is understood that the site is accessible and no appointment to inspect is required. In
particular it is understood there are no extraordinary health and safety issues to be aware
of. If this is incorrect, please provide details of access arrangements and any PPE
requirements.
Viability assessment
With regards to the applicant's financial viability appraisal the applicant should provide
not be viable if the requirements for affordable housing and other public realm
contributions were met as stated in the Local Plan.
To support the contention, the applicant's FVA should include a report with the following
details:
a) A planning policy compliant viability assessment, if completed by a member the
RICS this should be prepared in accordance with the Financial Viability in
planning: conduct and reporting Professional Statement (effective from 1
September 2019). The follow details are required:
b) Site area -and schedule of accommodation the gross developable area and net
developable area should be stated together with an illustrative plan showing
the respective boundaries (or reference to the appropriate planning document
with this information )
c) Development programme assumptions, to detail the anticipated period involved
in development, including pre- build, build period and marketing period.
d) Gross Development Value:
(i)

Market evidence in support of the sales values adopted

(ii)

Tenure assumptions and Values for affordable housing

e) Land Value
(i) The Benchmark Land Value should be clearly stated with reference to:
i.EUV (as defined in the Viability PPG para 015)
ii.Premium (see PPG para 016)
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iii. Market evidence (suitably adjusted in accordance with PPG para 016)
(ii)

Alternative use value for the site such be provided, where it exists. (see
para 17 of the PPG).

(iii) The Purchase Price (or expected price as agreed through a conditional or
optional agreement) should be reported for transparency. Where this is
below the assessment of BLV a brief explanation of the reasoning
should be provided.
f) Gross Development Costs
(i) Build Cost assessment - the evidence should include a full build cost
estimate, showing how the costs have been estimated.
(ii)

Abnormal Costs total - Supporting reports for site abnormals should be
provided, together with the calculation adopted

g) Cash flow. Either in the form of an accessible viability toolkit (Argus developer
or HCA DAT) or as a Microsoft Excel unprotected document.
10.3

DVS Information

DVS will make use of VOA held records and information. The sources of any other
information used that is not taken from our records will be identified in the review report.
10.4

Information Outstanding

We have reviewed the viability information already supplied and can confirm that we have
most of the information to complete this case with the exception of the following
From your council:
A summary of Section 106 Costs applicable to the application
A summary of CIL charges applicable to the application
The report delivery date will be dependent upon timely receipt of this information.
11.

Identity of Responsible Valuer and their Status

It is confirmed that the valuation will be carried out by a RICS Registered Valuer, acting as
an external valuer, who has the appropriate knowledge and skills and understanding
necessary to undertake the assessment competently.
The valuer responsible will be Brian Maguire and their contact details are as stated above
in the letterhead.
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Any graduate involvement will be detailed in the report.
12.

Disclosure of any Material Involvement or Conflict of Interest

In accordance with the requirements of the RICS standards, the VOA has checked that no
conflict of interest arises before accepting this instruction.
It is confirmed that DVS are unaware of any previous conflicting material involvement and
am satisfied that no conflict of interest exists. Should any such difficulty subsequently be
identified, you will be advised at once and your agreement sought as to how this should
be managed.
It is confirmed that the valuer appointed has no personal conflict undertaking this
instruction.
13.

Description of Report

A side headed written Stage 1 report as approved by you for this purpose will be supplied
and any differences of opinion will be clearly set out with supporting justification, where
inputs are agreed this will be stated also.
Further to the requirements of the RICS a non-technical summary will be included in the
report, together with sensitivity tests to support the viability conclusion.
14.

Report Date

It is my intention to submit the stage 1 report of my findings by 31 st May 2022
If unforeseen problems arise that may delay my report, you will be contacted before this
date with an explanation and to discuss the position.
In order to meet the above reporting date it is essential that the information requested with
section 10 of these terms is supplied by 1st April 202.
15.

Validity Period

The report will remain valid for 6 months unless circumstances alter or further material
information becomes available. Reliance should not be placed on the viability conclusion
beyond this period without reference back to the VOA for an updated valuation.
16.

Restrictions on Disclosure and Publication

The client will neither make available to any third party or reproduce the whole or any part
of the report, nor make reference to it, in any publication without our prior written approval
of the form and context in which such disclosure may be made.
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17.

Limits or Exclusions of Liability

Our viability advice is provided for your benefit alone and solely for the purposes of the
instruction to which it relates. Our advice may not, without our specific written consent, be
used or relied upon by any third party, even if that third party pays all or part of our fees,
directly or indirectly, or is permitted to see a copy of our valuation report.
If we do provide written consent to a third party relying on our valuation, any such third
party is deemed to have accepted the terms of our engagement.
None of our employees individually has a contract with you or owes you a duty of care or
personal responsibility. You agree that you will not bring any claim against any such
individuals personally in connection with our services.
18.

Fee Basis

18.1 You have asked for a fixed fee quote for the viability appraisal. Having considered
the initial details of this application, we have agreed a fixed fee basis of £4,950 plus VAT
in order to complete the work set out above.
The personnel involved in this assessment will be as follows:
Personnel:
Brian Maguire

Role
Development Consultant
Residential and
commercial Valuer

Task
Report and Viability
Residential and
commercial research
and Valuation

18.2 This fixed fee proposal is for the provision of a report stating my findings on the
development viability appraisal as initially provided by the planning applicant / developer.
It will include a meeting with you to deal with initial issues. It may require revision if the
information supplied by you or the applicant is not quickly forthcoming at our request or if
the initial task is varied by you and in both cases we would revert to you for advice on the
way forward. Abortive fees would be based on work already carried out.
18.3 If there is a subsequent need following the delivery of my report to discuss issues
with the planning applicant / developer or you, including the consideration of potential
revised proposals, or to attend meetings, this will constitute a second stage requiring a
Stage 2 report and we would need to charge on a time spent basis as an additional cost at
hourly rates as shown in the table above for this Stage 2 work. I am able to reduce the
amount of time I need to spend upon your work by delegating some functions to
colleagues who have a lower cost and this will be reflected in the invoice for this work.
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Role

Task

RICS Lead
Report and viability discussions
Development Consultant
RICS Residential and
Residential and commercial
commercial Valuers
research and Valuation

Hourly Fee
+ VAT
£130
£95

18.3 If there is a subsequent need following the delivery of my report to discuss issues
with the planning applicant / developer or you, including the consideration of potential
revised proposals, or to attend meetings, this will constitute a second stage requiring a
Stage 2 report and we would need to charge on a time spent basis as an additional cost at
hourly rates as shown in the table above for this Stage 2 work. I am able to reduce the
amount of time I need to spend upon your work by delegating some functions to
colleagues who have a lower cost and this will be reflected in the invoice for this work.
18.4

Payer of fees: With regard to the payment of fees, Homes and Communities
-

developers to fund the cost of independent validation. The reasoning for this is that you
have a planning policy which the applicant is seeking to vary. In order to assess the
applicant appraisal you need advice which it is reasonable for the applicant to bear in
these circumstances. I understand that the planning applicant / developer has agreed to
reimburse your reasonable costs incurred in this review.
Please note that you will be our named Client. As such, our contractual obligation is to you
and not to the applicant and your authority will be responsible for payment of our fees.
Any arrangement between your authority and the Applicant relating to payment of the fees
would be a matter between yourselves.
Please note that that my minimum fee is £200 unless agreed otherwise as part of a
contract or SLA.
19.

Currency

All prices or values are stated in pounds sterling.
20.

Fee Payment and Interim Billing

Our fees are payable by our client within 30 days from the receipt of our invoice whether
or not the amount is disputed or is being passed on to a third party for reimbursement.
The VOA reserves the right, subject to prior notification of details of time spent, to invoice
at suitable points during the financial year for work in progress undertaken but not yet
formally reported. In order to ensure timely cash flows within the public sector, such
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interim bills may be issued at either monthly or two monthly intervals. You will be advised
beforehand that any such bill is imminent.
Where a case is cancelled before completion, ou
basis with added reasonable disbursements unless alternative arrangements have been
prior agreed.
Please note under HM Treasury Managing Public Money we are required to review our
charging on a regular basis. The VOA reserves the right to undertake an annual review of
our rates going forward.
21.

Purchase Order Numbers

If your organisation uses Purchase Order) Numbers, and you have not already provided
one with your originating instructions, please supply this number to us as soon as possible
as I cannot proceed without this information.
22.

Complaints

The VOA operates a rigorous QA/QC system. This includes the inspection by Team
Leaders of a sample of work carried out during the life of the instruction together with an
audit process carried out by experienced Chartered Surveyors upon completion of
casework. It also includes a feedback cycle to ensure continuous improvement.
The VOA has a comprehensive complaints handling procedure if you are not getting the
service you expect. If you have a query or complaint it may be best to speak first to the
person you have been dealing with or their manager. If you remain dissatisfied you
If it is not
offered to you, please request a copy or access it on our website www.voa.gov.uk.
23.

Freedom of Information

We will do all that we can to keep any information gathered or produced during this
assignment confidential. The Freedom of Information Act 2000 or Environmental
Information Regulations 2004, and subordinate legislation, may apply to some or all of the
information exchanged between yourself and the VOA under this engagement. Therefore
the VOA's duty to comply with the Freedom of Information Act may necessitate, upon
request, the disclosure of information provided by you unless an exemption applies.
The VOA undertakes to make reasonable endeavours to discuss the appropriateness of
disclosure, or the applicability of any exemptions allowed by the Act, with you prior to
responding to any third party requests. However, the VOA reserves the right to comply
with its statutory obligations under the Act in such manner as it deems appropriate.
The VOA requires you to make all reasonable endeavours to discuss with us the
appropriateness of disclosure, or the applicability of any exemptions allowed by the Act,
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prior to your responding to any third party requests for information provided to you by the
VOA.
24.

Monitoring Compliance by RICS

It is possible that the RICS may at some stage ask to see the valuation for the purposes of
their monitoring of professional standards under their conduct and disciplinary regulations.
25.

Revisions to these Terms

Where, after investigation, there is in my judgement a need to propose a variation in these
terms of engagement, you will be contacted without delay prior to the issue of the report.
For example, should it become apparent that the involvement of specialist colleagues
would be beneficial, your consent will be sought before their involvement and we shall, if
not included in the original fee estimate, provide an estimate of their costs.

The valuer will be grateful to receive at your earliest convenience brief written confirmation
by email or letter that these terms and conditions are accepted and approved by you. If
you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact the valuer listed above.
Yours sincerely

Brian Maguire MRICS
Principal Surveyor
RICS Registered Valuer
DVS
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Appendix 2

Originator:

Sarah McMahon

Appendix 2 - Draft Conditions
CITY PLANS PANEL
Subject: Planning Application 22/00361/FU for a multi-level residential
development (Class C3) with associated hard and soft landscaping and
rooftop amenity space at a site on Land Off Water Lane, Holbeck, Leeds.
1) The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.
Imposed pursuant to the provisions of Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.
2) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved plans listed in the Plans Schedule.
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3) Prior to the commencement of works to the external façade, details and samples
of all external walling and roofing materials have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Samples shall be made available on site
prior to the commencement of façade works, for inspection by the Local Planning
Authority which shall be notified in writing of their availability. The building works
shall be constructed from the materials thereby approved.
In the interests of visual amenity.
4) No surfacing works shall take place to the hard surfaced and landscaped areas
until details and samples of all surfacing materials to the said hard surfaced and
landscaped area have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The surfacing works shall be constructed from the approved
materials.
In the interests of visual amenity.
5) No above ground building works shall take place until full details of the following
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority(i) 1 to 20 scale drawings of the detail of roof line treatments and ground floor
treatments
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(ii) 1 to 20 scale section drawings of each type of window detail and the depths of the
reveals
(iii) 1 to 20 scale section drawings of all new external doors and entrances
(iv) 1 to 20 scale section drawings of the junctions of different materials
The works shall be carried out in accordance with the details thereby approved.
In the interests of visual amenity.
6) No development shall take place until a Statement of Demolition and Construction
Practice has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The Statement of Demolition and Construction Practice shall include full
details of:
a) details of any phasing of the development
b) the positions and types of cranes and details of excavations and earthworks
c) the methods to be employed to prevent mud, grit and dirt being carried onto the
public highway from the development hereby approved;
d) measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during construction and
associated air quality (in accordance with the Institute of Air Quality Management
(IAQM) planning guidance)
e) the construction vehicle routing, means of access, location of site compound, and
its means of enclosure and of safety barriers
f) details of plant equipment/storage as well as details of any vibro-impact machinery
g) details and location of contractor and sub-contractor parking and of the
management of abnormal loads
h) a local resident and business communications strategy for the duration of the
works
I) the means for controlling noise from the demolition and construction processes
j) how this Statement of Demolition and Construction Practice will be made publicly
available by the developer
k) Hours of demolitions and construction including deliveries and waste collection
The Statement of Demolition and Construction Practice shall demonstrate
consultation with the Asset Protection Project Manager at Network Rail.
The contractor must ensure compliance with current legislation on noise and dust
control including the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Control of Act 1974.
Relevant Codes of Practice set out procedures for dealing with the control of noise
on construction and demolition sites are contained in BS5228: 2009 Noise and
Vibration Control on Construction and Open Sites.
The approved details shall be implemented at the commencement of work on site
and shall thereafter be retained and employed until completion of works on site. The
Statement of Construction Practice shall be made publicly available for the lifetime of
the construction phase of the development in accordance with the approved method
of publicity.
In the interests of the amenity of occupants of nearby buildings.
7) The approved Phase I Desk Study report indicates that a Phase II Site
Investigation is necessary, and therefore development (excluding demolition) shall
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not commence until a Phase II Site Investigation Report has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Where remediation measures are shown to be necessary in the Phase II Report
and/or where soil or soil forming material is being imported to site, development
(excluding demolition) shall not commence until a Remediation Strategy
demonstrating how the site will be made suitable for the intended use has been
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The
Remediation Strategy shall include a programme for all works and for the provision
of Verification Reports.
It is strongly recommended that all reports are prepared and approved by a suitably
qualified and competent person.
To ensure that the presence of contamination is identified, risks assessed and
proposed remediation works are agreed in order to make the site 'suitable for use'
with respect to land contamination.
8) If remediation is unable to proceed in accordance with the approved Remediation
Strategy, or where significant unexpected contamination is encountered, or where
soil or soil forming material is being imported to site, the Local Planning Authority
shall be notified in writing immediately and operations on the affected part of the site
shall cease. The affected part of the site shall be agreed with the Local Planning
Authority in writing.
An amended or new Remediation Strategy and/or Soil Importation Strategy shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to any
further remediation works which shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with
the revised approved Strategy. Prior to the site being brought into use, where
significant unexpected contamination is not encountered, the Local Planning
Authority shall be notified in writing of such.
It is strongly recommended that all reports are prepared and approved by a suitably
qualified and competent person.
To ensure that any necessary remediation works are identified to make the site
'suitable for use' with respect to land contamination.
9) Remediation works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
Remediation Strategy. On completion of those works, the Verification Report(s) shall
be submitted to the Local Planning Authority in accordance with the approved
programme. The site or phase of a site shall not be brought into use until such time
as all verification information has been approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
It is strongly recommended that all reports are prepared and approved by a suitably
qualified and competent person.
To ensure that the remediation works are fully implemented as agreed and the site
has been demonstrated to be 'suitable for use' with respect to land contamination.
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10) No installation of externally mounted plant or equipment shall take place until
details of the installation and/or erection of any air conditioning or extract ventilation
system, flue pipes, window cleaning equipment or other excrescences proposed to
be located on the roof or sides of the building, including details of their siting, design,
noise attenuation, and external appearance have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Works shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details and retained as such thereafter.
Plant and machinery operated from any commercial premises shall limit noise to a
level at least 5dBA below the existing background noise level (L90) when measured
at the nearest noise sensitive premises with the measurements and assessment
made in accordance with BS4142:1997.
In the interests of amenity and visual amenity, in accordance with Saved Unitary
Development Plan Policies GP5, BD2 and BD4, Leeds Core Strategy policy P10 and
the NPPF.
11) Notwithstanding the details on the hereby approved plans, hard and soft
landscape works shall not take place until full details of both hard and soft landscape
works have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Hard landscaping works shall include
(a) proposed finished levels and/or contours,
(b) means of enclosure (in particular suitable trespass proof fence is required
adjacent to Network Rail's boundary - (approx. 1.8m high)- with provision made for
its future renewal and maintenance. Network Rail's existing fencing/wall must not be
removed or damaged.
(c) car parking layouts,
(d) vehicle and pedestrian access and circulation areas,
(e) hard surfacing areas,
(f) minor artefacts and structures (eg, furniture, play equipment, refuse or other
storage units, signs, lighting etc.),
(g) proposed and existing functional services above and below ground (e.g.
drainage,
power cables, communication cables, pipelines etc., indicating lines, manholes,
supports etc.).
Soft landscape works shall include
(h) planting plans,
(i) written specifications (including cultivation and other operations associated with
plant and grass establishment),
(j) schedules of plants noting species, planting sizes and proposed
numbers/densities,
(k) soil volumes for tree pits and planted beds
(l) implementation programme.
.
All external spaces will have appropriate hard surfacing and planting for the intended
use and site conditions, prioritising resident amenity and biodiversity value. For
example, spaces adjacent to the site boundary with no natural surveillance are not
appropriate as dwell spaces and should be species-rich landscape buffers.
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Hard and soft landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details prior to the occupation of any part of the development in
accordance with the programme agreed with the Local Planning Authority and to a
reasonable standard in accordance with the relevant provisions of British Standard
BS 4428:1989 Code of Practice for General Landscape Operations or other
recognised codes of good practice.
To ensure the provision and establishment of acceptable landscape in accordance
with adopted Leeds Core Strategy Policy P12, Saved Leeds Unitary Development
Plan Review (2006) policies GP5 and LD1, Leeds Natural Resources and Waste
DPD, and the National Planning Policy Framework.
12) No hard or soft landscape works shall take place until a plan, schedule and
specification for long term landscape management has been submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. This shall include reference to
planting and hard landscaped areas, including paving, fencing and other features.
The schedule shall identify the frequency of operations for each type of landscape
asset and reflect the enhanced maintenance requirement of planted areas during the
establishment period. It shall provide for an annual inspection during late summer for
any areas of failed tree or shrub planting, and the identification of the replacements
required in the autumn planting season. Prior to planting, all landscaped areas shall
be cultivated and maintained in a weed free condition by mechanical cultivation or
chemical control. Maintenance shall be carried out thereafter in accordance with the
approved management plan.
To ensure the provision and establishment of acceptable landscape in accordance
with adopted Leeds Core Strategy Policy P12, Saved Leeds Unitary Development
Plan Review (2006) policies GP5 and LD1, Leeds Natural Resources and Waste
DPD, and the National Planning Policy Framework.
13) If within a period of five years from the date of the planting of any
tree/hedge/shrub that tree/hedge/shrub, or any replacement, is removed, uprooted or
destroyed or dies,or becomes, in the opinion of the Local Planning Authority,
seriously damaged or defective, another tree/hedge/shrub of the same species and
size as that originally planted shall be planted in the same location as soon as
reasonably possible and no later than the first available planting season, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
To ensure maintenance of a healthy landscape scheme, in accordance with adopted
Leeds Core Strategy Policy P12, retained Leeds Unitary Development Plan Review
(2006) policies GP5 and LD1, the Leeds Natural Resources and Waste DPD, and
the National Planning Policy Framework.
14) a) No above ground works shall commence until full details of the load bearing
cell type rooting zone using proprietary structures has been submitted and approved
in writing by the local planning authority. Details shall be fully in accordance with
LCC guidance on urban tree planting (available on Landscape Planning website).
Details shall include:
- proprietary soil cell structures to support paving over extended sub-surface rooting
areas
- Soil cell volume /soil volume calculations
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- specification of topsoil including additives and conditioners
- Tree grilles and guards and means of anchoring root balls. Built-in Root Irrigation
Pipe system with end cap and aeration system.
- Passive and / or active irrigation including directed use of grey water / roofwater or
surface water infiltration to benefit planted areas. Details of distribution system and
controls
- Tree grill details
- drainage system for tree pits.
- Where applicable -details of protection measures for statutory utilities and
drainage
- Works shall then be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
- Confirmation of Manufacturer supervision on site (free service)
b) To ensure full compliance, a brief report on the installation of the rooting zone
system, including supporting photographic evidence, shall be submitted to the LPA
when the works are still "open" to allow LPA inspection prior to any finish surfacing
works. Seven days written notice shall be given to the Local Planning Authority that
the rooting zone structures are in place to allow inspection and approval of them as
installed. Confirmation is required that the installation has been overseen by the
manufacturer of the system
NOTE-this item cannot be discharged until post inspection approval is confirmed.
c) A three year irrigation programme for the trees (in accordance with BS 8545-2014
Trees from Nursery to Independence) shall be submitted to the LPA for approval in
writing. Confirmation of irrigation compliance shall be submitted to the LPA on a
quarterly basis for the full three year programme period
To ensure the provision of amenity afforded by appropriate landscape design and its
cultural requirements are integrated into the development scheme
15) No development shall take place until plans of the site showing details of the
existing and proposed ground levels have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall thereafter be carried out in
complete accordance with the details so approved and shall be retained thereafter
as such.
To ensure that the works are carried out at suitable levels in relation to adjoining
properties and highways in the interests of visual amenity and in accordance with
retained Leeds Unitary Development Plan Review (2006) Policy GP5 and the
National Planning Policy Framework.
16) Prior to the commencement of development, a Plan shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority of integral bat roosting and bird
nesting features (for species such as House Sparrow and Swift) within buildings. The
agreed Plan shall show the number, specification of the bird nesting and bat roosting
features and where they will be located, together with a timetable for implementation
and commitment to being installed under the instruction of an appropriately qualified
bat consultant. All approved features shall be installed prior to first occupation of the
dwelling on which they are located and retained thereafter.
To maintain and enhance biodiversity in accordance with Core Strategy Policy G9,
NPPF and BS 42020:2013
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17) No building works on each phase shall take place until an updated Sustainability
Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, which will include a detailed scheme comprising
(i)
a recycle material content plan (using the Waste and Resources
Programme's (WRAP) recycled content toolkit);
(ii)
a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
(iii)
an energy plan showing the percentage of on-site energy that will be
produced by the selected Low and Zero Carbon (LZC) technologies and
that it produces a minimum of 10% of the total energy demand of the
development (including that to be provided via solar energy) and a carbon
dioxide reduction target and plan showing a minimum of 20% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions against building regulations targets Including
detailed Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) sheets for embodied
carbon emissions)
(iv)
details of the monitoring methods for the Policy EN2 requirement for the
intent to use below 110L/person/ day of water
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the detailed scheme for
that phase, and
(a) Within 6 months of the first occupation of each phase a post-construction review
statement for that phase shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority
(b) The development and buildings comprised therein shall be maintained thereafter
and any repairs shall be carried out all in accordance with the approved detailed
scheme and post-completion review statement or statements.
To ensure the adoption of appropriate sustainable design principles in accordance
with Leeds Core Strategy Policies EN1 and EN2, Leeds SPD Sustainable Design
and Construction, and the National Planning Policy Framework.
18) Notwithstanding the plans hereby approved, the construction of any phase of the
development shall not commence until full details of the wind mitigation measures as
referenced in the hereby approved documents FD Global Limited - Water Lane,
Leeds, United Kingdom Wind Microclimate dated 14 January 2022 and FD Global
Limited -Wind Microclimate Assessment Addendum 1V1 dated 3rd March 2022 or
any measures identified in an updated wind report have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall then be
carried out in accordance with the details then so approved and retained for the
lifetime of the development.
In the interests of public and highway safety
19) Prior to installation of the agreed wind mitigation measures a scheme for the
monitoring of the wind environment shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority, assessing the effectiveness of the approved mitigation
measures. The scheme shall incorporate details and timescales for the
implementation of any further mitigation measures where these are found to be
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necessary by the monitoring exercise and shall be implemented in accordance with
the details and timescales thereby approved.
In the interests of public and highway safety.
20) No external lighting shall be installed unless a scheme has previously been
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. No lighting fitment shall be
installed on the site in such a way that the source of light is directly visible from
nearby residential properties or is a hazard to users of adjoining or nearby highways.
The scheme shall be installed and retained thereafter in accordance with the
approved details.
The scheme for external lighting shall demonstrate consultation with the Asset
Protection Project Manager at Network Rail.
In the interests of amenity.
21) No development shall commence on each phase until full details of the means of
access into and out of the buildings and around the public realm areas, for disabled
persons, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
In the interests of disabled people and access for all
22) Following completion of at least 50% of the dwellings within the development as
a whole and secondly at the stage of the final completion of the remaining 50% of
the dwellings, a post-construction Accessible Housing Certification Table containing
confirmation of the full details of the following matters shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority;
- Which and how many dwellings within the development have satisfied M4(2)*
accessible and adaptable dwellings standards
- Which and how many dwellings within the development have satisfied M4(3)*
wheelchair adaptable dwellings standards
- Which and how many dwellings within the development have satisfied M4(3)*
wheelchair accessible dwellings standard.
*contained within Part M volume 1 of the Building Regulations.
The accessible dwellings shall be implemented and retained thereafter unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
In the interests of disabled people and access for all
23) The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until a scheme for each
phase, detailing the method of storage and disposal of litter and waste materials,
including recycling facilities, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The details shall include a description of the facilities to be
provided including, where appropriate, lockable containers, details of recyclable
materials collection with timescales. The approved scheme shall be implemented
before the development is brought into use and no waste or litter shall be stored or
disposed other than in accordance with the approved scheme.
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In the interests of residential amenity and to promote recycling.
24) The development shall be carried out in accordance with the submitted flood risk
assessment (titled “Water Lane, Leeds, Flood Risk Assessment”, reference “2990MHTCV-RP-0001”, issue “P03” dated “27 May 2022”)) and the following mitigation
measures it details:
Finished floor levels of the ground floor communal spaces shall be set no lower
than 28.740 metres Above Ordnance Datum (AOD).
Proofing and resilience measures, i.e. passive prevention of water entry, for the
plant rooms and communal spaces shall be set no lower than 29.04mAOD.
There shall be no habitable or more vulnerable uses (e.g. residential uses) on the
ground floor.
There shall be no residential units on the ground floor.
These mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and
subsequently in accordance with the scheme’s timing/phasing arrangements. The
measures detailed above shall be retained and maintained thereafter throughout the
lifetime of the development.
To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future occupants.
25) The development shall be undertaken in accordance with the listed documents
unless otherwise submitted and approved in writing with the Local Planning
Authority. The works shall be fully implemented in accordance with the approved
scheme before the development is brought into use or as set out in the approved
phasing details.
i Report Water Lane Hydraulic Modelling Study Technical Note Rep Ref 5350 HMS
TN Final v1.0 16 Dec 2021 Rev v1.0, Weetwood, dated 16 December 2021
ii Report Below Ground Drainage Strategy Rep Ref 2990 MHT CV RP 0002, Rev
P03, Meinhardt, dated 10 January 2022
iii Report Flood Risk Assessment Rep Ref 2990 MHT CV RP 0001 Rev P03
Meinhardt dated 27 May 2022
iv Drawing Proposed Site Plan Dwg No WL CJCT XX 0 DR A 0003 Rev P01 Carey
Jones Chapman Tolcher dated 24 December 2021
To ensure sustainable drainage and flood prevention in accordance with NRWLP
policy Water 7 and GP5 of the UDP.
26) No development to take place until the applicant, or their agents or successors in
title, has secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological recording.
This recording must be carried out by an appropriately qualified and experienced
archaeological consultant or organisation, in accordance with a written scheme of
investigation which has been submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
To ensure appropriate architectural and historic recording and in accordance with the
National Planning Policy Framework, and Core Strategy Policies P10 and P11.
27) Notwithstanding the approved details, works above the ground floor slab level
shall not commence until full details of cycle/motorcycle parking and facilities,
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including details of a cycle hire scheme indicated on the drawing referenced XXXXX,
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The approved cycle/motorcycle parking and facilities shall be provided prior to first
occupation of the development and retained thereafter for the lifetime of the
development.
In the interests of highway safety and promoting sustainable travel opportunities.
28) Development shall not be occupied until Electric Vehicle Charging Points have
been provided in accordance with a scheme that shall have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved facilities shall
thereafter be retained
for the lifetime of the development.
In the interest of promoting low carbon transport
29) Development shall not be occupied until all areas shown on the approved plans
to be used by vehicles have been fully laid out, surfaced and drained such that
surface water does not discharge or transfer onto the highway. These areas shall not
be used for any other purpose thereafter.
To ensure the free and safe use of the highway.
30) Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved Proposed Site Layout, the
parking area shall not be laid out or be brought into use until a revised Proposed Site
Layout demonstrating the provision of disabled car parking has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, (in accordance with current
British Standard BS8300 unless otherwise agreed in writing). The agreed layout
shall be implemented prior to occupation and retained for the lifetime of the
development.
To ensure the provision of disabled parking.
31) Development shall not be occupied until a Car Parking, Servicing and Delivery
Management Plan (including timescales) has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The plan shall be fully implemented and the
development thereafter operated in accordance with the approved timescales.
To ensure the free and safe use of the highway.
32) Development shall not commence until a survey of the condition of the following
streets (Water Lane) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. Upon completion of the development (completion of the final
approved building on the site) a further condition survey shall be carried out and
submitted to the Local Planning Authority together with a schedule of remedial works
to rectify damage to the highway identified between the two surveys. The approved
mitigation works shall be fully implemented within 3 months of the remedial works
being agreed with the Local Planning Authority. In the event that a defect is identified
during other routine inspections of the highway that is considered to be a danger to
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the public it must be immediately made safe and repaired within 24hours from the
applicant being notified by the Local planning Authority.
Traffic associated with the carrying out of the development may have a deleterious
effect on the condition of the highway that could compromise the free and safe use
of the highway.
33) Prior to occupation of the development, the off-site highway works as shown on
plan XXXXXXX comprising the reinstatement of the footway outside the redundant
access, a new layby and footway on Water Lane, a new vehicular access off Water
Lane, traffic calming on Water Lane and alterations to TROs on Water Lane to
reduce speed limit and for the layby, shall be fully delivered.
To ensure the free and safe use of the highway.
34) ) Development shall not be occupied until a parking beat survey (including
timescales) showing all parking areas within 800m of the site which are either
unrestricted or covered by a single yellow line has been submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The survey shall be fully implemented and
the development thereafter operated in accordance with the approved timescales.
To ensure the free and safe use of the highway.
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Agenda Item 9
Originator:

Tim Hart

Telephone: 3788034

Report of the Chief Planning Officer
CITY PLANS PANEL
14th July 2022
Pre-application presentation of proposed change of use and alterations to Headrow
House, to form 232 co-living apartments; 42 The Headrow, Leeds LS1 8HZ
(PREAPP/21/00494)
Applicant – Watkin Jones Group
Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

Little London & Woodhouse

Equality and Diversity
Community Cohesion

Yes

Ward Members consulted

Narrowing the Gap

RECOMMENDATION: This report is brought to Plans Panel for information. The
Developer will present the details of the proposed development to allow Members to
consider and comment on the proposals at this stage.
1.0

Introduction

1.1

This presentation is intended to inform Members of the emerging proposals for the
repurposing of the office floorspace within Headrow House as co-living
accommodation following vacation of the premises by Direct Line during 2021. The
upper floors of the building would be converted to provide 232 co-living studio
apartments with areas of shared amenity space located throughout the building.

1.2

Co-living is an emerging product within the housing market, and although there are
some operational schemes in London, this is still new to most Core Cities. The product
is targeted at the recent graduate market; consultancy-type workers who only need to
be in a particular location for a few months; key workers who work in city centres, and
also recent incomers to cities who don’t necessarily want to rent on their own or know
anyone to house share with. Occupancy in co-living schemes is not restricted to
particular groups like students or key workers.
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1.3

Co-living is not a fixed product but rather a spectrum of different approaches which
use the same model of smaller studio units within a wider scheme with a range of
amenity/shared facility provision. There is not a dedicated Use Class within the Use
Classes Order for co-living and, as such, co-living use is a sui generis use (without a
Use Class). Designs of different schemes differ e.g. some studios have kitchenette
facilities within the studio, others don’t. Shared amenity spaces are also distributed
differently depending on the operator. There is not a dedicated Use Class within the
schedules to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 for co-living
and, as such, depending on the details of each scheme, some co-living use where all
the facilities for day to day residential living are not provided within the private studio
flats may be classed a sui generis use (without a Use Class).

1.4

Although there are differences between different types of co-living there are some
general characteristics which can point towards a co-living use:
•
Purpose-built shared living model aiming to provide a high standard of
accommodation
•
Residents have a private room/studio (typically en-suite) within a wider
development which includes a range of shared facilities (including kitchens, dining
rooms, social spaces and workspaces).
•
Residents rely on / are actively encouraged to use shared facilities as part of
the overall management and shared living approach
•
There’s a single management regime and operator, on site
concierge/management services, flexible tenancies, all-inclusive rent for utilities and
access to services
•
Generally, co-living schemes are situated within town and city centres that
are close to employment hubs and near to transport networks.

1.5

The developer, Watkin Jones, has an extensive history of developing in the residential
rental market and in purpose-built student accommodation including the Clarendon
Quarter at the former St Michael’s College, Belle Vue Road, Leeds.

2.0

Site and surroundings

2.1

Headrow House is located in the heart of the City Centre on the north-east corner of
the junction of The Headrow and Albion Street. It is a red brick and Portland stone
building completed in 1955. The building was the final building to be constructed on
the north side of The Headrow following the classical orders and style of the Blomfield
scheme which commenced in 1929. The building is ten storeys in height and is taller
than its neighbours such as Permanent House and Headrow Buildings (Grade II listed)
to the west and Broadgate (formerly Lewis’s) beyond Dortmund Square to the east.
The south-east and south-west corners of the building are chamfered in common with
many of buildings of the Blomfield scheme. The rear of the building facing north is
less ornate than other elevations and a lightweight curtain-wall extension was added
to the centre of the building during the 1990’s.

2.2

The primary entrance into Headrow House is from the north-east corner of the building
from Dortmund Square. There are several commercial units at ground floor (28-36
The Headrow) with entrances onto The Headrow and shopfronts extending along the
east and west elevations. The northern ground floor elevation fronting Wormald Row
contains service accesses, fire exits and an entrance to the basement car park.

2.3

The southern elevation of Headrow House faces the extensive Leeds Central Area
conservation area which at this point runs along the centre of The Headrow. Other
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than for Headrow Buildings other listed buildings nearby include 115 The Headrow,
the former St. John’s Parish Room and St John’s Church, and Thornton’s Buildings.
There is a mix of retail, office and leisure uses in the area with residential
accommodation located in the upper floors of some properties such as Basilica and
K2.
3.0

Proposals

3.1

5 disabled parking spaces supported by electric vehicle charging points would be
provided within the basement for resident use. There would also be storage facilities
for 232 bicycles for residents and 24 bikes for visitors. A new lift would connect the
basement with the main entrance lobby at ground floor.

3.2

The ground floor entrance from Dortmund Square would be refurbished. New sliding
doors would replace the existing revolving doors to improve accessibility. An
accessible WC would be installed and a reception desk provided in the entrance lobby,
with co-living management offices beyond. The refuse store fronting Wormald Row
would be refurbished and reorganised and a new fire escape added with egress onto
Wormald Row. Servicing would also take place from Wormald Row.

3.3

The first floor of the building would be reconfigured to provide 24 studio apartments
located around the periphery of the building, each benefiting from at least two
windows. The studios at this level would vary in size between 27-40 sqm. Two shared
kitchens (27sqm and 28sqm) would be provided for residents of the floor. Towards
the centre of the building a shared internal lounge area (144sqm) and shared external
amenity area (125sqm) would be provided for use by all residents.

3.4

The second and third floors would have an identical layout, each containing 28 studios,
varying in size from 27-38sqm. Towards the centre of the building there would be two
shared kitchens (27sqm and 28sqm), a shared amenity space which could be used as
a co-working space or for smaller gatherings (56sqm) and a laundry (27sqm).

3.5

The building mass reduces above the third floor facing Wormald Row. 25 studios are
proposed at fourth floor, varying in size from 27-38sqm. In common with floors below
there would be two shared kitchens (27sqm and 28sqm), for residents of the floor. A
rooftop external amenity space (176sqm) would be located along the northern
elevation accessed via a shared internal amenity space (27sqm).

3.6

The fifth to seventh floors would share a common layout, each containing 26 units, 2738sqm in area. Again, there would be two shared kitchens on each floor (27sqm and
28sqm).

3.7

The eighth and ninth floors of the building step in from the levels below. Each would
be reconfigured to provide 22 studios, varying size from 27-34sqm. As on the floors
below there would be two shared kitchens on each floor (27sqm and 28sqm).

3.8

The existing rooftop plant room at tenth floor would be converted to form five 27sqm
studios whilst a redundant lift room would be redesigned to form a shared kitchen
(34sqm). A rooftop garden (407sqm) would be laid out towards the west and southern
borders of the building. Plant would be located within a metal screened enclosure on
the east limb of the rooftop.

3.9

In summary, Headrow House co-living scheme would include 232 studios, 19 shared
kitchens, 254sqm of shared internal amenity space and 708sqm of shared external
amenity space.
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3.10

The 1990’s glazed façade on the north side of the building would be replaced with a
new metal façade system with window proportions and datums designed to respond
to the principal building. All windows above ground floor of the building would be
replaced to improve energy performance. A metal balustrade would be installed
around the roof parapet to improve safety around the roof terrace. The stonework and
canopies around the lower levels of the building would be cleaned.

4.0

Relevant planning history

4.1

Planning permission for alterations and extensions to form new staircase and
additional office space to the building was granted on 18th October 1991
(H20/276/91/).

4.2

Development Plan Panel (DPP) considered an update on the Houses in Multiple
Occupation, Purpose-Built Student Accommodation and Co-Living Amenity Standards
draft SPD on 2nd November 2021. Members noted the progress on the SPD; the
continued work with key stakeholders to remedy concerns raised before further
consultation takes place on the draft SPD; that the co-living section of the SPD will be
removed; that the revised draft SPD will be presented to DPP in January 2022, before
Pre-Adoption Publicity takes place in January/February 2022; and the intention for all
DPP members to receive an invitation to attend the Co-Living Workshop on 2nd
December 2021. A full copy of the minutes of the DPP meeting is set out at Appendix
1.

5.0

Consultation responses

5.1

LCC Highways Transport Development Services – information relating to the
servicing/delivery demand is required. In addition, information gathering regarding the
existing servicing/delivery demand on Wormald Row is required. This will help to
derive a workable servicing/delivery management plan for the site. Parking for
disabled persons is required whilst 20 car parking spaces in the basement will remain
for retained commercial uses.
The Ground Floor Refuse Access plan appears to indicate 3m to pavement on
Wormald Row although no footway widening is proposed. The loss of disabled parking
bays currently on-street would not be supported. Any alterations to TRO will need to
be funded by the developer.
Cycle parking is proposed to be in accordance with the requirement in the Parking
SPD. The developer is advised to refer to the draft Transport SPD for the required
specifications in terms of spacing and acceptable types of storage, together with Ebike chargers. Information is required relating to the access gradient for cyclists
heading to cycle storage.
A Transport Statement will be required with any application to assess the transport
impacts of the proposals.

5.2

LCC Flood Risk Management (FRM) – The application site is located within Flood
Zone 1 and there have been no records of any recent flooding within the property or
adjacent areas. An initial review has also identified that there are no known flood risks
which require specific mitigation and would impact on the proposed development.
As the proposal involves only a change of use and internal modifications and only
minor to the external areas or modifications to the existing building surface water
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drainage, then there would beno objections to the proposed development as internal
building drainage modifications will be dealt with by the Building Inspector to ensure
any drainage works comply with Part H of the Building Regulations.
5.3

LCC Contaminated Land Team - the proposed development includes sensitive end
uses at upper floors. In the event of a planning application being submitted a condition
would be recommended in the event of unexpected contamination being identified
during the development.

6.0

Policy

6.1

Development Plan

6.1.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires the
application to be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. For the purposes of decision making for this
proposal within the City Centre boundary, the Development Plan for Leeds currently
comprises the following documents:
•
•
•
•

The Leeds Core Strategy 2014 (as amended by the Core Strategy Selective
Review 2019)
Saved UDP Policies (2006), included as Appendix 1 of the Core Strategy
The Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan (NRWLP, Adopted January 2013)
including revised policies Minerals 13 and 14 (Adopted September 2015)
Site Allocations Plan (Adopted July 2019)

6.2

Leeds Core Strategy (CS)

6.2.1

The Core Strategy sets out the strategic level policies and vision to guide the delivery
of development and the overall future of the district. Relevant Core Strategy policies
include:
-

-

-

Spatial Policy 1 prioritises the redevelopment of previously developed land in a
way that respects and enhances the local character and identity of places and
neighbourhoods.
Spatial Policy 3 seeks to maintain and enhance the role of the City Centre as an
economic driver for the District and City Region by (iv) Comprehensively planning
the redevelopment and re-use of vacant and under-used sites and buildings for
mixed use development and new areas of public space.
Spatial Policy 8 supports a competitive local economy through (ii) enterprise and
innovation in housing, leisure and tourism; (iii) Job retention and creation,
promoting the need for a skilled workforce, educational attainment and reducing
barriers to employment opportunities.
Policy CC1 outlines the planned growth within the City Centre. Part B encourages
residential development, providing that it does not prejudice town centre functions
and provides a reasonable level of amenity for occupiers.
Policy CC3 states new development will need to provide and improve walking and
cycling routes connecting the City Centre with adjoining neighbourhoods and
improve connections within the City Centre.
Policy H3 states that housing development should meet or exceed 65 dwellings
per hectare in the City Centre.
Policy H4 states that developments should include an appropriate mix of dwelling
types and sizes to address needs measured over the long term taking into account
the nature of the development and character of the location.
Policy H5 identifies affordable housing requirements.
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-

-

-

-

Policy H8 states developments of more than 49 dwellings should include support
for Independent Living.
Policy H9 refers to minimum space standards in new dwellings.
Policy H10 identifies accessible housing standards.
Policy EC3 safeguards existing employment land, stating that the loss of an
existing Class B use in an area of employment shortfall will only be permitted
where the loss of the premises can be offset sufficiently by the availability of
existing general employment land and premises in the surrounding area.
Policy P10 requires new development to be based on a thorough contextual
analysis to provide good design appropriate to its scale and function, delivering
high quality innovative design and that development protects and enhance the
district’s historic assets in particular, historically and locally important buildings,
skylines and views.
Policy P11 states that the historic environment and its settings will be conserved,
particularly those elements which help to give Leeds its distinct identity.
Policies T1 and T2 identify transport management and accessibility requirements
to ensure new development is adequately served by highways and public
transport, and with safe and secure access for pedestrians, cyclists and people
with impaired mobility.
Policy G9 states that development will need to demonstrate biodiversity
improvements.
Policies EN1 and EN2 set targets for CO2 reduction and sustainable design and
construction, and at least 10% low or zero carbon energy production on-site.
Policy EN4 states that where technically viable major developments should
connect to district heating networks.
Policy EN5 identifies requirements to manage flood risk.
Policy EN8 identifies electric vehicle charging infrastructure requirements.
Policy ID2 outlines the Council’s approach to planning obligations and developer
contributions.

6.3

Saved Unitary Development Plan Review policies (UDPR)

6.3.1

Relevant Saved Policies include:
-

Policy GP5 states that all relevant planning considerations are to be resolved.
Policy BD6 states alterations and extensions should respect the scale, form,
detailing and materials of the original building.
Policy BD4 relates to provision for all mechanical plant on and servicing of new
developments.
Policy BD5 requires new buildings to consider both amenity for their own
occupants and that of their surroundings including usable space, privacy and
satisfactory daylight and sunlight.
Policy N19 requires new buildings adjacent to conservation areas to preserve or
enhance the character or appearance of the relevant areas.

6.4

Natural Resources & Waste Local Plan (NRWLP)

6.4.1

The NRWLP identifies where land is needed to enable the City to manage resources,
like trees, minerals, waste and water and identifies specific actions which will help use
the natural resources in a more efficient way.

6.4.2

Relevant policies include:
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-

Air 1 states that all applications for major development will be required to
incorporate low emission measures to ensure that the overall impact of proposals
on air quality is mitigated.
Water 1 requires water efficiency, including incorporation of sustainable drainage
Water 4 requires the consideration of flood risk issues
Water 6 requires flood risk assessments.
Water 7 requires development not to increase surface water run-off and to
introduce SUDS where feasible.
Land 1 requires consideration of land contamination issues.

6.5

Site Allocations Plan (SAP)

6.5.1

The Site Allocations Plan was adopted in July 2019. Following a statutory challenge,
Policy HG2, so far as it relates to sites which immediately before the adoption of the
SAP were within the green belt, has been remitted to the Secretary of State and is to
be treated as not adopted. All other policies within the SAP remain adopted and
should be afforded full weight.

6.5.2

The site is not identified in the SAP. Dortmund Square immediately to the east of the
building is identified as Green Space.
Other material considerations

6.6

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

6.6.1

The NPPF was updated in July 2021. Paragraph 11 states that decisions should apply
a presumption in favour of sustainable development. Permission should be granted
unless the application of policies in the Framework provides a clear reason for refusing
the development; or any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the Framework as a
whole.

6.6.2

Chapter 5 identifies guidance for the delivery of a sufficient supply of homes.

6.6.3

Chapter 7 relates to measures to ensure the vitality of town centres to promote their
long-term vitality and viability allowing them to grow and diversify, allowing a suitable
mix of uses (including housing) and reflecting their distinctive characters.

6.6.4

Chapter 8 promotes healthy and safe communities aiming to achieve healthy, inclusive
and safe places.

6.6.5

Chapter 9 identifies measures to promote sustainable transport. Paragraph 112 states
that priority should be given to pedestrian and cycle movements; the needs of people
with disabilities and reduced mobility addressed; creation of safe, secure and
attractive spaces; allow for the efficient delivery of goods; and be designed to enable
use by sustainable vehicles.

6.6.6

Chapter 11 states that decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting
the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and improving the
environment and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions.

6.6.7

Chapter 12 identifies the importance of well-designed places and the need for a
consistent and high quality, beautiful and sustainable buildings and places. Paragraph
126 states that good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better
places in which to live and work and helps make development acceptable to
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communities. Paragraph 130 states that planning decisions should ensure that
developments:
a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term
but over the lifetime of the development;
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and
effective landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate
innovation or change (such as increased densities);
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets,
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive
places to live, work and visit;
e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate
amount and mix of development (including green and other public space) and support
local facilities and transport networks; and
f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health and
well-being, with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users and where
crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or
community cohesion and resilience.
6.6.8

Chapter 14 identifies the approach to meeting the climate change challenge. New
development should avoid increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from
climate change and should be planned so as to help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, such as through its location, orientation and design (paragraph 154).

6.6.9

Chapter 16 refers to the historic environment.
planning authorities should take account of:

Paragraph 197 states that local

a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and
c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character
and distinctiveness.
Paragraph 199 states that “When considering the impact of a proposed development
on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the
asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be).” Paragraph 202 states that “Where a development proposal will lead to less than
substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should
be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate,
securing its optimum viable use.“
6.7

Supplementary guidance
-

Accessible Leeds SPD
Travel Plans SPD
Building for Tomorrow Today: Sustainable Design and Construction SPD
Neighbourhoods for Living SPG
City Centre Urban Design Strategy SPD
Transport SPD (revised draft)

-

Houses in Multiple Occupation, Purpose-Built Student Accommodation and CoLiving Amenity Standards draft SPD. On 2nd November 2021 Development Plan
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Panel agreed that the co-living chapter from the draft SPD would be removed and
that officers would consider bringing forward policy for co-living as part of Local
Plan Update 2.
7.0

Issues
Members are asked to comment on the emerging proposals and to consider the
following matters:

7.1

Principle of the development

7.1.1

Above ground floor level Headrow House comprises office space (Use Class E(c).
Although the last user vacated the premises last year Core Strategy Policy EC3 seeks
to retain such a use unless certain criteria are satisfied. Recent monitoring information
shows we have an oversupply of potential office sites relative to the Core Strategy
requirement in Policy SP9. Consequently, Pat A(i) of the policy would be satisfied
such that the loss of the office space would not be resisted whilst this position remains.

7.1.2

The site is located within the designated City Centre. CS policy CC1(b) encourages
residential development in City Centre locations providing that the development does
not prejudice the functions of the City Centre and that it provides a reasonable level
of amenity for occupiers (see paragraphs 7.2 below). Co-living is a form of long-term
residential accommodation and the development would deliver 232 studio apartments
which would represent a useful contribution towards the Core Strategy’s aim to provide
10,200 new homes within the City Centre over the plan period.

7.2

Co-living housing

7.2.1

The developer advises that co-living provides a community-centred, safe and
comfortable rental home for residents, with a clear focus on high quality, efficiently
designed, minimalist private living spaces sitting alongside generous and varied
shared social areas and amenity space under one roof. Their research suggests that
co-living housing meets a need that is not currently being satisfied in the City in that it
allows for flexible lease terms; a more communal form of living; the convenient
provision of services and facilities including utilities, WiFi, cleaning, alongside a
concierge and security, all at an accessible price. Experience elsewhere shows that
occupiers are typically city dwellers in their 20’s and 30’s; graduates; corporate
employees; international workers or people new to a city; downsizers and / or anyone
who wants to live in a central, city centre, location. The developer advises that there
are over 32,000 people in the core target market already living in Leeds. As a result,
Leeds City Centre is the primary location in the UK for co-living potential and
development at this time given the demographics of the City, the strength of the job
market and as there are no co-living schemes in the pipeline.

7.2.2

The developer advises that the social benefits of co-living in Headrow House would
include:
•
•
•

A professionally-managed building with 4 permanent on-site staff, a 24/7
concierge and a safe and secure environment
Togetherness promoted by a focus designed and operated to facilitating
interaction between residents
Community wellbeing through a social and active on-site gym, with wellbeing and
fitness classes, educational classes and clubs. Roof terraces and social spaces
managed through a community engagement programme would aid social
cohesion
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•
•

Bringing together residents from different groups and backgrounds in shared
communal spaces
Maximising the benefits of technology to improve health and wellbeing

7.2.3

The developer has submitted a management plan which sets out how the operator
would provide a full management service at Headrow House including tenancy
management, property management, health and safety and maintenance. The
residents’ team will be responsible for organising and timetabling residents’ events
such as movie nights, book clubs, quiz nights and cultural celebrations. All these
facilities will be available at no extra charge for residents to socialise and interact with
one another, which is considered to be a critical aspect of the co-living model.

7.2.4

Although the Council does not have a specific policy with respect to co-living
proposals, as a form of long-term residential accommodation it is considered that the
Council’s existing policies for new residential accommodation are appropriate to
review and assess such proposals, as well as more strategic policy ambitions
including for accessibility, for sustainability and for the quality of life. Considerations
relating to residential amenity, affordability, green space, accessible housing and
sustainable transport set out in existing development plan policies are measures by
which a systematic approach to co-living schemes can currently be addressed.
Density

7.2.5

CS Policy H3 requires housing developments in the City Centre to meet or exceed 65
dwellings per hectare. The proposals identify 232 residential apartments on a site
area of 0.18ha thereby significantly exceeding the minimum policy requirement and
making efficient use of brownfield land in a highly sustainable City Centre location.
Housing mix

7.2.6

CS Policy H4 aims to ensure that new housing delivered in Leeds provides an
appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes to address needs measured over the longterm taking account of preferences and demand in different parts of the city. With this
in mind the policy is worded to offer flexibility. Targets for the number of bedrooms in
flats ranges from 10% for one and four bedroom apartments, 30% for three bedroom
apartments, up to 50% with two bedrooms. The co-living accommodation is designed
for single people and all apartments would have a single bedspace.
Space standards and residential amenity

7.2.7

CS policy H9 requires all new dwellings to comply with identified minimum space
standards so as to create a healthy living environment for occupants. In this regard,
the minimum size of a one bed, one person apartment identified in H9 is 37sqm if the
flat has a shower room. The CS standards reflect the Nationally Described Space
Standards which, in identifying the requirements, took into account the space required
for all furniture, fittings, activity and circulation space and facilities required to ensure
that all homes are highly functional.

7.2.8

Co-living intentionally takes a different approach to conventional C3 accommodation
where households are self-contained, instead actively encouraging integration with
other occupants of the development. In Headrow House the private studios would not
in most cases meet the Council’s adopted space standards for standard selfcontained class C3 accommodation. Instead, it is intended to provide smaller sized
private accommodation offset by the provision of communal residential facilities
designed to support the development of smaller social groups and pockets where
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residents are able to familiarise themselves and interact with smaller groups of people,
who are part of a larger building community. The establishment of ‘village’ clusters on
each floor centred on a shared living/kitchen/dining space is a dynamic evolution of
the structure utilised in Purpose Built Student Accommodation ‘flats’ or clusters, which
can be used in a much more flexible and organic way. Residents are not obliged, but
encouraged, to use the facilities on their respective floors. The careful placement of
amenity and shared functions encourages residents to travel to certain parts of the
building to enjoy the benefits of these shared spaces, establishing a fluidity and crosspollination of people and communities. Establishing points of critical mass, supported
by points for chance encounters and more organic interactions becomes an additional
layer within which the social framework would be developed throughout the building
7.2.9

The smallest, and most common, studio size in the Headrow House development
would be 27sqm. The rooms would be fitted with double beds with storage spaces
below, a dressing area, full height wardrobes, a living area including a two-person
settee and low table, a fold down table with two chairs for dining and workspace, low
level storage units, a bookcase and storage cabinet, a bathroom pod with WC, sink
and shower, an entrance lobby and a kitchenette. Larger rooms, up to 38sqm, would
typically allow for more circulation space and additional storage.

7.2.10 While co-living places a large significance on the provision of communal amenity
spaces and mechanisms around facilitating social environments, the studios need a
degree of independence and self-sufficiency to create an environment to which
residents are able to use as needed. The proposed kitchenettes in rooms take into
account the anticipated individual usage such that a basic level of cooking can be
undertaken within the studios themselves. The studio kitchen would provide a sink,
fridge freezer, two ring hob, combi cooker, extractor hood and waste bins, along with
3 low level and 2 high level storage cupboards, 4 drawers and 3 open shelves. The
level of provision is also designed to take into account the shared kitchen
arrangements which provide additional space and equipment.
7.2.11 There would be two shared kitchens (27-28sqm) on each of the residential floors other
than the 5 rooftop studios that would share a single kitchen. Travel distance would be
limited to a maximum of 27m. Each shared kitchen would have a series of
workbenches allowing several residents to cook at any one time. Seating for 10-12
people would enable almost an entire cluster to sit and dine together if desired. The
provision of flexible seating would also allow the shared area to be used as social
space during times when it may not be used for cooking, and locating the seating
alongside the windows provides an alternative space for residents to work during the
day, or even socialise generally. The space could also be used as a gathering space
for small events.
7.2.12 The primary amenity space provided at first floor level (134sqm) would comprise
lounge and co-working spaces. Smaller amenity hubs on levels 2 and 3 (56sqm), and
level 4 (27sqm) would offer different types of amenity for residents, possibly for use
as lounge or library space or for smaller social gatherings.
7.2.13 Levels 2 and 3 would also provide shared laundry rooms. The laundry rooms would
include separate washing machines and dryers, with ironing facilities and games
provision for residents who would like to wait within the space. Being located
alongside other amenity functions would enable residents to make use of adjacent
amenity while running laundry cycles and vice-versa.
7.2.14 The Headrow House co-living development would provide 3 areas of external amenity
space for residents cumulatively comprising 716sqm. The first floor courtyard space
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would provide active breakout space for residents to socialise, play games or extend
the internal amenity space for community events. Being enclosed on 4 sides, any
planting would need to be shade tolerant. The fourth floor space would provide larger
spaces for gathering and group activities / classes. It would be divided into two larger
spaces rather than a single open space, defined by planted edges with the use of taller
shrubs to provide visual separation and enclosure for the feeling of increased privacy,
particularly as a number of studios above look over the space. The use of taller
planting and shrubs to the southern edge would define a more intimate space for
smaller groups while providing screening for the studios on the fourth floor that face
towards the roof area. Two studios located directly alongside the amenity area would
have their own private terrace area with planting used to create defensible space and
improved privacy. The rooftop space would provide a sequence of larger and smaller
spaces with seating and outdoor dining areas, and areas of cover.
7.2.15 Co-living studios would be located at first floor and above. The rooms would typically
be located around the periphery of the building. Each studio would have a minimum
of two windows with views out across The Headrow, Albion Street, Wormald Row or
Dortmund Square. The tightest dimension would be 13.4m across Albion Street to
Headrow Buildings and The Light which, given the relative scale and juxtaposition of
the properties and the dense urban grain, would provide an acceptable outlook and
daylighting from residents’ studios.
7.2.16 Due to the proximity of busy highways to the development it is likely that acoustic
attenuation, alongside whole house ventilation, will be required to ensure that road
noise and other commercial noise is suitably-mitigated and apartments do not
overheat.
7.2.17 Do Members support the principle of co-living and the residential amenity
offered by the development?
Affordable housing
7.2.18 CS policy H5 sets a minimum target that 7% of new homes in major developments in
this part of the city should be affordable housing with a mix of intermediate and social
rents at benchmark rents. 232 apartments would generate the need for 16 affordable
units based upon this policy which states that affordable housing provision should be
on site, unless off site provision or a financial contribution can be robustly justified.
7.2.19 The developer suggests that the most applicable policy basis that could translate to
co-living relates to Build to Rent developments and specifically part iii of the policy
which allows a commuted sum in lieu of on-site provision of affordable housing. Such
an approach is adopted in London which, through the London Plan, seeks payment in
lieu to fund traditional C3 affordable housing elsewhere. It is suggested that this
approach is a more practical solution rather than attempting to introduce traditional C3
affordable housing within a co-living development which tends to be occupied on
shorter tenancies; offers only single person accommodation, and the developer’s
ability to offer more affordable accommodation is more limited than for Build to Rent
due to physical and management constraints associated with co-living developments.
Further, there is currently no evidence that there is a demand for ‘affordable’ co-living
accommodation in the city.
7.2.20 As a consequence, the developer is offering, without prejudice, a £700,000
contribution towards affordable housing based upon figures contained in the Leeds
Affordable Housing Benchmark Transfer Update 2021/22. Notwithstanding, the
developer intends to submit a detailed financial viability statement with the forthcoming
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planning application which, upon receipt, will be reviewed by the District Valuer on
behalf of the City Council.
7.2.21 Do Members support the approach to affordable housing provision for this coliving development?
7.3

Townscape and heritage considerations

7.3.1

As described at paragraph 2.3, Headrow House is located in the setting of several
listed buildings and the setting of the City Centre conservation area. Section 66 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the ‘Listed Buildings
Act 1990’) provides:
“In considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a
listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the
Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which
it possesses.”
And s.72 provides:
“In the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area…
special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of that area.”

7.3.2

The principal external alteration to the building would comprise replacement of the
existing 1990’s rear extension with a new structure of similar scale and position but in
a contemporary way. Notwithstanding, the window proportions, panel system and
datums would be designed to respond to the principal building, whilst ensuring a clear
differentiation between the new façade and original building fabric.

7.3.3

All windows above ground floor would be replaced, possibly set a little further back in
the reveal to improve the depth and appearance of the facades. The new window
design is intended to respond positively to the character of Headrow House and
frames will be a lighter, warmer colour in response to the proposed use. The main
entrance on Dortmund Square would be improved to provide a clear and lighter access
point into the building. The detailed design is currently being developed, exploring the
use of materials that are contemporary yet enhance the appearance the building. New
metal railings around the perimeter of the parapet at roof level, and metal balustrading
at lower levels of the chamfered corners of the building, would respond positively to
the aesthetic of the original building. It is also intended to clean the brick and
stonework around the building. As a whole, subject to detail, the external works would
enhance the appearance of the building albeit given the limited interventions such
works would have no impact upon the setting of nearby listed buildings or the character
or appearance of the neighbouring conservation area. As such, the works would
accord with paragraph 193 of the NPPF.

7.4

Landscape, public realm and biodiversity

7.4.1

Headrow House sits on a tight urban plot in the City Centre. The size of the site is
such that it would not be subject to formal green space requirements if it were to be
developed as typical C3 residential apartments. However, the development would
introduce areas of usable roof terrace at first floor, fourth floor and roof levels totalling
708sqm which would provide the opportunity for both external amenity provision for
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residents and, through new soft landscaping and birdboxes biodiversity improvements
for the site as a whole.
7.5

Transportation

7.5.1

The proposed development is located in a sustainable City Centre location close to
the many amenities offered. It is proposed that no dedicated car parking will be
provided for the residents other than 5 disabled parking spaces located within the
existing basement with access to ground level enabled by a new lift. Each of these
spaces would be supported by electric vehicle charging points. The existing public
disabled car parking spaces would be retained on Wormald Row. The Council’s
parking policies in this central location do not require a minimum level of car parking
provided there would be no adverse impact on the highway network. In this case there
are existing on-street parking controls in the area which should prevent inconsiderate
and obstructive parking and easy walking access to public transport and other services
residents would rely on. Notwithstanding, the impact of a car park free development
would need to be demonstrated in a Transport Statement

7.5.3

The proposals identify storage facilities for 232 bicycles for residents and 24 bikes for
visitors to accord with the guidance and technical specifications provided in the draft
Transport SPD. Due to the location of the cycle parking in the basement careful
consideration will be required for access to e.g. lifts/doors etc. will need to be of
sufficient size and ease of use to accommodate bicycles easily, so that they don’t
become a deterrent to their use.

7.5.4

It is intended that the existing servicing and refuse arrangements for the building,
utilising Wormald Row for both the co-living element and retained ground floor uses
would be retained. This approach limits opportunities to improve the Wormald Row
pedestrian environment which, although heavily used as link between Dortmund
Square and Albion Street, does not presently have continuous or sufficiently wide
footpaths. It is suggested that opportunities to improve this arrangement to given
greater priority for pedestrians should be investigated.

7.6

Accessibility and inclusion

7.6.1

Alongside the Accessibility SPD, CS policies P10(vi) and T2 require that
developments are accessible to all users. Detailed landscape design should meet the
standards set out in Approved Document Part M and British Standard (BS) 8300.

7.6.2

CS policy H10 requires that 2% of new homes should be adaptable to wheelchair user
standards (M4(3)). This equates to 5 accessible studios which would be provided
within the development and supported by the 5 parking spaces in the basement. A
new lift would connect the basement with the main entrance lobby at ground floor. All
other studios would be designed to comply with Part M requirements.

7.6.3

Additional wheelchair accessible toilets would be provided within the main entrance
lobby and adjacent to the first floor amenity lounge. The external amenity spaces
would be aligned with BS8300, including the roof terrace which would be accessed by
an extension of the primary lift up to this level.

7.7

Sustainability and Climate Change

7.7.1

The CS sustainable development policies are designed so that new development
contributes to carbon reduction targets and incorporates measures to address climate
change concerns following the Council’s declaration of a climate emergency in 2019.
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Policy EN1 is flexible, allowing developers to choose the most appropriate and costeffective carbon reduction solution for their site. Major developments also need to
meet the BREEAM Excellent standard if feasible (EN2). Where technically viable,
appropriate for the development, and in areas with sufficient existing or potential heat
density, major developments should propose heating systems, potentially connecting
to the emerging district heating network (EN4(i)).
7.7.2

It is intended that the development will achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating. This
would be achieved through the implementation of a wide range of strategies and
measures including further consideration of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retention and re-use of the existing building but with improved thermal
performance
Smart construction to avoid landfill waste
Greater than 35% reduction in carbon emissions
Use of air source heat pumps
Introduction of electric vehicle charging points
Biodiversity enhancement with new wildlife habitats, pollinating plant species and
bird boxes

7.8

Safety and security

7.8.1

CS policy P10(v) identifies that developments should create safe and secure
environments that reduce the opportunities for crime and the NPPF states that
developments should be safe and accessible so that crime and disorder, and the fear
of crime, do not undermine quality of life.

7.8.2

The existing site is located in a central location in the City Centre. Existing retail and
commercial units would be retained on the ground floor with servicing activity taking
place on Wormald Row. The introduction of a residential use at upper floors with
apartment windows overlooking all directions would increase passive surveillance
around the site, particularly during evening periods.

7.9

Other considerations

7.9.1

The developer has provided a summary of the wider public benefits of the
development over and above the provision of the co-living accommodation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.10

121 direct construction jobs at peak
Up to 50 extra jobs created indirectly
£23m gross value added through construction activity
22 months of construction workers supporting local business
Apprenticeships and workforce training opportunities
Improving graduate retention
£1.15m per annum spent by new residents on retail, leisure and food and
beverages in the City Centre
£384,000 Council Tax receipts

Conclusion

7.10.1 The emerging proposal for the use of the building as co-living accommodation is a
new concept for housing provision within the City and, at the current time, is not the
subject of any specific policy. Accordingly, with reference to more strategic
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considerations and overarching policy, at this time each case needs to be considered
on its merits.
7.10.2 Members are asked to note the contents of the report and the presentation, and are
invited to provide feedback, in particular, on the issues outlined below:
Do Members support the principle of co-living and the residential amenity
offered by the development? (7.2.17)
Do Members support the approach to affordable housing provision for this coliving development? (7.2.21)
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Appendix 1 : Minutes of the Development Plan Panel meeting 2nd November 2021
The report of the Chief Planning Officer provided the Panel with an update on the progress
of the draft Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO), Purpose-Built Student Accommodation
(PBSA) and Co-Living Amenity Standards Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). The
report also set out the proposed timetable for progressing the draft SPD to adoption.
Appendix 1 included a summary of the representations made during the consultation period
as well as the Council’s initial response and proposed actions in response to the comments
received.
The Senior Planner presented the report, and provided a general overview of the range of
responses received (65 reps received, providing 500 individual comments relating to the
draft SPD) from the 6-week consultation, including work undertaken in relation to continued
informal engagement with the landlord sector on concerns relating to the status of the SPD
and its relationship to other Council workstreams. It was noted that a Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ) document will be published alongside the draft SPD and will address a
number of concerns not directly related to the content of the draft SPD.
Members heard that a wider “Student Housing” working group convened by Unipol Housing
will take place in November / December 2021, to discuss issues relating to the student
housing sector.
It was also noted that co-living schemes are emerging in Leeds, and there is a need for
further clarity relating to the strategic policy context, therefore it is proposed that the co-living
section of the draft SPD will be removed. The Council are advocating for a similar approach
used for PBSA; emerging co-living schemes will present an opportunity to establish a Leeds
methodology.
It was confirmed that a revised “Pre-Adoption” draft SPD will be presented to DPP in January
2022, for endorsement for a further 4 weeks of publicity in January / February 2022. It was
noted that the anticipated adoption date for the SPD remains unchanged and is expected
July 2022.
A member emphasised the importance of ensuring there are representatives present at the
Student Housing working group, from Student Unions. Officers confirmed that efforts will be
made to seek those representatives, and feedback from the working group will be reported at
the DPP meeting in January 2022.
Members collectively shared their concerns regarding emerging co-living schemes, in terms
of space standards and there being no policy set nationally to set a baseline for such
proposals and how Leeds will determine proposals under existing policies. Members queried
the difference between co-living accommodation and HMOs, and further raised concerns
regarding amenity space and the impact on mental health.
Officers outlined the process in terms of determining emerging planning applications, and
confirmed that there will be a co-living member workshop on the 2nd December that will
provide members with the opportunity to discuss their concerns in more depth, and an
invitation will be extended more widely to all Plans Panel Members.
RESOLVED – To note:
a) the contents of the report and the progress on the SPD, together with comments raised
by Members during discussion of this item.
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b) the continued work with key stakeholders to remedy concerns raised before further
consultation takes place on the draft SPD.
c) that the co-living section of the SPD will be removed.
d) that the revised draft SPD will be presented to DPP in January 2022, before Pre-Adoption
Publicity takes place in January/February 2022.
e) the intention for all DPP members to receive an invitation to attend the Co-Living
Workshop.
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